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Chapter 1
Introduction

For decades, scientists from a wide range of disciplines have been performing
computer-based experimentation, leading to the field of computational science.
Here, large numbers of computations are performed, while exploring the para-
meter space of a given domain. These parameter sweep or bag of tasks applica-
tions are as dominant as computationally demanding, typically asking for orders
of magnitude more compute power than the scientist’s own (personal) computer
could handle. Previous research [23, 22] has shown that more than 75% of all
submitted tasks belong to bags-of-tasks applications, taking up over 90% of the
total CPU-time.

In the early years, scientists sought additional, available computers like idle
workstations or dedicated compute clusters for their bags of tasks. The clas-
sic Condor [54] system has been in widespread use to deploy as many applic-
ation tasks as possible on otherwise under utilized computers, coining the term
of High Throughput Computing, utilizing networks of idle workstations, cluster
computers, and computational grids.

When idle workstations and local cluster computers became too small to handle
scientific workloads, scientific communities started to team up, in order to share
their available clusters. Grid computing was born. Common to networks of work-
stations, to clusters, and to grids is the model of sharing on a best-effort basis,
without any performance guarantees, and commonly also free of charge. This
cost-free, best-effort model has had a strong influence on the way bag-of-tasks
applications have been deployed. Scientists simply acquire as many machines as
possible, trying to improve their computational throughput, while neglecting how
quickly certain machines can perform the given tasks.

When Amazon announced EC2, its Elastic Computing Cloud [3], the era of
cloud computing started to offer a different computing paradigm. EC2 and other
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commercial cloud offerings provide compute resources with defined quality of
service (CPU type and clock speed, size of main memory, etc.) These computers
can be rented at certain prices per given time intervals, typically per hour. The
elasticity of cloud platforms allows users to either allocate one such machine for
many hours, or many machines for one hour, while the costs remain the same.

The various commercial offerings differ not only in price, but also in the types
of machines that can be allocated. Within EC2 alone, there are several types of
machines. Within the increasing market of cloud providers [10, 11, 21], there
are hundreds. While all machine offerings are described in terms of CPU clock
frequency and memory size, it is not clear at all which machine type would execute
a given user application faster than others, let alone predict which machine type
would provide the best price-performance ratio. The problem of allocating the
right number of machines of the right type and for the right time frame, strongly
depends on the application program, and is left to the user.

Commercial cloud offerings, such as Amazon’s EC2, let users allocate com-
pute resources on demand, charging based on reserved time intervals. While this
gives great flexibility to elastic applications, users lack guidance for choosing
between multiple offerings, in order to complete their computations within given
budget constraints. Therefore, there is an increasing need for cost-aware sched-
ulers that offer both guidance and flexibility for users to deploy their applications
on clouds.

Research Question

In this work, we investigate if and how it is possible to schedule large numbers of
independent tasks onto rented cloud machines, in the absence of prior knowledge
about expected task runtimes or machine speeds, such that the user is in control of
the budget spent, while minimizing the overall execution time.

1.1 Budget Controlled Application Execution on Clouds

In this work, we present BaTS, our Budget- and Time- constrained Scheduler).
BaTS predicts feasible combinations of budget and makespan and can schedule
according to the user’s preferences large bags of tasks onto multiple clouds with
different CPU performance and cost. BaTS schedules such that a bag of tasks will
be executed within a given budget (if possible), while minimizing the completion
time. BaTS requires no a-priori information about task completion times, instead
BaTS learns application throughput at runtime, using an initial sampling phase
and a moving average throughout the computation.
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1.1.1 Contributions

Each contribution is described and evaluated in a chapter:

Chapter 2 : We introduce the general architecture of a cost-aware scheduler,
BaTS. We also describe the core scheduling algorithm for our cost-aware
scheduler. Our real-life experiments with a BaTS prototype show that a
cost-aware scheduler may be efficiently and effectively implemented, and
that the real-time reconfigurations manage to maintain the cost of execution
within a specified budget.

Chapter 3 : We introduce a user guidance component, the estimator, which takes
advantage of mathematical tools to present the user with feasible sched-
ules for the execution of the bag after inspection of only a small number of
tasks. Our results show that BaTS is able to guide a user through the jungle
of cloud offerings and/or schedule within a user-defined budget (if such a
schedule is possible at all.)

Chapter 4 : We model the general architecture of BaTS as a stochastic mathem-
atical construct which we use to evaluate the strengths and limitations of
our proposed scheduler. To that end, we implement a simulator that we use
to provide an extensive set of evaluations, involving a wide set of schedules
and real-life, traces-inspired workloads. Our simulation experiments show
that the prediction mechanisms implemented in BaTS may effectively deal
with different types of workloads.

Chapter 5 : We introduce a number of stochastic tail-phase optimizations that
we evaluate on the mathematical construct introduced in Chapter 4. Our
simulation experiments show that replication strategies outperform migra-
tion strategies and that imperfect information coupled with random selec-
tion deliver the closest performance to perfect information.

Chapter 6 : We evaluate BaTS in a real-world environment, by actual execu-
tion of parameter-sweep application on Amazon EC2 instances of different
types. Our experiments show that BaTS is capable of successfully select-
ing the most efficient resources for the workload at hand and consequently
executing the application within the user-specified requirements.

1.1.2 Assumptions

In the following, we explain the assumptions which govern our design space and
which hold throughout this work.
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We assume that the tasks of a bag are independent of each other, so they are
ready to be scheduled immediately. We also assume that the tasks can be preemp-
ted and rescheduled later, if needed by a reconfiguration of the cloud environment.
Our task model incurs no prior knowledge about the task execution times. We as-
sume that there is some completion time distribution among the tasks of a bag,
but, a-priori, it is unknown to both the user and to the BaTS scheduling algorithm.
The only information we require is the size of the bag (the total number of tasks
that need to be executed).

About the machines, we assume that they belong to certain categories (like
EC2’s “Standard Large” or “High-Memory Double Extra Large”) and that all ma-
chines within a category are homogeneous. The only information BaTS uses about
the machines is their price, like “$0.1 per hour”. Also, BaTS uses a list of ma-
chine categories (cloud offerings) and the maximum number of machines in each
category, to which the user has access to. We use the term cluster for the machines
of a category. (We do not, however, assume any kind of hardware clustering or
co-location.)

Our cost model assumes that machines can be allocated (reserved and charged
for) for given machine reservation cycles, called accountable time unit (ATU),
expressed in minutes. For simplicity, we currently assume that the ATU is the
same for all clusters, e.g., sixty minutes. Each cluster, however, has its own cost
per ATU per machine, expressed in some currency.

1.2 Related research efforts

Recent research efforts have addressed different aspects of bag-of-tasks applica-
tions. We compare our present proposal to existing research with respect to the
assumptions made on task and resource characteristics, the proposed goals, the
scheduling plan characteristics, the performance metrics used to compare against
established algorithms and the respective algorithms.

The assumptions on task characteristics involve the existence of prior know-
ledge on arrival rate, execution time, or deadline for each task in the bag. Work
presented in [32, 52, 53, 58] assumes a-priori known task execution times. One
relaxation is found in [18] where all tasks are assumed to be in the same complex-
ity class and there is a calibration step to determine execution time estimates per
machine type. The assumptions are further relaxed in [51] to relative complex-
ity classes of tasks, though all the classes are supposed to be known in advance.
BaTS, in contrast, only assumes that some form of runtime distribution exists, and
uses stochastic methods to detect it while executing the bag of tasks.

Work presented in [61] addresses homogenous grid resources and is extended
to heterogenous systems in [60]. Completely heterogenous systems are addressed
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by [9, 51, 53, 58]. Our system is composed of several heterogenous sets of ho-
mogenous machines, which fits perfectly a composite of scientific grids and cloud
systems.

Makespan minimization is the main focus of research done in [9, 32]. This is
accompanied by response time minimization at task level in [58]. These schedul-
ing algorithms are compared against traditional algorithms such as Min-Min, Max-
Min [20], and Sufferage [37]. A mixture of robustness optimization, while satis-
fying makespan and price constraints is presented in [53]. It assumes a fixed,
one-time cost per machine type. Robustness optimization is the main focus of
research conducted in [51]. In contrast, we use an economic model for resource
utilization, that matches the current, elastic cloud system offerings.

The mapping between tasks and resources can be done either off-line [53, 60]
or on-line. The on-line techniques can be further categorized using the mapping
event granularity: fine granularity implies the mapping is performed as soon as a
task arrived/is ready [9]. Coarse granularity makes mapping decisions on a batch
of tasks. Hybrid approaches are employed in [51, 58]. With BaTS, we consider all
tasks to be available for execution when the application starts. However, mapping
events are triggered by an (adjustable) timeout.

Recent work [38, 34] shares more similarities with BaTS. The work presented
in [38] tackles the mirrored problem: observing a user-specified job response time
deadline while minimizing the cost per hour (job throughput). A more flexible
approach is presented in [34], which deals with either minimizing the cost for a
user-specified deadline or minimizing the makespan for a user-specified budget.
However, both approaches do not consider intermediate solutions which the user
could consider best fitted for her needs.

1.3 Outline of this Thesis

This work is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce the general BaTS
architecture and describe the BaTS core scheduling algorithm. Chapter 3 shifts the
spotlight to the user-guidance role played by the estimator component of BaTS.
We statistically evaluate BaTS’ prediction accuracy in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5
we present a number of tail-phase optimizations. In Chapter 6 we evaluate and
discuss BaTS performance when presented with real-world applications. We draw
our conclusions in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

BaTS: Budget Controlled Task
Scheduling

In this chapter we investigate to what degree task scheduling may be controlled
budget-wise, when no information about the task runtimes is available a-priori.
Assuming the user allows a feasible budget for the execution of a large set of tasks,
what is required for a scheduler to successfully complete it? How can a scheduler
effectively avoid a budget violation? We propose a set of algorithms answering
these questions and we validate our approach through a prototype budget-aware
scheduler, BaTS, implementing these algorithms. BaTS is scheduling in a budget
controlled fashion large bags of tasks onto multiple cloud platforms.

We have emulated different types of clouds on the DAS-3 multi-cluster sys-
tem. Here, our evaluation shows that BaTS is able to schedule bags-of-tasks
within given, user-defined budget limits. We compare to a budget-oblivious self-
scheduler, also refered to as round-robin (RR). BaTS can schedule at much lower,
and more importantly, limited cost. When allowed the budget consumed by RR,
BaTS finds slightly slower schedules due to the initial, conservative sampling
phase.

A large part of the work presented in this chapter has already been pub-
lished [44]. This chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.1 provides an overview
of the entire prototype scheduler (BaTS). Section 2.2 focuses on the algorithms
adapted to budget-controlled task scheduling. In Section 2.3, we evaluate the per-
formance and limitations of our prototype. We summarize our findings and contri-
bution in Section 2.4. A list of symbols may be found in Appendix B, Table B.1.
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2.1 BaTS Overview

The general architecture of our system is depicted in Figure 2.1. The core func-
tionality is to allocate a number of machines from different clouds, and to adapt
the allocation regularly by acquiring or releasing machines in order to minimize
the overall makespan while respecting the given budget limitation. The individual
tasks are mapped in a self-scheduling manner onto the allocated machines. This
core functionality is implemented by the BaTS Core component. In a nutshell, the
BaTS Core deals with the execution of the bag-of-tasks and we will also refer to
it as the execution phase.

The Estimator component provides the user with a range of reasonable budget
and runtime estimations before the bulk of the execution starts. It uses a mech-
anism to estimate makespans and costs of computing a bag of tasks on different
combinations of cloud machines using a single and small initial sample of tasks.
Because it uses a sample of tasks, we sometimes refer to this component as the
sampling phase. We will describe this component in Chapter 3. This component
can also be used to diagnose the performance of executing a bag-of-tasks on a
set of resources without afterwards proceeding to actually execute the bulk of the
bag-of-tasks.

The Tail component implements a number of tail-phase optimizations. It ad-
dresses that stage of the bag-of-tasks execution when the bulk of work has been
done, i.e. when the first machine becomes idle. This component is described in
Chapter 5. Due to its functionality, we refer to this component also as the tail
phase. It is the BaTS Core’s decision when and whether to use the Tail compon-
ent during the execution of a bag. The Tail cannot function in a stand-alone mode,
it is entirely up to the BaTS Core to involve it in the execution of the bag-of-tasks.

We remark that the Core component can execute the entire bag-of-tasks without
involving the Estimator and the Tail components. We describe in great detail the
statistics behind all the components in Chapter 4.

2.2 A Budget Controlled Scheduler

Figure 2.2 sketches the BaTS core architecture. Here, we zoom into the BaTS
Core component depicted in Figure 2.1. BaTS itself runs on a master machine,
possibly outside a cloud environment. Here, the bag of tasks is available. BaTS
allocates machines from various clusters and lets the scheduler dispatch the tasks
to the cluster machines. Feedback, both about task completion times and cluster
utilization is used to reconfigure the clusters periodically.
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Figure 2.1: BaTS general architecture.

Figure 2.2: BaTS core architecture.

2.2.1 Profiling task execution time

BaTS learns execution time-related information by constantly observing the runtimes
of submitted tasks. The basic idea is to estimate an average of the task execution
time for each cluster. For this purpose, BaTS uses a cumulative moving aver-
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age mechanism. Based on these estimates, BaTS decides which combination of
machines would satisfy the budget constraint and optimize the makespan. As de-
scribed in Section 2.2.3, we also provide the decision loop with feedback from
monitoring the actual progress made in the bag-of-tasks execution.

We profile the task execution time on a per-cluster level. When the Estimator
component is not present, BaTS Core starts with an initial sampling phase, where
it uses a small sample set as an initial subset of data points; one set per cluster.

A way to compute the sample set size

The size n of the sample set can be computed with respect to a certain confid-
ence level, based on the canonical statistical formula for sampling with replace-
ment [28]:

n =

⌈
N ∗ z2

α

z2
α +2∗ (N−1)∆2

⌉
(2.1)

Here, n is the sample size, N is the size of the bag, ∆ is the confidence interval
length, α ∈ (0,1) is the confidence level and zα is related to the Gaussian cumu-
lative distribution function. Note that this formula is generally used to determine
the sample size necessary to estimate frequencies (proportions) within a certain
confidence interval, i.e. with a given confidence level (1−α) and a given length
(∆). However, we can use it here without loss of generality since any probabil-
ity distribution may be approximated (discretized) by arbitrary chosen categories
(i.e. the probability density function can be approximated by a histogram). We
will describe the statistics behind the sampling phase in detail in Chapter 4. For
the purpose of this chapter it is sufficient to learn a reasonable size for the sample
set.

To correctly approximate the sampling with replacement model, N must be
much larger than n; in practice, n≤ 0.05∗N provides the desired inequality. How-
ever, n has an upper bound given by

⌈
z2

α

2∗∆2

⌉
, as shown in Figure 2.3.

From the moment at which all sample tasks of a cluster are finished, we derive
an average task execution time per cluster (Ti, expressed in minutes), computed
as a modified cumulative moving average [29] of task execution times seen so far
(rtdone):

Ti =
∑

jobsrunning
k=1 τk + rtdone

jobsrunning + jobsdone

We use the execution times of the sample tasks as indicators for all tasks from
the bag. For this purpose, we maintain an ordered list of the execution times
from the sample. The Ti is recomputed later during the execution for each cluster.
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Figure 2.3: Sample size variation w.r.t. bag size; α = 0.95, z0.95 = 1.96, ∆ = 0.25

When such a recomputation event occurs, it is possible that some of the tasks are
running. If we ignore these unfinished tasks, the Ti will become biased to small(er)
tasks, completed in-between consecutive Ti recomputation events. Therefore, the
completion times of running tasks must be estimated. We do so as follows: a task
j submitted on cluster i which has not finished execution at the time is estimated
(τ je) as the average of sample set tasks runtimes higher than τ j, the time elapsed
since its submission:

τ je =
∑

n
k τk

n− k+1
, τk > τ j

This estimate is used when calculating the new Ti, representing task j as one
of those from the tail of the sample’s distribution.

The average estimated task execution time for cluster i represents the mapping
between the bag-of-tasks and a machine of type i. Therefore any such machine can
execute 1

Ti
tasks from the bag per minute and this quantity is the theoretical average

estimated speed of a machine of type i. The Ti values provide information about
the quality of the machines in cluster i with respect to the bag-of-tasks currently
under execution.

Ti is initialized when the sample set tasks sent to a cluster i finish. After
the initialization step we update Ti regularly at given monitoring intervals. We
chose the monitoring interval small enough to enable timely detections of possible
constraint violations.

2.2.2 Computing budget estimates from the completion time distri-
butions

We use the average task execution time Ti of each cluster Ci (i ∈ {1, ...,nc}) parti-
cipating in the bag-of-tasks execution to compute estimates of the makespan (Te)
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and budget(Be) needed for the bag-of-tasks execution:

Te =
N

∑
nc
i=1

ai
Ti

; Be =

⌈
Te

ATU

⌉
∗

nc

∑
i=1

ai ∗ ci (2.2)

where N is the number of tasks in the bag, nc is the total number of clusters
available to the scheduler, ci is the cost per ATU for a machine of type i (i.e.
from cluster Ci) and ai is the number of machines allocated from cluster Ci. Each
cluster Ci has a certain maximum number of machines Ai that can be allocated
by a user and therefore the number of machines allocated from each type i must
satisfy 0≤ ai ≤ Ai,∀i ∈ {1, ...,nc}.

Our current approach finds the best makespan affordable given the user-specified
budget (B). We minimize Te by maximizing the number of executed tasks per
minute, and therefore per ATU, while the cost of executing all N tasks at this
speed stays within the user specified budget:

maximize
nc

∑
i=1

ai ∗
1
Ti

sub ject to

⌈
N

ATU ∗∑
nc
i=1

ai
Ti

⌉
∗

nc

∑
i=1

ai ∗ ci ≤ B

Modified Bounded Knapsack Problem (BKP) solver.

We solve the above non-linear integer programming problem by modifying the
Bounded Knapsack Problem (BKP). In general, the BKP takes a set of item types,
where each type j is characterized by a profit p j, a weight w j and a maximum
number of items b j, and determines the number of items (x j) from each type to be
packed such that it maximizes the total profit while the total weight is less than a
certain limit (W ):

maximize
m

∑
j=1

p j ∗ x j

sub ject to
m

∑
j=1

w j ∗ x j ≤W, x j ∈ {0,1, ...,b j}

We reformulate the Bounded Knapsack Problem (BKP) in the following way:
maximize the total speed per ATU (profit), while maintaining the total cost within
the budget. A cluster becomes an item type with profit 1

Ti
and cost ci and the

bounds for each item type are given by the maximum number (Ai) of available
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machines (including the ones already acquired by BaTS) in the respective cluster.
The solution to this problem represents a machine configuration, where the num-
ber of machines from a cluster i is the number of items of the corresponding type.
Intuitively, our modified BKP looks for the fastest combination of machines whose
total cost per ATU is within a given limit.

Though BKP is NP-complete, it can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time
either by expressing it as a 0-1 Knapsack Problem [39] or by using a specialized
algorithm [45]. Since both the number of machine types as well as the number of
machines of each type are small (compared to the number of tasks), the input of
the reformulated BKP can be considered small in its length, not only in its value,
which greatly reduces the time needed to find an exact solution. We chose to solve
our modified BKP as a 0-1 Knapsack Problem, using dynamic programming. We
define recursively P(i,w) as the profit obtained by using i items with an average
cost per ATU of w:

P(0,w) =0

P(i,0) =0

P(i,w) =max{P(i−1,w), pi +P(i−1,w− ci)}, if ci ≤ w

P(i,w) =P(i−1,w), otherwise

In order to find the candidate solutions, we compute P(∑nc
i=1 Ai,∑

nc
i=1 ci ∗Ai).

We filter the solution set using the following constraint:

price∗
⌈

N
ATU ∗Pcand(m, price)

⌉
≤ B

where N is the number of tasks to be executed and Pcand is the candidate solution
representing m machines that cost price per ATU. The final solution is processed
to obtain the number of machines from each type.

The complexity of our modified BKP is dominated by (∑nc
i=1 Ai) ∗ (∑nc

i=1 ci ∗
Ai), while an algorithm that searches exhaustively for all possible solutions is
dominated by ∏

nc
i=1 Ai. This allows BaTS to re-compute machine configurations

at runtime.

2.2.3 Monitoring the plan’s execution

As described so far, BaTS estimates task runtimes and the related costs based on
the tasks that have been completed during the initial sampling phase, resulting in
an initial machine allocation. At regular monitoring intervals, this initial plan is
revisited to accommodate the actual progress of the bag of tasks. BaTS uses a
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monitoring interval equal to a (small) fraction of the ATU, but at least equal to 5
minutes. This usually allows enough time to stop the machines no longer needed
before they would go into their next ATU.

There are two reasons why the initial plan needs continuous refinement. First,
the average task completion time gets refined with each completed task. Second,
the allocated worker machines are not running in lock-step, so that each machine
has its own phase of ATU starting time, and its own ATU utilization given the
actual tasks it gets to execute that might leave unused time intervals. If, at a given
monitoring interval, the new information indicates a possible budget violation,
BaTS has to find another machine allocation, possibly marking certain (expensive)
machines for being preempted at the end of their ATU, and/or other (cheaper)
machines to be added instead.

For evaluating the current machine allocation, BaTS checks for a possible dis-
crepancy between the remaining budget and the remaining size of the bag. The
estimated number of tasks left in the bag, Ne describes the utilization of the paid
ATUs for all workers. The estimated number of tasks we can afford in the current
configuration with the remaining budget, Np describes the potential utilization
of the next ATUs for the active workers. The comparison between Ne and Np

provides feedback on whether the current scheduling plan fits the (new) informa-
tion about the tasks of the bag.

For every cluster Ci, i ∈ {1, ...,nc} we maintain a list of all machines m j, j ∈
{1, ...,maxi} that participated at some point in the computation. For every machine
m j we remember the number of executed tasks (ntm j ), the time spent executing
tasks (rtm j ) and the total uptime (upm j ).

Monitoring utilization of paid compute time

According to our economical model, the current ATU of each active machine has
been paid for once the machine enters it. However, the machine did not run yet for
the whole corresponding time. This means that tasks which will be executed by the
end of the machine’s current ATU are still in the bag. It follows that the current
size of the bag is not an accurate indicator of the necessary amount of money
to finish the computation. Therefore, we regularly monitor the actual progress
of the bag-of-tasks execution by computing an estimate, Ne, for the number of
tasks left in the bag after the time for which we already paid elapses on each
machine. The estimate is based on how many tasks each active machine is likely to
execute during the remaining span of their respective current ATU. The remaining
span does not include the expected runtime of the task currently executed by the
machine (i.e. if the machine is not marked for preemption, the current task could
take the machine to the next ATU). If a machine is not marked for preemption
we use the estimate of its uptime (upm je

) and its current speed (vm j ) to compute
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the expected number of tasks executed by it. We compute upm j e
based on the

current uptime upm j , elapsed runtime of the task currently executed on m j (τ) and
its estimated runtime (τe):

upm j e
= upm j +(τe− τ)

We compute the current speed of this machine using the number of its executed
tasks (ntm j ), the total runtime of its executed tasks (rtm j ) and the estimate of its
currently running task:

vm j =
ntm j +1
rtm j + τe

To compute the expected future number of tasks ( f tm j ) executed by m j during
this ATU we learn the remaining span (δm j ) of the current ATU. We compute it by
using upm je

:

δm j = ATU−upm je
mod ATU ; f tm j =

⌊
δm j ∗ vm j

⌋
Using the number of tasks currently in the bag, N, and inferring from the

above formula the estimate on the total number of future tasks executed during
the current ATU of each participating machine, we can compute the estimated
number of tasks left in the bag after the time for which we already paid elapses on
each machine as:

Ne = N−
nc

∑
i

maxi

∑
j=1

f tm j .

Dealing with desynchronized workers

Workers are not synchronized with each other. Therefore, each worker is at a
different stage in the current execution plan. At regular intervals we need to check
that the remaining time for each worker according to the current execution plan
covers the estimated number of tasks left in the bag. For this purpose, we learn
how many tasks each worker is likely to execute in their remaining ATUs of the
execution plan, nrm j . The sum of these tasks is the potential number of executed
tasks, Np:

Np =
nc

∑
i

maxi

∑
j=1

⌊
(nrm j ∗ATU +ηm j)∗ vm j

⌋
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where ηm j =
⌈upm je

ATU

⌉
−

f tm j
vm j

represents the time left of the previous ATU which
could not accommodate the execution of a task, but becomes useful since the
machine is not preempted.

We also keep track of the money spent so far by accumulating the current cost
of each machine used, including machines no longer active. To estimate the cost
of a task k still running we use again its τke value.

Since the remaining budget must accommodate the execution of Ne we check
at each monitoring interval that Ne≤Np to avoid possible budget violations. When
the relationship does not hold, BaTS’ default behavior is to compute a new con-
figuration which solves the possible budget violation.

2.2.4 The BaTS algorithm

Based on the mechanisms developed so far, we can formulate the BaTS schedul-
ing algorithm, as shown in Fig. 2.4. BaTS takes as input a bag-of-tasks with
a known size N, the description (cost and maximum number of machines) of a
set of available clusters((ci,Ai), i ∈ {1, ..,nc}) and a user-specified budget (B).
Based on N it computes the sample size n (see Section 2.2.1) and acquires a num-
ber iw of machines, the initial workers on each participating cluster (currently,
iw = min{ 1

10 ∗N,n}). iw ideally equals n, but is limited to 10 % of N in order to
keep sufficiently many unprocessed tasks for finding a proper configuration. This
set of machines becomes the initial configuration.

BaTS acts as a master, while the acquired machines act as workers. As work-
ers join the computation, BaTS dispatches randomly selected tasks from the bag
in a first-come first-served manner, thus avoiding any bias from the task order
within the bag. When a worker running on a machine M from cluster cm reports
back with a task T ’s result, BaTS updates the worker-related information (runtime
- time spent executing tasks, and the number of tasks executed by M), as well as
the total execution time (rtdone) for cluster cm with T ’s execution time.

There are two types of conditions which trigger the search for a new config-
uration: there is enough information to derive the first stochastic properties for all
clusters and/or estimates computed at the end of a monitoring interval indicate a
budget constraint violation. In the latter case, the new configuration C’ replaces
C. BaTS decides whether M should continue to be part of the computation or it
should be released, based on the current configuration. Note that BaTS computes
no schedules until it can derive stochastic properties for all participating clusters
(the end of the implicit sampling phase or results from the Estimator component
are available). If there are no tasks finished during a monitoring interval, BaTS
updates both the profiling and cluster utilization estimates as described in previous
sections. If a budget constraint violation is signaled, BaTS tries to compute a new
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configuration.
It is important to note that the BaTS Core component can also function in

a standalone mode (lines 4-6 in Figure 2.4), for those cases where the user has
already a clear idea for a desired budget or the working assumptions of the Estim-
ator component (see Chapter 3) do not hold.

1: if (user selected schedule) then
2: populate sample sets
3: load configuration C according to selected schedule
4: else
5: run implicit sample phase
6: compute configuration C
7: end if
8: acquire machines according to C
9: while bag has tasks do

10: wait for any machine M to ask for work
11: if M returned result of task T then
12: update statistics for machine M
13: update the rtdone for cm
14: end if
15: if (monitoring time) then
16: compute estimates
17: if constraint violation then
18: call BKP to compute a new configuration C′

19: acquire the extra machines required by C′

20: save C′ in C
21: end if
22: end if
23: if number of machines of cm satisfies C then
24: send M a randomly selected task T ′

25: remove T ′ from bag and place it in pending
26: else if number of machines of cm should decrease then
27: release M
28: end if
29: end while

Figure 2.4: Summary of the BaTS algorithm for the Core component.

2.3 Performance Evaluation

Here we evaluate extensively the performance of the BaTS’ execution phase schedul-
ing algorithm in different scenarios and compare it to a budget-oblivious self-
scheduling algorithm.
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We have implemented a Java-based BaTS prototype using our Ibis platform [6].
The prototype consists of two parts: the master, which can run on any desktop-like
machine, and the worker which is deployed on cloud machines. The master com-
ponent implements the core of BaTS, while the worker is a lightweight wrapper
for task execution. All communication between the master and the workers uses
Ibis’s communication layer, IPL.

We have emulated an environment of two different (cloud) clusters in the
DAS-3 multi-cluster system. The physical machines are 2.4 GHz AMD Opteron
DP, each has 4 GB of memory and 250 GB of local disk space, running Scientific
Linux. Both emulated clusters have 32 machines. Requests for machines that will
run the worker component are sent by the master component to the local cluster
scheduler (SGE), thus incurring realistic, significant startup times as in real clouds.
However, we do not allow queueing delays due to competing requests.

We evaluated BaTS using a workload of relatively medium size, where the
assumptions made by the statistical device behind BaTS hold. Recent work [24]
on the properties of bags-of-tasks has shown that in many cases the intra-BoT dis-
tribution of execution times follows a normal distribution. Accordingly, we have
generated a workload of 1000 tasks whose runtimes (expressed in minutes) are
drawn from the normal distribution N(15,σ2),σ =

√
5. We enforce these runtimes

by executing the sleep command accordingly.
We compare BaTS to a simple, budget-oblivious Round Robin (RR) algorithm

that schedules randomly selected tasks in a first-come first-served manner. For all
runs of BaTS and RR, the random generator was using an identical seed, present-
ing the tasks to all algorithms in the same order.

2.3.1 Emulation setup and considered scenarios

One emulated cluster (cluster0) charges $3 per machine per ATU and executes
tasks according to the runtimes drawn from N(15,σ2),σ=

√
5. We create 5 differ-

ent scenarios w.r.t. the price and speed of the other emulated cluster cluster1
compared to cluster0:

S1−1: cluster1 charges the same price for a machine and has the same speed;

S1−4: cluster1 charges the same price for a machine, but is 4 times as fast;

S4−1: cluster1 charges 4 times as much ($12 for a machine) but has the same
speed;

S3−4: cluster1 is 3 times as expensive (charges $9 for a machine), and is 4
times as fast;
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S4−3: cluster1 is 4 times as expensive (charges $12 for a machine), and is 3
times as fast.

For emulating variable speeds of cluster1, we modify the parameter to
sleep accordingly. All prices are per accountable time unit, which we set to 60
minutes (without loss of generality).

We ran RR, BaTS with a relatively small budget and BaTS having as budget
the cost incurred by the respective RR on each of the scenarios above.

RR experiments use all machines (32+32) from the beginning of the compu-
tation. We refer to them as RRS, S the respective scenario name.

BaTS experiments were conducted using a monitoring interval of 5 min and
the following values for the parameters of the sample size n formula: zα=0.95 =
1.96, ∆ = 0.25, which lead to n1000=30. The sample size preserves the constraints
implied by the statistical assumptions, as n≤ 0.05∗N and n≥ 30 [28]. According
to the formula presented in Section 2.2.4 the initial number of machines acquired
on each cluster is 30.

2.3.2 Overhead incurred by BaTS

As a first set of experiments, we ran BaTS for each scenario with a budget con-
straint equal to the cost incurred by RR for the respective scenario S, resulting in
5 experiments: BaT SRRS .

2.3.3 Budget-constrained experiments

As a second set of experiments, we again ran BaTS for each scenario with a budget
constraint equal to 1.1 ∗BminS (10% extra), where BminS is the minimum budget
needed to execute the entire bag on scenario S with no regard for makespan min-
imization. The resulting 5 experiments are referred as BaT SBminS , S the respective
scenario name. BminS is computed as the cost of the sampling phase plus the cost
of running the rest of the bag on one machine of the most profitable type, i.e. the
machine type offering the best value for money. We define the profitability of a
machine type i with respect to the cheapest machine type available m as the speed
increase compared to the cost increase:

profitability =
Tm

Ti
∗ cm

ci

where Tm, Ti represent the average theoretical task execution time for clusters m
and i, respectively; cm, ci represent the cost of using a machine from the respective
cluster for one ATU. Note that, given the extremely long execution time needed
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Table 2.1: Experiments for each scenario.

Profitability Experiment S ($) Budget ($) M (ATU) Cost ($) Machines

0.25 (S4−1)
RR - 5 2034 (32, 32)
BaTSRR 450 BBaTSRR

= 2034 5 2034 (32, 25)
BaTSBmin

450 d1.1∗Bmine = 1128 8 1116 (32, 1)

0.75 (S4−3)
RR - 3 1062 (32, 32)
BaTSRR 450 BBaTSRR

= 1062 3 1062 (30, 18)
BaTSBmin

450 d1.2∗Bmine = 1015 3 1014 (30, 16)

1.0 (S1−1)
RR - 5 810 (32, 32)
BaTSRR 180 BBaTSRR

= 810 5 804 (32, 20)
BaTSBmin

180 d1.1∗Bmine = 831 5 828 (32, 22)

1.33 (S3−4)
RR - 2 768 (32, 32)
BaTSRR 360 BBaTSRR

= 768 2 744 (32, 32)
BaTSBmin

360 d1.1∗Bmine = 653 2 651 (1, 32)

4.0 (S1−4)
RR - 2 384 (32, 32)
BaTSRR 180 BBaTSRR

= 384 2 372 (32, 32)
BaTSBmin

180 d1.2∗Bmine = 309 2 309 (11, 32)

for the run described in the definition of BminS , we approximate its values compu-
tationally. This set of experiments shows how BaTS can find alternative schedules
that maintain a low cost while reducing the makespan significantly.

2.3.4 Results and discussion

We summarize the results of all the experiments in Table 2.1 and depict them
in Figure 2.5. Results are represented by pairs of bars, indicating the makespan
(in minutes) and the cost (in dollars) of each run. Results are grouped by their
respective scenarios and the scenarios are ordered by the profitability of the faster
machine type. We analyze each BaTS experiment in the order they appear in
Figure 2.5.

Scenario S4−1 has a sampling cost of $450. We first look at BaT SRRS4−1
where

the budget is equal to the cost RRS4−1 , $2034. Compared to RRS4−1 makespan of
246m16s, BaTS takes 279m48s. The 33 minutes delay is due to the new config-
uration BaTS finds affordable after it collected the necessary statistical informa-
tion about all participating clusters. BaTS starts with a configuration of 30 initial
machines on each cluster, whereas RR starts with 32 workers on each cluster.
When the statistical properties of both clusters are inferred, the remaining budget
($1584) and the estimated number of tasks left in the bag (784) lead BaTS to re-
configure to 25 machines from cluster1 and 32 machines from cluster0;
this configuration is used for the rest of the computation. A closer look at RRS4−1

shows that only 8 machines from cluster1 and 6 machines from cluster0
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Figure 2.5: Makespan and cost for N = 1000, comparing round-robin (RR) to
BaTS with two different budgets.

need a few extra minutes of the 5th ATU to finish the tasks currently executing,
i.e. the tail phase. As BaTS does not distinguish between high-throughput and tail
phases, it estimates that the time needed to execute the rest of the bag is 4 ATU
(after the current one), for which the remaining budget cannot accommodate 32
machines from each cluster. BaTS acquires all most profitable machines and as
many as possible from the less profitable type.

In the same S4−1 scenario we test BaTS with a budget of $1128, computed
as 10% extra of BminS4−1

, $1026. The actual cost of the run is $1116, but the
makespan increases to 446m46s compared to 279m48s from the previous experi-
ment. After sampling, BaTS reconfigures to 1 machine from cluster1 and 32
machines from cluster0, again prefering the most profitable type. Compared
to the makespan affordable with BminS4−1

, 11551m36s, BaTS finds a much smaller
makespan for only 10% more money.

Scenario S4−3 has a sampling cost of $450. The budget for BaT SRRS4−3
equals

the cost of RRS4−3 : $1062. BaTS takes 170m5s, whereas RR took 133m10s. From
the initial configuration of 30 workers on each cluster, BaTS reconfigures to 18
machines in cluster1 and 30 machines in cluster0. This BaTS run shares
the problem found with BaT SRRS4−1

. It also indicates another problem raised by
the lack of special treatment for the tail phase: since the bag is empty, fast ma-
chines are released though the last few tasks have just started execution on slow
machines. Given the completion time distributions and the current scenario, this
leads to an increase in makespan of about 10 minutes.
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The budget given to BaT SBminS4−3
is $1015, computed as 20% extra of BminS4−3

,
$846. Here, 10% extra proved too little to cover for the tasks left after the sampling
phase, leading to BaTS running out of money and quitting the computation be-
fore the bag was empty. When on a tighter budget, the problem identified with
BaT SRRS4−3

becomes the failure cause. However, for the $1015 budget, BaTS
finds a new configuration of 16 machines from cluster1 and 30 machines from
cluster0 and executes the entire bag in 176m26s at the cost of $1014, compared
to 7947m24s, the makespan corresponding to the minimum budget.

Scenario S1−1 involves a sampling cost of $180. BaT SRRS1−1
is given a budget

of $810, which is the cost RRS1−1 . The actual cost of BaTS is $804 for which it
delivers a makespan of 293m17s, compared to 246m15s, the RRS1−1 makespan.
The reconfiguration comprises 32 machines from one cluster and 20 machines
from the other. We give BaT SBminS1−1

a budget of $831, which is 10% extra of
BminS1−1

, $756. The resulting makespan is 284m23s, for a cost of $828, compared
to 11551m36s. The configuration used after sampling consists of 32 machines
from one cluster and 22 machines from the other. Both experiments confirm that
when all machine types are identical and no a-priori task execution time informa-
tion is available, RR is the recommendable approach to the bag-of-tasks execution.
For instance, the cost of RRS1−1 is 7.14% extra of the minimum budget $756.

Scenario S3−4 incurrs a sampling cost of $360. We give BaT SRRS3−4
a budget

equal to the cost of RRS3−4 , $768. The makespan for this run is 108m47s, com-
pared to the RRS3−4 makespan of 110m6s. The actual cost of the BaTS run is
$744. BaTS reconfigures to 32 machines from each cluster. Here, we do not
encounter the problem identified with BaT SRRS4−1

, therefore BaTS takes a com-
parable makespan as RR. The difference in cost comes from the smaller number of
machines used by BaTS in the first ATU, i.e. before reconfiguration. Next, we ran
BaT SBminS3−4

with a budget of $653, which is 10% extra of BminS3−4
, $594. The res-

ulting makespan is 118m9s at an actual cost of $651, compared to 6152m32s, the
makespan obtained for the minimum budget. BaTS reconfigures to 32 machines
from cluster1 and 1 machine from cluster0.

Scenario S1−4 has a sampling cost of $180. First, we run BaT SRRS1−4
with a

budget equal to the cost of RRS1−4 , $384. The resulting makespan is 111m28s,
whereas RRS1−4 makespan is 110m5s. The actual cost of BaTS is $372. After
sampling, BaTS finds a new configuration consisting of 32 machines in each
cluster. Next, we ran BaT SBminS1−4

with a budget of $309, which is 20% extra
of BminS1−4

, $258. Here, 10% extra proved again too little due to the problem
encountered with BaT SBminS4−3

. For a budget of $309, BaTS finds a schedule that
takes 116m42s to execute the bag, compared to 6152m32s, the makespan obtained
for BminS1−4

. The schedule uses a new configuration comprising 32 machines from
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cluster1 and 11 machines from cluster0.
From these results, we conclude that BaTS successfully schedules bags of

tasks within given, user-defined budget contraints. We identify three distinct ways
to improve BaTS’ performance: (a) reduce the overhead incurred by sampling on
each cluster, which our experiments show to be in the range of less than 25% (e.g.
BaT SRRS4−1

) to more than 50% (e.g. BaT SBminS3−4
) of the total cost (we address this

issue in Chapter 3); (b) a different treatment of the final phase of the computation,
both in the reconfiguration and the scheduler modules (addressed in Chapter 5);
and (c) an additional condition to trigger the search for new configurations further
minimizing the makespan and/or saving money.

2.4 Summary

Elastic computing, as offered by Amazon and its competitors, has changed the
way compute resources can be accessed. The elasticity of clouds allows users to
allocate computers on the fly, according to the application’s needs. While each
commercial offering has a defined quality of service, users still lack guidance for
deciding how many machines of which type and for how long would be necessary
for their application to complete within a given budget, as quickly as possible.

Bags of tasks are an important class of applications that lend themselves well
for execution in elastic environments. In this chapter, we have introduced BaTS,
our budget-constrained scheduler for bag-of-tasks applications. BaTS requires
no a-priori information about task execution times. It uses statistical methods
to execute samples of tasks on all cloud platforms that are available to a user.
BaTS monitors the progress of the tasks and dynamically reconfigures the set of
machines, based on the expected budget consumption and completion time.

We have evaluated BaTS by emulating different clouds on the DAS-3 multi-
cluster system. For each test, we used two clouds with different profitability
(price-performance ratio) and let both a cost-oblivious self-scheduler (RR) and
BaTS schedule a bag of 1000 tasks. For all our tests, BaTS managed to schedule
within the user-defined budget (and stopped early when it noticed that it would
exceed the limit). Given the actual cost of RR as its budget, BaTS produced
somewhat longer schedules, due to the initial, conservative sampling phase. With
smaller budgets, BaTS produced schedules for a guaranteed budget, albeit slower
than RR.

Our results show BaTS as a successful approach to cost-aware scheduling, but
they also shed light on a number of new issues. Helping the user estimate a suit-
able budget is an imperative problem, which translates to producing estimates for
several cost-makespan combinations. The tail phase of schedules presents oppor-
tunities to further minimize BaTS’ makespans, without raising the costs incurred.
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The following chapters present research questions and results spawned by the
proof-of-concept introduced in this chapter. Chapters 3 and 5 investigate the pos-
sible budget estimation techniques and the tail phase optimizations, respectively.
We dedicate Chapter 4 to a statistical evaluation of BaTS estimates and Chapter 6
to real-world applications executed on real-world clouds.



Chapter 3
Budget Estimation Techniques

In this chapter we address the user guidance problem through budget estimation
techniques. The main contribution of the Estimator component is to provide the
user with a range of reasonable budget and runtime estimations before the bulk
of the execution starts. This component implements a mechanism to estimate
makespans and costs of computing a bag of tasks on different combinations of
cloud machines using a single and small initial sample of tasks.

As the result of the sampling phase, the user is presented with several choices,
either preferring lower cost or faster execution. Based on the user’s choice, BaTS
schedules such that the bag of tasks will be executed within the given budget (if
possible), while minimizing the completion time.

Our very general task model does not allow any hard budget guarantees for
the execution of the entire bag. Since BaTS has no a-priori information about the
individual execution time of each task, we cannot guarantee that a certain budget
will be definitely sufficient. The case might always occur that one or more outlier
tasks, with exceptionally high completion time, might be scheduled only towards
the end of the overall execution. With sufficiently large bags, however, this de-
notes only a corner case. We can, however, guarantee that a certain threshold
budget (specified by a user guided by our estimates) will not be exceeded at the
penalty of an incomplete bag execution.

For evaluation purposes, we have emulated different types of clouds on the
DAS-3 multi-cluster system. Here, our evaluation shows that BaTS finds different
schedules and is able to comply to its own predicted makespans and budget limits.

A large part of the work presented in this chapter has already been pub-
lished [42]. This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 3.1, we describe
the estimation mechanisms for bag runtimes and costs on different cloud combin-
ations. In Section 3.2, we present the extended BaTS scheduling algorithm and
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how it enforces the estimated makespan and budget limitations. In Section 3.3, we
evaluate BaTS’ performance and compliance to its own estimations. We draw con-
clusions in Section 3.4. A list of symbols may be found in Appendix B, Table B.1.

3.1 Budget Estimation for Bags-of-Tasks

In this section we explain the statistical and algorithmic mechanisms behind the
Estimator component of BaTS. Section 3.1.1 presents the detailed architecture of
the Estimator component. Section 3.1.2 describes how BaTS learns and main-
tains the completion time distribution characteristic for each machine category. In
Section 3.1.3 we describe how the efforts of the sampling phase can be minim-
ized using linear regression across clusters. We explain how we compute budget
estimates from the completion time distributions in Section 3.1.4.

3.1.1 The Estimator architecture

We enrich the core functionality described in Chapter 2 with an initial sampling
phase that computes a list of budget estimates providing the user with flexible
control of the execution phase, i.e. the bulk of the execution.

Figure 3.1: BaTS system architecture: sampling phase (left) and execution phase
(right).

Figure 3.1 sketches BaTS’ Estimator component next to the Core, which we
remember from Chapter 2, Figure 2.2. BaTS itself runs on a master machine,
likely outside a cloud environment. Here, the bag of tasks is available. On the
left side, Figure 3.1 sketches the Estimator component architecture. Here, BaTS
learns the bag’s stochastic properties and generates a list of budget estimates ac-
cordingly. The user is then asked to select one of the budgets corresponding to a
desired schedule. The user-selected schedule determines the machines allocated
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by BaTS for the execution phase, shown on the right side of Figure 3.1. Here,
BaTS behaves just as described throughout Chapter 2, namely it allocates ma-
chines from various clusters and lets the scheduler dispatch the tasks to the cluster
machines. Feedback, both about task completion times and cluster utilization, is
used to reconfigure the clusters periodically.

3.1.2 Decoupled profiling of task execution time

When the Estimator component is absent, we perform an implicit sampling phase
within the execution phase, as described in Section 2.2.1. The theoretical founda-
tions are the same for the implicit sampling and for the separate sampling phase,
albeit the latter is a significantly optimized variant of the former.

3.1.3 Minimizing the sampling-phase efforts

We aim to present users with a choice of schedules for their bag, having different
makespans and budget requirements. We achieve this by decoupling the sampling
phase from the execution phase, as shown by Figure 3.1. In the sampling phase,
BaTS learns the stochastic properties (e.g. the runtime distribution, average exe-
cution time) of the user’s bag of tasks w.r.t. each participating cluster. Based on
these estimates, BaTS computes relevant schedules and their respective required
budget estimates, prompting the user for selection. The execution phase controls
the actual cost incurred by the bag to comply with the user selection.

In order to estimate stochastic properties of the bag-of-tasks w.r.t. each parti-
cipating cluster, we need to execute ns randomly selected samples on each cluster.
However, there are two problems with this approach: (a) it incurs the cost of ex-
ecuting ns×nclusters tasks, while actually executing only ns distinct tasks; and (b),
it uses all machine types, no matter how un-profitable. We can increase the ef-
ficiency by executing different full sample sets on each cluster. This approach
remains valid from a stochastic point of view, but does not address the second
problem. Our linear regression solution provides a trade-off between inefficiency
and stochastic accuracy.

We propose a model in which task execution times on different machine types
(clusters) exhibit a linear dependency:

ti,k = β0k, j +β1k, j × ti, j (3.1)

where ti,k is the expected execution time of a task i on a machine of type k and
it is calculated based on the execution time of that task on a machine of type
j. Based on this assumption, we use linear regression to estimate task runtimes
across clusters. The cost of this sampling phase, however, is not wasted, because
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the first real tasks are already computed here that need not be repeated in the
following execution phase.

Results from statistics [55] show that for linear regression a sample set nlr = 7
suffices to accurately compute β0k, j , β1k, j . We randomly select from the bag ns

tasks. We replicate 7 tasks from this set on all machine types. The remaining
ns−nlr tasks are distributed among all the machines in a self-scheduling manner.
When we collect all the runtimes of the 7 replicated tasks, we arbitrarily select one
cluster (base) and we compute all pairs (β0k,base , β1k,base), with 1≤ k≤ nclusters,k 6=
base.

We use these pairs to estimate the runtimes on cluster base for those tasks part
of the ns−nlr set which were executed on other machine types:

ti,base =
ti,k−β0k,base

β1k,base

We now have a complete sample set and we can proceed to derive the stochastic
properties of the bag w.r.t. the base cluster. Furthermore, based on (β0k,base , β1k,base)
and (β0 j,base , β1 j,base) we can derive the linear dependency parameters for any two
machine types k, j:

β0k, j = β0k,base−β1k,base×
β0 j,base

β1 j,base

; β1k, j =
β1k,base

β1 j,base

Based on the complete sample set of the base cluster, we generate complete
sample sets for all other participating clusters. We then use these sample sets to
populate the sample sets required by the task profiler when using the modified
BKP solver, as presented in Section 2.2.1

3.1.4 Computing budget estimates from the completion time distri-
butions

Based on the results of the sampling phase, the Estimator computes the lower
and upper bounds of relevant feasible estimated budgets, i.e. estimated budgets
that allow the entire bag to be executed. The lower bound corresponds to the
cheapest schedule. BaTS computes it using the profitability metric introduced in
Section 2.3 to identify the most profitable machine type. The estimated budget
needed for the execution of the entire bag on one machine of the most profitable
type represents the lower bound of feasible budgets. We estimate this budget by
applying the formulas presented in Section 2.2.2 in the case of a single cluster
with a single machine, of the most profitable type.

The upper bound corresponds to the fastest schedule. This computation is
straightforward, namely the budget needed for the bag’s execution on all avail-
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able machines. We estimate this budget by applying the formulas presented in
Section 2.2.2 for all clusters and all machines available for the user.

3.1.5 Adjusting BKP’s results to indivisible tasks

In the previous chapter we have identified a rounding problem. The rounding
problem arises from BKP considering a fluid computation time across reserved
machines, whereas individual tasks can not be split across multiple machines and
thus expose discrete runtime requirements. As a consequence, though the total
computation time of reserved machines covers the total computation time required
by the execution of the bag, in some cases the individual computation time of re-
served machines did not allow execution of the remaining tasks in the bag, forcing
BaTS to either abort execution or reconfigure to a much slower schedule. We have
analyzed the particular cases and found that we can predict very early when such
a situation would arise.

Let us assume that the user chose a schedule Sched. The schedule is character-
ized by an input budget B, an output configuration {ak} (the number of machines
of type k) and an output makespan M (expressed in ATUs). Here, the makespan is
expressed in accountable time units for cost computation reasons. A machine of
type k, characterized by an average task execution time Tk, is expected to complete
on average nk tasks during the makespan M, with nk ∈N, which means nk =

⌊
M
Tk

⌋
.

We identify high risk schedules by comparing the total number of tasks in
the bag, N, with the average number of tasks covered by the machines in the
schedule’s configuration:

∆N = N−
k=nc

∑
k=1

ak ∗nk

Theorem 3.1.1 For any schedule Sched that is a solution to the problem BKP(N,B),
∆N has an upper bound equal to ∑

k=nc
k=1 ak,ak ∈ Sched.

Proof By construction, a schedule Sched that is a solution to BKP(N,B) satisfies
the following relationship

N ≤
k=nc

∑
k=1

ak ∗
M
Tk

We defined ∆N = N−∑
k=nc
k=1 ak ∗nk, and therefore immediately follows that

∆N ≤
k=nc

∑
k=1

ak ∗
M
Tk
−

k=nc

∑
k=1

ak ∗nk . Recall that nk =

⌊
M
Tk

⌋
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Therefore, we may write that ∆N ≤
k=nc

∑
k=1

ak ∗
(

M
Tk
−
⌊

M
Tk

⌋)

Since M,Tk > 0 , ak ≥ 0 , ak ∗
(

M
Tk
−
⌊

M
Tk

⌋)
≤ ak

And finally ∆N ≤
k=nc

∑
k=1

ak ∗
(

M
Tk
−
⌊

M
Tk

⌋)
≤

k=nc

∑
k=1

ak .

When ∆N > 0, individual computation times are likely to force BaTS to abort
execution or reconfigure to a much slower schedule. In such cases, we have to
improve the schedule such that we provide enough individual computation time
for the ∆N tasks.

We identify two cases which require different handling by analyzing the high
risk schedule (HRS): (a) the HRS has not reached the upper limit of machines
on all participating types and adding a bit of money could either replace cheaper,
but slower machines with better ones, albeit more expensive, or simply allow the
acquisition of one more machine for the entire execution phase; (b) the HRS con-
tains the maximum number of machines available from each participating type
and cannot be improved by adding more machines of some type(s).

When (a) occurs, we refine the HRS by iteratively increasing the input budget
Bi until ∆N becomes zero or negative, or a threshold (“cushion”) budget has been
reached.

When (b) occurs, simply increasing the input budget Bi does not help, since
BKP cannot find a faster configuration for higher Bi. For this case, we compute
a ∆B extra (“cushion”) budget meant to pay for the execution of ∆N final tasks
when their execution would be aborted otherwise. BaTS is aware whether there is
an extra budget for this run and how many tasks the extra money is meant for.

In this section, we have explained how BaTS can estimate makespans and
budget requirements for a given bag of tasks on a set of cloud clusters. BaTS
presents several estimated budget/makespan combinations to the user, ranging
from the lowest budget (with high makespan) to the fastest makespan (with higher
budget) and some values in between. The user can then make an educated guess
about expected runtimes, costs, and choose a combination to his or her likings.

3.2 Scheduling Bags of Tasks under Budget Control

Using the statistical properties of the bag, we let the user select a feasible schedule
that satisfies her requirements. Based on the chosen budget/makespan combina-
tion, BaTS has to implement the chosen option in the execution phase.
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Decoupled from the sampling phase, the execution phase is dedicated to ob-
serving and enforcing the user’s choice. Apart from its high-throughput behavior,
the execution phase must also monitor its own compliance with the user selected
schedule, and perform corrective actions (cluster reconfigurations) if necessary.

3.2.1 Monitoring the plan’s execution

When a possible budget violation is detected, BaTS invokes BKP with the actual
remaining budget and the current estimate of the remaining problem size to find
a new machine configuration that satisfies the new budget constraint. In turn, this
leads to a much slower schedule, as illustrated by results presented in Section 2.3.

We extended BaTS by enabling the user to provide a cushion budget that BaTS
is allowed to spend dealing with the tasks resulting from the rounding problem.
We enhanced BaTS such that, when a possible budget violation is identified and
the user had provided a cushion, BaTS checks whether the cause is the rounding
problem (Section 3.1.5) and solves the possible budget violation accordingly.

Intuitively, the user-provided cushion would cover the execution of ∆N tasks
which rendered this schedule risky (see Section 3.1.5), therefore those tasks should
be added to Np. BaTS identifies possible budget violations triggered by the round-
ing problem by checking whether Ne ≤ Np +∆N holds. If not, BaTS reverts to its
default behavior, invoking BKP with the remaining budget (without considering
the cushion) and the current estimate of the remaining problem size to find a new
machine configuration that satisfies the new budget constraint.

3.2.2 The decoupled BaTS algorithm

Based on the mechanisms developed so far, we can formulate the decoupled BaTS
scheduling algorithm, as shown in Figure 3.2 (sampling phase) and Figure 2.4
(execution phase). BaTS takes as input a bag-of-tasks with a known size N and
the description (cost and maximum number of machines) of a set of available
clusters((ci,Ai), i ∈ {1, ..,nc}). Based on N it computes the sample size ns (see
Section 2.2.1) and acquires a number iw of machines, the initial workers on each
participating cluster (currently, iw ∈ {1,4,7}). iw ideally equals 7, but the user
may select different values. This set of machines becomes the initial configuration.

The BaTS Estimator component starts with the sampling phase (Figure 3.2),
during which it replicates nlr = 7 randomly selected tasks among the iw workers
such that each task is executed by one worker from each cluster. The Estim-
ator collects these runtimes (rt<i,1>, . . . ,rt<i,nc>) for each task i, i ∈ {1, ..,nlr}.
When a worker running on a machine M from cluster cm returns a task Ti’s result,
BaTS updates the rt<i,cm>, sends the worker another randomly selected task and
marks the worker for release at the end of its current ATU. Once all nlr tuples are
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1: compute ns = sample size
2: initialize nlr = 7
3: construct initial configuration C
4: acquire machines according to C
5: while sample phase do
6: wait for any machine M to ask for work
7: if M returned result of task T then
8: update statistics for machine M
9: if T ∈ replicated set then

10: update the rtdone for regression point T for cm
11: else if T ∈ sample set then
12: update the rtdone for sample point T for cm
13: end if
14: end if
15: if replicated set tasks for cm not finished then
16: send M a replicated set task T ′

17: place T ′ in cm’s regression points
18: else if sample set tasks not sufficient then
19: send M a randomly selected task T ′

20: place T ′ in cm’s sample points
21: end if
22: end while
23: present user with list of possible schedules

Figure 3.2: Summary of the BaTS algorithm for the Estimator component.

complete, BaTS computes the linear regression parameters (β1,β0) and checks
whether ns− nlr tasks, different from the replicated tasks, are finished. If not,
BaTS computes an intermediary most profitable machine type based on runtimes
collected so far and continues execution of tasks on one machine of that type until
we obtain ns runtimes of independent tasks. When this stage is done, the BaTS
Estimator component is able to compute the list of budget estimates and their re-
spective schedules. The user selects a schedule, and BaTS resumes execution via
BaTS Core component according to the algorithm presented in Figure 2.4 by using
the selected schedule’s configuration.

3.3 Performance Evaluation

We have added to the Core component of the Java-based BaTS prototype presen-
ted in Section 2.3 an Estimator component to accommodate the separate sampling
phase.

The previous chapter evaluated extensively the performance of the BaTS ex-
ecution phase scheduling algorithm in different scenarios and compared it to a
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budget-oblivious self-scheduling algorithm. It showed that BaTS successfully
schedules bags of tasks within given, user-defined budget contraints, and that,
if the budget allows, BaTS finds schedules comparable in makespan to those pro-
duced by the self-scheduling algorithm. However, it also identified a serious cost
overhead incurred by the implicit sampling phase on each cluster, the latter is
being overcome by our new, linear-regression based, initial sampling phase.

The performance evaluation particular to this chapter consists of two parts.
The first part compares the cost of budget estimation (sampling phase) to the cost
of the bag’s execution itself. It also investigates the accuracy of the linear regres-
sion mechanism, which is used for the budget estimates. The second part of the
evaluation verifies the execution of the estimated schedules, and their real costs
and runtime.

3.3.1 Emulation Setup

For the present performance evaluation we used the same emulation setup as that
used in the previous chapter.

We assume two different clusters, characterized by their own cost and exe-
cution speed, and derived from these, their profitability, a measure for the value
offered for the money paid. We remember the emulation setup from Section 2.3.1
and the profitability of a machine type (cluster) i with respect to the cheapest ma-
chine type available m as detailed in Section 2.3.3.

3.3.2 Estimating runtime distributions (Linear Regression)

Figure 3.3 shows how well the runtime distributions of the bags are estimated by
the linear regression mechanism. For all 5 scenarios, we compare µ and σ of the
real bag (computed offline from all runtimes) with the values estimated by the LR
mechanism, for both clusters c1 and c2. It can be clearly seen that LR finds almost
perfect estimates based on the rather tiny sample size.

Table 3.1 presents the costs of the LR-based sampling phase and the costs of
the implicit sampling phase used by BaTS when the LR-based sampling module
is absent [42]. We further compare the sampling phase costs to the costs of the
cheapest makespan (C.M.) and the fastest makespan (F.M.) possible. In the LR-
based case, the latter costs are expressed as the sum of the respective sampling
and execution phase costs. For BaTS sampling without LR, the sampling phase is
intertwined with the execution phase, and therefore the costs of the cheapest and
the fastest makespans are not separate.

Our results show that, without prior knowledge of profitability ratios, using
too many machines during the sampling phase (as done by BaTS without LR)
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with LR without LR
profitability S C.M. F.M. S C.M. F.M.

0.25 (4-1) 105 105 + 732 = 837 105 + 1920 = 2025 450 1026 2034
0.75 (4-3) 105 105 + 696 = 801 105 + 960 = 1065 450 846 1062

1 (1-1) 42 42 + 732 = 774 42 + 768 = 810 180 756 810
1.33 (3-4) 84 84 + 513 = 597 84 + 768 = 852 360 594 768

4 (1-4) 42 42 + 171 = 213 42 + 384 = 426 180 258 384

Table 3.1: Costs compared for each profitability case: sampling cost (S), cheapest
makespan cost (C.M.), and fastest makespan cost (F.M.).

can incur serious cost penalties. Moreover, the cases without LR where the more
expensive machines are also the most profitable show that the gain in the extra
number of tasks executed during the sampling phase is not significant enough to
justify the risk of cost penalties. Overall, the LR-based sampling mechanism has
a rather small (but non-negligible) cost.

3.3.3 Budget estimate and control

The LR-based estimation phase produces several proposed schedules, along with
their estimated makespan and cost, ranging from mimimum budget to fastest
makespan. The minimum budget (Bmin1) is computed as the budget needed for the
bag’s execution on one machine of the most profitable type. This budget is given
as input to BKP yielding a schedule (with a configuration possibly consisting of
more machines) that gives the cheapest makespan. At the other extreme of the
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Budget($) Cushion($) Machines Makespan
S3−4 Sched1 Bmin1 = 513 11 (0, 29) 2 ATU

Sched2 d1.2∗Bmin1e = 615 (6, 32) 2 ATU
Sched3 d0.8∗Bfasteste = 615 (6, 32) 2 ATU
Sched4 Bfastest = 768 (32, 32) 2 ATU

S4−1 Sched1 Bmin1 = 732 (4, 0) 61 ATU
Sched2 d1.2∗Bmin1e = 872 (32, 1) 8 ATU
Sched3 d0.8∗Bfasteste = 1536 97 (32, 19) 5 ATU
Sched4 Bfastest = 1920 9 (32, 32) 4 ATU

Table 3.2: LR estimation phase proposed schedules for scenarios S3−4 and S4−1.

relevant range is the budget required for the fastest makespan,(Bfastest), which is
computed as the budget needed for the bag’s execution on all available machines.
(In either case, BaTS may require a cushion to achieve ∆N ≤ 0.) This leads to the
following list of proposed schedules:

• Sched1 corresponds to the minimum budget (Bmin1) and represents the cheapest
makespan.

• Sched2 corresponds to a budget of Bmin1 increased by 20%.

• Sched3 corresponds to a budget of Bfastest decreased by 20%.

• Sched4 corresponds to the budget (Bfastest) needed for the bag’s execution
on all available machines.

We evaluate BaTS’ budget estimate and control capabilities using two inter-
esting profitability scenarios, S4−1 and S3−4, presented in Section 2.3.1. S4−1
represents a corner case, where all machines have the same speed, but those in
cluster2 cost 4 times more ($12 per ATU), while S3−4 illustrates a realistic
scenario, where machines in cluster2 cost 3 times more ($9 per ATU), but are
4 times faster. For each scenario, we ran (where relevant) BaTS with each budget
presented in Table 3.2. The only exception is that we do not run BaTS in scenario
S4−1 with schedule Sched1 since it would run very long while not providing useful
insights.

Table 3.2 summarizes, for both scenarios, the schedules proposed by the LR
estimation phase. Each schedule is described by the estimated budget, the neces-
sary budget cushion (in case ∆N > 0), the machine configuration in numbers of
machines on (cluster1,cluster2), and the estimated makespan expressed in ATU’s.

Results are shown in Figure 3.4. In scenario S3−4, one interesting case is
Sched1 which uses the Bmin1 as input to BKP and at first obtains a configura-
tion consisting of 28 cluster2 machines and 1 cluster1 machine. However,
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BaTS discovers a ∆N=14 and indicates to the user that a 2% increase of Bmin1

would produce a schedule that renders ∆N negative. The new schedule requires
29 machines from cluster2 and none from cluster1. The new configuration
is successful and BaTS finishes the bag execution in 1 hour and 58 minutes.

In the same scenario S3−4, Sched2 and Sched3 happen to be the same, albeit
obtained in two different ways. The run happens as planned and BaTS finishes the
execution in 1 hour and 48 minutes, using a configuration of 32 machines from
cluster2 and 6 machines from cluster1. When running Sched4 in scenario
S3−4, BaTS finishes the bag in 1 hour and 35 minutes, using all machines from
both clusters.
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Figure 3.4: Budget, cost and makespan for bag after sampling, comparing BaTS
in two profitability cases with four different budgets.

For scenario S4−1, we find several interesting cases. First, when analyzing
Sched3, BaTS finds ∆N=32 on a configuration of 32 machines from cluster1
and 17 machines from cluster2. BaTS proceeds to refine the schedule by in-
creasing the budget in 1% increments from 80% of Bfastest and finds a new sched-
ule at 0.85*Bfastest=$1633 which has a ∆N ≤ 0. The new schedule configuration
consists of 32 machines from cluster1 and 19 machines from cluster2. The
respective run is successful and BaTS finishes the bag execution in 4 hours and 53
minutes within budget.

BaTS computes for the schedule corresponding to Bfastest=$1920 a ∆N=3.
In this particular case (all available machines already in use), adding a cushion
budget can only lead to a longer makespan. The alternative to using a cushion
might be another longer, but possibly aborted run due to the budget violation.
To assess the impact of the user-provided cushion we ran BaTS in this particular
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setting both with and without a cushion. Results are shown in Figure 3.5. BaTS
pre-computes a cushion of $9 (3 machines from cluster1 running for at most
one more ATU (hour) after the planned number of ATUs expired). When the
user agrees to it, BaTS finishes the bag within the initial budget of $1920 with
a makespan of 3 hours and 56 minutes. When the user does not agree to the
cushion, BaTS still manages to finish the bag, but it takes 4 hours and 29 minutes.
In both runs, BaTS starts with 32 machines from each cluster. However, in the run
without cushion, BaTS needs to reconfigure at the first possible budget violation
signal. This happens during the first ATU, and BaTS reconfigures to 32 machines
from cluster1 and 22 machines from cluster2 starting with the second ATU
which leads to the 33 minutes delay compared to the cushioned run. The same
possible budget violation arises when BaTS runs with a cushion, but in this case
BaTS can ignore it since the difference between the number of tasks left in the
bag and the number of tasks that can be accommodated by the remaining budget
is less or equal to ∆N; those tasks are covered by the cushion.
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Figure 3.5: Budget, cost and makespan for bag execution in Scenario S4−1 under
fastest schedule (Sched4) with and without cushion.

We run BaTS in the same S4−1 scenario with Sched2, comprising 32 machines
from cluster1 and 1 machine from cluster2, and the bag is executed in 7
hours and 29 minutes at a cost of 1.2*Bmin=$872. At a cost of 20% more than
Bmin1 , BaTS delivers a makespan 86% smaller than that corresponding to Sched1.
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3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have introduced a decoupled architecture of BaTS, our budget-
constrained scheduler for bag-of-tasks applications, in order to help address the
user guidance problem. We have also presented a novel sample-based budget
estimation technique. We evaluated the contributions presented in this chapter by
real deployments of BaTS on emulated clouds.

During an initial sampling phase, BaTS estimates makespans and budget re-
quirements for different combinations of cloud offerings, and presents the user
with a choice of either cheaper or faster options. Based on the user’s choice,
BaTS monitors the progress of the tasks during the bag execution, according to
its own predictions. BaTS dynamically reconfigures the set of machines, based
on the expected budget consumption and completion time, should this become
necessary during execution.

We have evaluated BaTS by emulating different clouds on the DAS-3 multi-
cluster system. For each test, we used two clouds with different profitability
(price-performance ratio) and let BaTS schedule a bag of 1000 tasks. We have
investigated various different profitability ratios.

We have evaluated the quality of the estimates and have shown that, despite
the rather tiny sample size, BaTS almost perfectly estimates the bag’s properties,
at rather low execution costs for the initial sample. We have verified that the actual
execution of a bag, performed by BaTS based on the user’s choice of budget and
makespan, conforms to the predicted times and costs.

In the following chapter we concentrate on the statistical evaluation of BaTS
estimates. In the process, we build a stochastic model of BaTS which will be used
in Chapter 5 for tail phase optimizations. Chapter 6 investigates the advantages
and limitations of BaTS in deploying real-world applications on real-world clouds.



Chapter 4
Statistical Evaluation of BaTS

In this chapter we study the feasibility of estimating runtimes and budgets for
bags of tasks in multi-cloud environments. Given that BaTS works without de-
terministic guarantees of issued schedules, we need to assess the quality of these
schedules both theoretically and in practice. We present a stochastic model for
BaTS’ high-throughput phase, based on which we are able to construct prediction
intervals for the resulting makespans and budgets. Furthermore, such a model al-
lows us a) to build confidence intervals for BaTS’ estimates of the task runtime
distribution, and b) to find a computable theoretical upper bound of the makespan
range. We investigate the relationship between the makespan values observed
through simulations, our original makespan estimates and the theoretically com-
puted makespan upper bounds. We construct the abstract model of our system
using direct estimation of the parameters of the bag’s underlying runtime distri-
bution. That is, estimating the distribution’s parameters, not the distribution per
se. In this scenario, the user may require a confidence level for the makespan and
from there we compute the required confidence levels for the distribution para-
meters (mean, variance) which in turn lead to required sample set sizes.

The relationship between the makespan values observed through simulations,
our original makespan estimates and the theoretically computed makespan upper
bounds may be found by exploring other models of the BaTS’ runtime system.
For instance, we may turn to queueing theory and transform the set of worker
machines into a set of servers with unknown service times, constant (zero) arrival
times and a queue/buffer equal in size to the size of the executed bag-of-tasks.
However, to our knowledge, there are no well-known results from queueing the-
ory that would immediately provide us with the relationship we are interested
in. Therefore, we continue to model the BaTS’ runtime system from a stochastic
theory perspective, turning to the task runtime distribution. This approach also
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provides a consistent perspective followed throughout this thesis.
We must also take into account that some of the theoretical statistical mech-

anisms used to compute such confidence intervals may be sensitive to the type
of the bag-of-tasks’ underlying runtime distribution. We therefore investigate the
degree of sensitivity of such statistical mechanisms by analyzing representative
classes of distributions, such as the Gaussian (Normal) distribution, the Levy dis-
tribution and mixtures of distributions. This broader spectrum of workloads is
necessary to avoid incidental results which are not relevant in general. We also
evaluate some of our findings from Chapter 3, namely the impact of a cushion
budget on the likelihood of schedule violations. In order to statistically evaluate
BaTS, we have built a simulator that executes bags-of-tasks according to sched-
ules computed by BaTS. This simulator allows us to investigate a large number of
scenarios without the large number of compute hours necessary for real runs of
these scenarios. Based on it, we provide an extensive set of evaluations, involving
workloads inspired from real-world traces, for which we compare the simulated
makespans and budgets to their respective prediction intervals.

Our results show that the budget predicted upper bound is violated by at most
10% in less than 2% of all experiments, and by at most 5% in less than 10% of all
experiments, which is better than the 30% expected accuracy.

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.1 provides the reader with
a short theoretical background on basic statistical concepts, such as mean, vari-
ance and skewness. In Section 4.2 we discuss different approaches to compute
an upper bound with confidence levels for estimated makespans. Section 4.3 de-
scribes how we modeled the BaTS runtime system such that we may compute
upper bounds with confidence levels for estimated makespans under our assump-
tions. Section 4.4 presents several types of distributions used in the evaluation
section of this chapter. Section 4.5 describes our extensive simulation results and
presents our conclusions. A special feature for this chapter consists of several ”An
engineering perspective” inserts, explaining the relationship between theory and
practice in the respective context.

4.1 Short theoretical background on mean, variance and
skewness

We distinguish three statistical factors of interest, the mean, the variance and the
skewness of runtime distributions. The mean or the expectation describes what
is expected to happen on average when a large number of values drawn from the
random variable are observed (law of large numbers). The variance gives the mag-
nitude of the outliers of a runtime distribution, i.e. how far the outlying runtimes
are compared to the mean (average) of the distribution. Intuitively, the skewness
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gives the ratio between how far left and how far right the outliers of a runtime
distribution are situated compared to the mean. Hence, the skewness factor affects
the symmetry of a distribution. We aim to shed light on the issue of variance and
asymmetry as determining factors of failed schedules and therefore we are inter-
ested in those runtime distributions that are skewed towards high runtimes, i.e. the
distribution stretches farther right than left. Runtime distributions skewed towards
low runtimes could at most render a schedule cheaper than initially foreseen by
BaTS, but would not lead to a violated user-selected schedule.

4.1.1 Estimators

To explain estimators, we must start with what is statistically understood by a
sample population: a collection of n independent observations of a certain quant-
ity of interest. In the presence of randomness, the observed values may vary and
they are regarded as the outcomes of n independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random variables following some (unknown) underlying probability distri-
bution. In parametric estimation, one assumes a certain type of distribution (e.g.
Gaussian) with unknown parameters and performs a statistical inference about the
parameters based on these observed values.

An estimator for a distribution’s parameter is then a function of these n ran-
dom variables, hence a random variable in itself (e.g. one such function is the
arithmetic mean). The terms biased and unbiased describe estimators and have
a specific statistical meaning. If the estimator’s theoretical expectation is equal
to the distribution’s parameter for which we constructed the estimator, then the
estimator is unbiased; otherwise the estimator is biased.

Though for large enough n the difference between the different estimators is
negligible, we may not know exactly what is large enough. There are several
methods to quantify the error of an estimator and one such method is the mean
squared error (MSE) [33]. Best results for MSE are obtained when the distribution
of X is known. Since we lack that information, we will choose arbitrarily which
estimator (biased, unbiased) to use.

4.1.2 Confidence intervals

A confidence interval is a random interval (based on the sample) which contains
the true value of the desired parameter with a certain pre-defined probability; it is
typically centered in the estimate. The tuning parameters of a confidence interval
are the sample population size, the length of the interval and the probability p.
These three tuning parameters are glued together by some formula. Therefore, if
we fix two of them, we obtain a restriction on the third one.
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For instance, if we say that we would like the probability to be at least 0.95
and the length of the interval at most 0.25, we will obtain the minimal size of
the sample population. After drawing the respective number of samples from the
distribution, we compute the estimate based on these values. This is how we
estimate the mean and the variance of the bag-of-tasks underlying distributions.

4.1.3 Mean

The mean gives the most important measure of the long-term tendency of an ob-
served distribution. We give here the definition of mean for discrete distributions,
as it is generally accepted in statistics [48].

Definition Let X be a random variable with probability distribution f (x) and
mean µ. The mean of X is

µ = E[X ] = ∑
x

x f (x)

We assume no a-priori knowledge of task runtimes and therefore we can-
not use the above definition to compute the mean of the distributions after the
sampling phase. However, we can estimate the mean using the task runtimes
(X1,X2, ...Xi, ...Xn) learned during the sampling phase. Here, we note again that
the sample size n is sufficiently small compared to the bag size to assume sampling
with replacement (see Section 2.2.1). This assumption allows us to consider the
Xis as independent and identically distributed random variables (i.i.d.).

We estimate the mean as:

X̄ =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

Xi

This estimator can be interpreted as the mean of the sample population. The above
estimator is an unbiased one.

4.1.4 Variance

The variance gives the most important measure of the variability in a distribution
and it is a necessary tool in order to describe the shape of a distribution. We give
here the definition of variance for discrete distributions. For further reading we
refer to [57].

Definition Let X be a random variable with probability distribution f (x) and
mean µ. The variance of X is

σ
2 = E[(X−µ)2] = ∑

x
(x−µ)2 f (x)
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Intuitively, the formula above says that we can look at the (x−µ)2 quantities
as if they belong to a random variable Y , that has the same probability distribution
as X , f (x). The standard deviation σ is defined as the square root of σ2.

Again, we cannot use the above definition to compute the variance since we
assume no a-priori knowledge of task runtimes. However, we can estimate the
variance using the task runtimes (X1,X2, ...Xi, ...Xn) learned during the sampling
phase. There are two well-known [41] possible estimators:

biased sample variance

s2
n =

1
n

n

∑
i=1

(Xi− X̄)2

This estimator can be interpreted as the variance of the sample population.

unbiased sample variance

s2 =
1

n−1

n

∑
i=1

(Xi− X̄)2

This estimator is interpreted as the unbiased estimator of the population variance.
Since there is no initial information on the type of the distribution of X, we

will arbitrarily choose the biased estimator.

4.1.5 Skewness

The skewness is another measure of the shape of a distribution. Statistical inter-
pretations differ here with respect to the definition and the assumptions surround-
ing the skewness. However, we are interested in those distributions which stretch
farther right than left, i.e. are long tailed on the right.

Definition Let X be a random variable with probability distribution f (x), mean µ
and variance σ2. The skewness of X is

γ1 = E

[(
X−µ

σ

)3
]
=

E[X3]−3µσ2 +2µ3

σ3

We compute a sample skewness in a similar approach to the sample variance.
Given a set of task runtimes (X1,X2, ...Xi, ...Xn) learned during the sampling phase,
we may use one of the following estimators [12]:

biased sample skewness

g1 =
1
n ∑

n
i=1(Xi− X̄)3

(1
n ∑

n
i=1(Xi− X̄)2)

3
2
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unbiased sample skewness

G1 =

√
n(n−1)
n−2

g1

Again, since there is no initial information on the type of the distribution of
X , it is difficult to assess which estimator is better to use in general [27]. We
arbitrarily chose the biased sample skewness.

4.2 Makespan estimates with confidence intervals

Our model assumes the existence of some completion time distribution among the
tasks of a bag, albeit a-priori unknown to both the user and the BaTS scheduling
algorithm. In this section we elaborate on the consequences of this assumption
when constructing a theoretical model that may allow us to construct confidence
intervals for BaTS’ estimates. Given that throughout the paper we will often apply
the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), we proceed to give a brief description of what
it means and explain how it is connected with our theoretical model.

4.2.1 The Central Limit Theorem

Here we provide the reader with an intuition of the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) [46].
This theorem describes the asymptotic behaviour of the expectation estimator for
a random variable X . It ascertains that, given a sufficient number of (random) ob-
servations (X1 . . .XN), the difference between the average of these values and the
real expectation µ of the distribution varies according to a standard normal distri-
bution with standard deviation σ/

√
N. That is, the probability that this difference

lies within a [l,u] range converges (as N increases) to the probability that an ob-
servation of a random variable (Z) with a standard normal distribution lies in the
same interval. This relationship can be written as

P

(
l ≤

1
N ∑

N
k=1 Xk−µ

σ/
√

N
≤ u

)
−→
N→∞

P(l ≤ Z ≤ u)

Formally, this is expressed as a distribution convergence:

∑
N
k=1 Xk−Nµ

σ
√

N
d−→

N→∞
N (0,1)

which means that for a large enough number of random observations (N) the prob-
ability that
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∑
N
k=1 Xk−Nµ

σ
√

N
≤ u (4.1)

holds is about the same as the probability that Z ≤ u.
What is a sufficient number of random observations depends on a number of

the distribution’s parameters. In practice, many statisticians use 30 as the lower
bound on sufficient, but instruct that as the distribution proves heavily skewed or
multi-modal, the lower bound should be increased [57].

We are interested in the above formula because it provides us with a simple
relationship for the probability of a random variable to take values within a given
range. Here, the random variable is the sum of a number of random observations.
This means we would only need to express the makespan as a sum of independent
and identically distributed random variables, in order to provide the user with
theoretically supported prediction intervals.

The distribution convergence introduced above may also be seen from the
complementary angle. If we look at the average of the observations as the estim-
ator of the theoretical expectation, we obtain a theoretically supported confidence
interval for the expectation.

Both prediction intervals and confidence intervals have a probability associ-
ated with them. However, they are used for different purposes. A confidence in-
terval is used to determine an interval within which the true value of the unknown
parameter is expected to lie with the corresponding probability. A prediction inter-
val is used to determine an interval within which future observations of a random
variable, whose distribution parameters are known, will lie with the corresponding
probability. Intuitively, the prediction interval assumes the real/theoretical values
of the µ and σ parameters are known in Equation (4.1) and, accordingly, predicts
a range for the (future) observations of the random variable, ∑

N
k=1 Xk:

N

∑
k=1

Xk ≤ Nµ+uσ
√

N

On the other hand, the confidence interval assumes only one of the parameters
to be known, as well as the set of observations of the random variable and proposes
to estimate a range within which lies the unknown parameter. For example, by
rewriting Equation (4.1) as

µ≥ 1
N
(

N

∑
k=1

Xk−uσ
√

N)

we obtain a confidence interval for the expectation, based on its estimator (X̄ =
1
N (∑

N
k=1 Xk).
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In the next section, we will use confidence intervals to estimate the real values
for µ and σ. Next, we use these estimates and the prediction interval inequality to
rigorously derive upper bounds with confidence levels for the makespan.

4.2.2 BaTS’ estimates and confidence intervals

Here, we investigate whether our model may be expressed as a sum of independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) variables such that the CLT result may become
applicable, leading to a theoretically correct confidence interval.

First, we assume nothing about the deterministic nature of the task runtimes,
that is, the same task might have different runtimes if executed on different ma-
chines of the same type. Let us assume we would execute the entire bag on a
machine i of a certain machine type mt. We would obtain a set of runtimes
(X1,X2, ...Xk, ...XN)i. If we would execute the entire bag on a machine j of the
same type mt, we would obtain a set of runtimes (X1,X2, ...Xk, ...XN) j, where Xki

is not necessarily equal to Xk j (though both sets are drawn from the same random
variable, as explained next).

Second, we assume that all task runtimes obtained on machines of the same
type are observations of the same random variable, described by some density
function (the underlying runtime distribution), a-priori unknown. Basically, there
is some completion time distribution for each machine type mt (cluster) con-
sidered by BaTS. It follows that the two sets of runtimes considered above are
drawn from the same underlying runtime distribution and therefore will have the
same theoretical statistical parameters, such as mean and variance. We will use
the terms runtime distribution and completion time distribution interchangeably.

When comparing sets of runtimes obtained on machines of different types,
the assumptions stated in previous work [44] required the respective underlying
runtime distributions to be linearly dependent. However, in this paper we will also
discuss possible relaxations of this assumption.

Expectation driven approach

Let us now study the impact of the above assumptions on the makespan M. Once
a task has been executed on a certain machine, that task will not be sent for ex-
ecution to another machine. It follows that in the final set of runtimes this task
will appear with its runtime according to the underlying runtime distribution spe-
cific for the execution machine. How many tasks a machine would be expected
to execute depends on the expectation of its underlying runtime distribution. This
number of tasks also corresponds to how many tasks will appear in the final set
of runtimes with their runtimes according to that machine’s runtime distribution.
As explained in previous chapters, the number of tasks a machine i can execute
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in a unit of time is on average 1
µi

, where µi is the mean of the underlying runtime
distribution of that machine. It follows that the total number of tasks all n parti-
cipating machines can execute in a unit of time is ∑

n
i=1

1
µi

. Knowing there are N
tasks in total, we could approximate the makespan by writing:

M =
N

∑
n
i=1

1
µi

The task runtimes remain unknown until the tasks finish execution. Therefore,
exactly how many tasks will each machine execute becomes a random variable.
To construct M’s estimates based on the above approximation, we would need
to know the accuracy of the respective approximation. By using the confidence
intervals for µi we would only learn the most likely range for the values of the
right-hand side quantity, but we would still have no theoretical support for the
accuracy of the approximation (e.g. would M’s predicted value be included in the
range or would it lie outside the range?).

Machine total load approach

Another approach to build estimates for M that deals with the above shortcoming
is based on the definition of makespan. We know that we measure the makespan
as the time between the start of the execution and the moment the last machine
becomes idle. That means we can write:

M = max
j
(

N j

∑
i=0

Xi j)

Let us denote J as the machine with the largest total execution time. M is then
the sum of the runtimes of those tasks executed by J. According to our assump-
tions J has its own underlying runtime distribution defined by an expectation µJ

and a variance σ2
J . That means, tasks executed by J can be seen as observations of

a random variable described by an underlying runtime distribution. We can apply
the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) and write that

M−NJµJ

σJ
√

NJ
−→N (0,1) (4.2)

which means that the probability for M−NJµJ
σJ
√

NJ
to be less than some value u is about

the same as that for Z < u. If we require this probability to be 1−α, u becomes
a quantity related to the standard Gaussian cumulative distribution function and
denoted by statisticians as zα (the (1−α)-quantile of the standard normal distribu-
tion). From Equation (4.2) we can derive that the following inequality holds with
probability 1−α:
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M ≤ NJµJ +σJ
√

NJzα (4.3)

The above formula provides a theoretical upper bound for M (statistically
known as prediction intervals and formulated with the help of the Central Limit
Theorem), but requires machine J’s type and number of executed tasks be known
a-priori, which is impossible under our assumptions. Therefore, we must find
another abstraction to meet the constraints of our assumptions.

As explained in Section 4.2.1, the CLT assumes the values (Xi) come from a
certain single distribution, therefore we will refer to this approach as the Single
Distribution (SD) model. We must note that the SD model describes the behavior
of bags with the same underlying distribution(s), but different sets of N tasks. This
is indeed a very general model which provides makespan prediction intervals not
only for a given bag, but for a family of bags that has the same set of underlying
runtime distributions for each machine type.

Another advantage of the SD model is that it may be used to extend BaTS
to work in a task-throughput mode, i.e. when the total number of tasks in the
bag is unknown, but may be assumed large enough. Therefore we will focus on
modeling the BaTS runtime system as a Single Distribution.

4.3 The abstract model of the BaTS runtime system

Here, we introduce an abstract model that uses the CLT results on a synthetic
distribution. We have previously discussed several straightforward approaches to
compute upper bounds with confidence levels for the makespan and found them to
require either a-priori knowledge of the completion time distribution or an a-priori
known load (number of tasks) per participating machine. To address these short-
comings, we choose to theoretically model the distributed BaTS runtime system
as an aggregated machine consisting of all machines (possibly of different types)
that BaTS uses for the bag-of-tasks execution. More precisely, we will consider a
sequential machine magg equivalent in performance to the entire machine config-
uration. Executing the entire bag-of-tasks on this machine would give a complete
set of task runtimes (X1,X2, ...Xk, ...XN)agg which would in turn fit perfectly with
the CLT assumptions.

These N task runtimes come from the bag’s underlying runtime distribution
specific to the aggregated machine. Since we are discussing the high-throughput
phase of the execution, one could imagine that it is as if the bag would be infinite
and we would stop execution after N tasks have been executed. We use µagg and
σ2

agg as notations for the theoretical mean and variance of the underlying runtime
distribution for the aggregated machine (see Section 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: The two-step transformation of the real machine configuration into an
abstract sequential machine

The runtime distribution underlying the aggregated machine has to mimic the
behavior of the actual machines used by BaTS during the execution phase; these
machines act according to their specific underlying runtime distribution. This is
achieved in two steps as shown in Figure 4.1.

First, we need a statistical model to transform the set of (possibly) heterogen-
ous machines participating in the computation into a set of homogenous abstract
machines that would behave similarly with respect to underlying runtime distribu-
tion parameters. The statistical model is the mixture of distributions [47]. We can
write the density function of a mixture of distributions as:

f (x) =
n

∑
i=1

wi pi(x)

where wi represents the probability that some arbitrary task will be executed on
machine i, and pi(x) denotes the runtime density on machine i. We assume that
the frequencies wi are proportional to the inverse of the runtime mean µi, i.e. we
define:

wi =

1
µi

∑
n
i=1

1
µi

as the expected fraction of the total number of tasks executed by machine i. It can
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be easily checked that ∑
n
i=1 wi = 1 and that wi ≥ 0.

This new synthetic runtime distribution’s theoretical mean µ and variance σ2

can be expressed based on the original ones as:

µ =
n

∑
i=1

wiµi

σ
2 =

n

∑
i=1

wi(µ2
i +σ

2
i )−µ2

We have now transformed our real runtime system consisting of different num-
bers (ak) of machines from different machine types (defined by distribution para-
meters µk,σk) into a synthetic runtime system consisting of the same number of
machines as the real one (∑nc

k=1 ak), but now homogenous, and having the same
underlying runtime distribution defined by the distribution parameters µ,σ.

For simplicity, the above explanations and formulae use n as the total number
of machines in the real execution configuration, irrespective of their types. How-
ever, in practice we would use n = ∑

nc
k=1 ak, where nc is the number of clusters

(machine types) and ak is the number of machines of type k used by the real
runtime system configuration. For simplicity, let us define γ as

γ =
nc

∑
k=1

ak

µk

Taking into consideration the combination of machine types and number of
machines of each type, the formulae become:

µ =
1
γ

nc

∑
k=1

ak (4.4)

σ
2 =

1
γ

nc

∑
k=1

akµk +
1
γ

nc

∑
k=1

akσ2
k

µk
− 1

γ2 (
nc

∑
k=1

ak)
2 (4.5)

Here we remark that our proposed multi-machine synthetic system produces
a symbolic rewriting of the same makespan as the (possibly) heterogenous real
system: the makespan of the synthetic system may be approximated to Nµ/n, and
since µ = n/γ we may write it as N/γ, which is exactly the makespan approxima-
tion for the heterogenous system.

Our second step will collapse this multi-machine synthetic system into a single
synthetic machine. We model this single machine as a sequential machine able to
execute the same number of tasks per time unit as all n = ∑

nc
k=1 ak homogenous

synthetic machines described above. Here, we use a linear transformation (X =
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aY + b) of the underlying runtime distribution of a synthetic machine, where we
impose that

µagg =
1
n

µ

is the expectation of the runtime distribution for the sequential machine. The
corresponding variance becomes:

σ
2
agg =

σ2

n2

Using the γ notation we can further write

µagg =
1
γ

(4.6)

The makespan approximation symbolic rewriting becomes trivial here, since
we simply use the fact that (Nµ)/n = N(µ/n).

We now have a single sequential machine magg that models our real runtime
system configuration. Since this single machine will execute all the tasks in a
sequential manner, the makespan M can be computed as :

M =
N

∑
k=1

Xk

where X1, ...,Xk, ...,XN are the runtimes of all the tasks in the bag as if executed
on the magg.

We can use the above relationship to define a way to compute a makespan es-
timate (M̂) based on a estimate for magg’s runtime distribution expectation (mean),

ˆµagg, that we define in the next subsection:

M̂ = N ˆµagg (4.7)

We can also rewrite Equation (4.2) (the CLT result) to reflect our aggregated
model:

M−Nµagg

σagg
√

N
−→N (0,1)

which leads to an accordingly modified Equation (4.3) that holds with probability
1−α:

M ≤ Nµagg +σagg
√

Nzα (4.8)

We have now successfully identified a prediction interval with theoretical sup-
port for the makespan. To make it computationally meaningful, we have to find
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the upper bound of the right-hand side expression. To maintain our goal for con-
trol over the approximations used, we need to provide confidence intervals for µagg

and σ2
agg.

4.3.1 Confidence intervals for µagg and σ2
agg

The underlying runtime distribution ( fagg) of the aggregated machine magg de-
pends on the underlying runtime distributions of the actual machines ( fi). In order
to estimate the theoretical mean and variance of the fagg we need to estimate the
theoretical means and variances of the fis. To achieve this, we need to use a
sample population of size ns. We compute the required estimates (µ̄i, σ̄i) based
on the sample population, as described in Section 4.1. We then construct confid-
ence intervals for the theoretical parameters (mean and variance) based on these
estimates.

Here we work with the student-t distribution for the mean estimate and the chi-
square distribution for the variance estimate. These are well-established statistical
tools in parameter-estimation of an unknown distribution, as they coincide with
the sampling distributions of the corresponding estimators.

About the skewness parameters of the underlying runtime distributions we are
only interested in how they affect the quality of BaTS schedules, namely how
robust our makespan estimates are to various degrees of skewness. Therefore we
are not interested in providing confidence intervals for the skewness parameter.

An estimate for µagg

Apart from the confidence intervals for µagg and σagg, we are interested in a way
to compute an estimate for the makespan that would allow computing a relevant
budget to be presented to the user. Using Equation (4.6) we can write an estimate
for µagg based on the estimators for the means of the underlying runtime distribu-
tions of the actual machines (µ̄k):

ˆµagg =
1

∑
nc
k=1

ak
µ̄k

(4.9)

The above relationship provides us with a computational method to estimate
the theoretical mean of the synthetic machine (µagg) and, by using Equation (4.7),
to estimate the makespan. However, Equation (4.9) does not represent an estim-
ator for µagg in the statistical sense (as explained in Section 4.1.1). To prove or
disprove that the above formula represents an estimator lies outside the scope of
our (current) work.

We also recognize here the theoretical expression of the formula given by
Equation (2.2) in Section 2.2.2. There we have used Ti, the average task exe-
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cution time per cluster, to compute an estimate of the makespan. According to
Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.3, Ti may be considered an estimator for µi, since it is
an average of the completion times of tasks executed on machines from cluster
i, that is machines of type i. Therefore, we may consider that µ̄k = Tk is both
computationally and theoretically meaningful.

Confidence interval for µagg

The confidence interval for theoretical mean uses the student-t distribution when
the theoretical variance is unknown [57]:

µ̄i− tns−1
σ̄i√
ns
≤ µi ≤ µ̄i + tns−1

σ̄i√
ns

where tns−1 is the student-t quantile for ns−1 degrees of freedom, which depends
on the chosen probability for the confidence interval and the sample size. There-
fore there is an implicit probability pµ associated with the above double inequality.
We denote the left-side quantity as µimin and the right-side quantity as µimax.

To construct the confidence interval for the theoretical mean of the aggregated
machine we focus on the relationship between µi and µimax. Since we deal with
runtimes, we can assume both quantities to be non-negative. Therefore, we can
write

ai

µi
≥ ai

µimax
⇒

nc

∑
i=1

ai

µi
≥

nc

∑
i=1

ai

µimax

We now remember our simplifying notation from Section 4.3 and recognize
the left-side quantity as γ. We obtain that:

1
γ
≤ 1

∑
nc
i=1

ai
µimax

and by using Equation (4.6) we obtain the upper bound of the confidence
interval for µagg as:

µagg ≤
1

∑
nc
i=1

ai
µimax

(4.10)

We denote the right-side of the above inequality as µaggmax .
Similarly, we obtain the lower bound of the confidence interval for µagg as:

µagg ≥
1

∑
nc
i=1

ai
µimin

We denote the right-side of the above inequality as µaggmin .
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Under the linear dependency assumption, the confidence level associated with
confidence intervals for µi holds for the above confidence interval.

Confidence interval for σagg

The confidence interval for the theoretical variance uses the chi-square distribution
by definition [57]: √

ns

χ2
1−α/2;ns−1

σ̄i ≤ σi ≤
√

ns

χ2
α/2;ns−1

σ̄i

where χα/2;ns−1 is the chi-square quantile for ns−1 degrees of freedom and a de-
sired confidence level of pσ = 100(1−α)% for the confidence interval. For con-
venience, we will denote the left-side quantity as σimin and the right-side quantity
as σimax.

Inference of a confidence interval for σagg based on the confidence intervals
of σi is not as straightforward as the similar process undertaken for µagg. In Sec-
tion 4.3 we found that the variance of the aggregated runtime distribution is the
variance of the homogenous synthetic runtime distribution divided by the square
of the number of homogenous machines in the synthetic cluster:

σ
2
agg =

σ2

n2

We will assess separately the three members of the right-hand side of Equa-
tion 4.5:

σ
2 = S1 +S2−S3

S1 =
1
γ

nc

∑
k=1

akµk; S2 =
1
γ

nc

∑
k=1

akσ2
k

µk
; S3 =

1
γ2 (

nc

∑
k=1

ak)
2

We first look at S1. Given the inequalities presented in Section 4.3.1, we can
infer that

S1 ≤
∑

nc
i=1 aiµimax

∑
nc
i=1

ai
µimax

Further, by using the right-sides of inequalities concerning µi and σi, we infer
that

S2 ≤
∑

nc
i=1

ai
µi

σi
2
max

∑
nc
i=1

ai
µimax
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To give an upper bound for the ∑
nc
i=1

ai
µi

σi
2
max, we need to use the lower bound

on µi and will obtain

S2 ≤
∑

nc
i=1

ai
µimin

σi
2
max

∑
nc
i=1

ai
µimax

For S3 we also need a lower bound which is again obtained by using the lower
bound on µi:

S3 ≥
(∑nc

k=1 ak)
2

(∑nc
i=1

ai
µimin

)2

Finally we obtain the upper bound of the confidence interval for σagg as

σagg ≤
1

∑
nc
k=1 ak

√√√√∑
nc
i=1 aiµimax

∑
nc
i=1

ai
µimax

+
∑

nc
i=1

ai
µimin

σi
2
max

∑
nc
i=1

ai
µimax

− (∑nc
k=1 ak)2

(∑nc
i=1

ai
µimin

)2 (4.11)

We denote the right-side of the above inequality as σaggmax .
Similarly, we obtain the lower bounds for S1 and S2, and the upper bound for

S3, respectively as:

S1 ≥
∑

nc
i=1 aiµimin

∑
nc
i=1

ai
µimin

; S2 ≥
∑

nc
i=1

ai
µimax

σi
2
min

∑
nc
i=1

ai
µimin

; S3 ≤
(∑nc

k=1 ak)
2

(∑nc
i=1

ai
µimax

)2

Finally we obtain σaggmin , that is the lower bound of the confidence interval for
σagg, as the right-side of the following inequality:

σagg ≥
1

∑
nc
k=1 ak

√√√√∑
nc
i=1 aiµimin

∑
nc
i=1

ai
µimin

+
∑

nc
i=1

ai
µimax

σi
2
min

∑
nc
i=1

ai
µimin

− (∑nc
k=1 ak)2

(∑nc
i=1

ai
µimax

)2

Under the direct dependency assumption, the confidence level associated with
confidence intervals for σi holds for the above confidence interval.

Constraints for a relaxation of the linear dependency assumption

The linear dependency assumption may be relaxed as follows. Given a trans-
formation of the bag’s completion time distribution to a machine type underlying
runtime distribution, we could infer intervals for µi and σi associated with the same
confidence level, respectively. Since the confidence intervals are mathematically
inferred, they are conditioned by the confidence level of the confidence interval
from which they are obtained. The linear transformation is an example of such a
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transformation, which in particular preserves the confidence intervals for µi and
σi as obtained above. However, this property does not generally hold for every
transformation. As the transformation is a-priori unknown, it may be impossible
to infer the correct confidence intervals. We conclude that such research requires
a significant body of mathematical work, outside the scope of this thesis.

4.3.2 Computable prediction interval for M

We have earlier derived, based on CLT, a prediction interval for the makespan
(M), written as a function of the parameters of the aggregated runtime distribution
(µagg,σagg, the total number of tasks (N) and the (1-α)-quantile of the Gaussian
distribution:

M ≤ Nµagg +
√

Nzασagg

with a probability pM= 1-α. This constitutes M’s upper bound of its prediction
interval, based on the real values of the distribution’s parameters. These real val-
ues are a-priori unknown and in the previous sections we have constructed their
respective confidence intervals in order to obtain a computational upper bound for
M with an associated probability.

We can now give a prediction on the upper bound of the makespan based only
on the estimates of the theoretical parameters of the underlying runtime distribu-
tions of the machines in the real configuration. Given that zα ≥ 0 for the upper
bound of the prediction interval and using the upper bounds for µagg and σagg (see
Equations (4.10) and (4.11)), we may write that:

M ≤ Nµaggmax +
√

Nzασaggmax (4.12)

where we also have the pµ and pσ probabilities associated with the confidence
intervals used in the right hand of the above inequality. It follows that we can
provide the user with a handle in the trade-off between the confidence level and
the length of the confidence interval. We can write that the probability of the final
inequality depends on the confidence levels of the three inequalities involved:

PU = P(EM ∩Eµ∩Eσ) = P(EM)+P(Eµ∩Eσ)−P(EM ∪ (Eµ∩Eσ)

≥ P(EM)+P(Eµ∩Eσ)−1

≥ P(EM)+P(Eµ)+P(Eσ)−2

= pM + pµ + pσ−2 (4.13)

For instance, if we choose all probabilities equal to 0.95 (i.e. all intervals
involved will have a probability of 0.95), then pU , the probability presented to
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the user, will be larger than 0.85. Though at the time when we involve the user
we do not know the variance estimate, we can provide her with a sense of how
the sample size will affect the length of the confidence interval for the selected
confidence level, albeit only as a percentage of the estimated standard deviation.

An engineering perspective

Let us analyze two scenarios: in the first case, the user specifies that the confidence
interval for the standard deviation should be 10% of σ̄i wide. Using the confidence
interval for the theoretical variance, we may write√

ns

χ2
α/2;ns−1

−
√

ns

χ2
1−α/2;ns−1

= 0.1

The solution to this equation is the sample size ns. This helps computing a
confidence interval as wide as a percentage of a number we do not know before
executing the tasks of the sample population. However, such a scenario may prove
useful if the user has some information on the order of magnitude of the standard
deviation. If we assume that the user specified a confidence interval for the mean
to be 10% of µ̄i wide, than the problem becomes

2tns−1
σ̄i√
ns

= 0.1µ̄i

which is not as straightforward to solve as the standard deviation counterpart.
However, if the user has some covariance information (i.e. the percentage the
standard deviation represents out of the mean) then we may still be able to solve
the above equation and find its solution, the sample size ns.

In the second scenario, the user specifies a confidence interval for the mean
µi of ±5 minutes. After some simple calculations we find that this confidence
interval can be guaranteed within the respective confidence level if we can solve
the following equation:

√
ns

tns−1
=

σ̄i

5

Since the user has no information about σ̄i, we cannot solve the above equa-
tion. Suppose that the user desires the standard deviation confidence interval to be
10 minutes wide. This translates to the following equation being solved:

σ̄i(

√
ns

χ2
α/2;ns−1

−
√

ns

χ2
1−α/2;ns−1

) = 10

which can be done only if we have some information about σ̄i.
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With these scenarios in mind, it is best to start the sampling phase with at
least 30 observations (the best practice for CLT) and at most the number returned
by Formula (2.1), given in Section 2.2.1. Once the tasks in the sample popula-
tion are executed, we can employ the user specified confidence levels to learn the
confidence intervals.

In this section we have identified a way to compute an estimate for the makespan
M, namely N ¯µagg, and a theoretically constructed prediction interval, given by
Equation (4.12).

4.4 Real-world inspired types of runtime distributions

The model presented in this chapter relies on stochastic mechanisms and theory.
However, our main goal is to build a real cost-aware scheduler for real bag-of-tasks
applications. Therefore, we need to thoroughly evaluate these mechanisms against
workloads that have been proved relevant to the application domain by current
literature. To this end, we introduce the reader to several types of distributions
which have been found as relevant for bag-of-tasks applications. Two of these
distributions rely on proofs found by trace analysis, while the third is drawn from
a singular real-world application representative for a scientific domain.

4.4.1 Normal Distributions

The normal distribution is a continuous probability distribution. In particular, it
is a symmetric distribution, with finite expectation and variance. Its probability
density function, also known as the Gaussian function, has the following analytical
expression, where α and β represent distribution parameters (location and scale,
respectively) :

f (x|α,β) = 1√
2πβ2

e
− (x−α)2

2β2

It can be verified by direct calculations that the mean of a normal distribution
is actually the α parameter, while the variance of a normal distribution is precisely
β2.

A property of the normal distribution is that about 99.7% of values drawn from
it are within three standard deviations from the expectation (mean).

4.4.2 Levy Distribution

The Levy distribution is a continuous probability distribution for a strictly positive
random variable. In particular, it is an asymmetric stable distribution. Its probab-
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ility density function has the following analytical expression, where τ represents
a distribution parameter (scaling factor):

f (x|τ) =
√

τ

2π

e−
τ

2x
√

x3

Given the range of values taken by the random variable described by this dis-
tribution, it would map naturally to the domain of task durations. However, the
Levy distribution has infinite theoretical mean and variance, which violate our as-
sumptions. A modification that addresses this shortcoming is the truncation of
the Levy distribution to a maximum value that the random variable could take.
Figure 4.2 shows the probability density function of a truncated Levy distribution.
The probability density function of a Levy distribution truncated to the interval
(l,b),0≤ l < b becomes:

ρ(x|l,b,τ) = f (x|τ)
er f c(

√
τ

2b)− er f c(
√

τ

2l )

Both the mean and variance of the truncated version become finite. A further
simplification of the above formula arises from considering l = 0:

ρ(x|0,b,τ) = f (x|τ)
er f c(

√
τ

2b)

We used the er f c notation for the complementary error function [4].

A distribution inspired from real workloads

An extensive analysis of real workload traces [40] provides us with statistical
evidence that some bag-of-tasks have a skewed distribution, bounded by some
maximum value. Let us look at the data provided by the authors of [40] and
shown in Table 4.1, which describes values observed for statistical parameters of
bags-of-tasks runtime distribution within three large traces.

trace Xmin mean (µ) median Xmax stdev (
√

σ2)
DAS 0 129.87 90.63 965.22 131.49

HPC2N 0 150.87 36.83 3473.00 267.63
LLNL 0 177.17 101.74 1998.50 222.52

Table 4.1: Observed parameters values (in seconds) for three real workload traces.

Here, the parameters of each trace describe a right-skewed distribution, given
that the mean is located far from the center of the value ranges.
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Figure 4.2: The probability density function of a truncated Levy distribution
generated with a scale parameter (τ) of 12 minutes and a maximum value (b)
of 45 minutes.

We will use the truncated Levy distributions to evaluate the impact of skew-
ness on BaTS estimates and schedules.

4.4.3 Mixture Distributions

A mixture distribution is the probability distribution of a random variable whose
values could be interpreted as derived from an underlying set of other random
variables. That is, out of a predefined set of distributions, one uses each time
a ”coin tossing” experiment to decide which one to use. We denote as wi the
probability of choosing distribution ”i” in the ”coin tossing” experiment.

The finite mixture distribution is a subtype of mixture distributions, whose
probability density function f (x) can be defined for a given set of probability
density functions p1(x), ..., pn(x) as:

f (x) =
n

∑
i=1

wi pi(x)

A distribution inspired from real workloads

The International Data Analysis Challenge (DACH) for Finding Supernovae, held
in conjunction with the IEEE Cluster/Grid 2008 conference, proposed a represent-
ative scientific data-analysis application. The challenge consisted of an applica-
tion that identified supernova candidates by processing two celestial images of the
same segment of the sky, taken about a month apart. A large number of celestial
images were provided, based on data collected by the Subaru Telescope (Hawaii),
operated by the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan. The processing time
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Figure 4.3: The probability density function (histogram view) of a real-world
application.

required may vary significantly due to object detection based on heuristics and dif-
ferent image resolutions. Execution of the workload on virtual machines lead to
the result illustrated in Figure 4.3.

4.5 Evaluation of BaTS’ estimates quality

We now proceed to evaluate the quality of predictions and estimates as presented
earlier in this chapter. In real-life deployments, BaTS uses dynamic reconfigura-
tions (as explained in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) next to the pure estimates evaluated
here. It therefore behaves better than the following results with respect to budget
and makespan violations. Here, we focus on analyzing BaTS’ predictions quality
only.

As explained in Section 4.3.2, we will use a sample population of at least
30 observations (the best practice for CLT) and at most the number returned by
Equation (2.1) used in Section 2.2.1. We refer to a specific bag as a distribu-
tion experiment and to different sets of ns observations as sampling experiments.
Therefore, the distribution experiment has a unique real mean and real variance,
while each execution of the sampling phase using one set of ns (a sample experi-
ment) estimates the mean and the variance. Since we know the values for ns and
we can fix the confidence levels according to the user request, we evaluate three
aspects:

• Using student-t and chi-square quantiles for the respective ns−1 and confid-
ence levels, we can build confidence intervals for the mean and variance. We
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can check whether the confidence levels associated with said intervals hold
by running a sufficient number of executions and computing the percentage
of executions where the real mean/variance does belong to the respective
confidence interval.

• Using the estimates and the confidence levels mentioned above we con-
struct the prediction interval for the makespan M associated with the user’s
initial request on the confidence level. This is done in the following manner:
for each sampling experiment we compute a range of interesting budgets,
starting from minimal to fastest. For each budget, we compute a machine
configuration and a respective estimated makespan. Using Equation (4.12)
we build the respective prediction interval, that is the predicted upper bound
of the makespan. Then we compute an upper bound for the budget, that is
the cost of using all the machines of the configuration for as long as the up-
per bound of the makespan. We then execute (a sufficient number of times)
the entire bag for each budget and compute how many times the resulting
makespan is within a certain percentage of the estimated makespan; we
compute similar statistics with respect to the predicted upper bound of the
makespan. Similar statistics are computed for the cost of each run compared
to the estimated budget and the budget’s upper bound, respectively.

• Using the above setup, we also evaluate the ∆N indicator of ”risky” sched-
ules, presented in Chapter 3. Here, we check how many times the value of
∆N correctly indicates a schedule’s likelihood to violate the user contract.
We also check whether the ”corrected” schedule (that is, the schedule com-
puted for the initial budget plus a cushion of ∆B) does indeed succeed.

4.5.1 Workloads

Our evaluation uses three different kinds of workloads, modeled after real bags of
tasks. Each workload contains 1000 tasks, with runtimes generated according to
the respective distribution type.

Previous work [25] on the properties of bags-of-tasks has shown that in many
cases the intra-BoT distribution of execution times follows a normal distribution.
Accordingly, we have generated a workload of 1000 tasks the runtimes of which
(expressed in minutes) are drawn from the normal distribution N(15,σ2),σ =

√
5.

We will abbreviate this type of workload as NDB (”normal distribution bag”).
As explained in Section 4.4, previous work [40] has shown that some bag-

of-tasks have a skewed distribution, bounded by some maximum value. To model
such bags, we generate workloads according to a truncated Levy distribution with
a scaling factor (τ) of 12 minutes and a maximum value (b) of 45 minutes, as
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shown in Fig. 4.2. We use the truncated Levy distributions to evaluate the impact
of skewness on the stability of BaTS’ schedules. We will abbreviate this type of
workload as LTB (”Levy-truncated distribution bag”).

Another real application introduced in Section 4.4 is The International Data
Analysis Challenge (DACH) for Finding Supernovae [36]. The task runtimes de-
picted in Figure 4.3 were obtained by running the entire workload on a reference
virtual machine. We model this workload by identifying a mixture of distributions
that generates workloads of which task runtimes exhibit a root-mean square de-
viation from the real workload of less than 5%. The mixture uses a combination
of two Cauchy distributions (to mimick the ”hunches” of the real workload) and
three uniform distributions. These two Cauchy distributions also account for the
two modes of the distribution and we will refer to the corresponding workload
interchangeably as a multi-modal or mixture distribution bag. Note that the tail
of the real workload is actually a combination of two uniform distributions and
we reflect that in our mixture. We will abbreviate this type of workload as MDB
(”mixture distribution bag”).

4.5.2 Simulator

Given the non-deterministic nature of BaTS’ scheduling algorithms, we needed
to provide statistically relevant results, consisting of many experiments. The de-
ployment of such experiments on actual resources would have taken prohibitive
amounts of time. (Experimental results on real machines have been discussed in
Chapter 3.) Therefore, we have built a simple simulator mimicking the behaviour
of actual executions, but running on a single machine. At each step, it simply looks
at the smallest execution time until a task is completed. At this simulated point
in time, the executing machine becomes idle and therefore a candidate to start the
execution of another task. A limitation of our current simulator is the built-in ma-
chine synchronization, since all participating ”workers” are already present in the
”system”, which is not always the case even with cloud resources. Also, we do not
simulate the reconfiguration feature of BaTS’ prototype implementation. Here,
we are only interested in the evaluation of the schedules’ stability and makespan
prediction intervals, that is how likely it is that BaTS would need to reconfigure.
This is emphasized by the real-world issues surrounding a reconfiguration: the
overhead of starting-up and shutting down virtual machines, lost work (i.e. pree-
mpted tasks). The real-world engineering problems (the overhead of starting-up
and shutting down virtual machines, lost work, i.e. preempted-tasks) have been
dealt with in Section 2.2.3. We have chosen to implement our own simulator since
at that time, to the best of our knowledge, there was no standard, well-established
cloud simulator with a user-oriented API published in the literature.
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4.5.3 Experimental setup

We run our experiments using the simulator introduced in Section 4.5.2. For each
distribution we generate 30 bags. For each bag experiment we have a number of
nes = 30 sampling experiments. For each sampling experiment we have a number
of 6 budget type experiments: minimal, minimal+10%, minimal+20%, fastest-
20%, fastest-10% and fastest. For each budget type experiment we have two ∆N

experiments: with and without cushion. For each budget experiment, we run the
bag ner = 30 times on that particular configuration, each time with a different
(random) mapping of tasks to machines. This constitutes an exhaustive study of
the estimates and schedules that BaTS produces, with a total of 32400 experiments
and 972000 executions of bags.

We consider three cloud offerings, each with a maximum of 24 nodes readily
available for renting. We emulate that one cloud (”A”) executes tasks according
to their generated runtime, another (”B”) executes them three times as fast at four
times the price per hour and the third one (”C”) executes them twice as fast for the
same price per hour.

An engineering perspective

In Equation 4.13 we set the desired confidence levels for both the mean and stand-
ard deviation estimates to pµ = pσ = 0.9, this means we expect that 90% of the
sampling experiments will lead to intervals that contain the true value of the re-
spective distribution parameter. Combining the best practice for CLT and the up-
per bound of the formula given in Equation (2.1) applied to N = 1000, we set the
sample population size ns = 30. This set up represents a trade-off between main-
taining the size of the sample population required by the sampling with replace-
ment hypothesis (less than 5% of the total population), and the minimum sample
population required by best practices for CLT. We set the desired confidence level
for the prediction interval to pM = 0.9 which, combined with pµ = pσ = 0.9,
leads to a probability pU presented to the user of at least 0.7 (according to Equa-
tion (4.13)).

4.5.4 Sampling Experiments - Evaluation of mean and standard de-
viation estimates obtained for different sampling sets

First, we investigate the confidence levels associated with the confidence inter-
vals. Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 show the sampling experiment results for all the
workloads considered: NDB, LTB and MDB. For each mean and standard devi-
ation estimate obtained from a sampling experiment we also record the confidence
interval (the lower and the upper bounds of each vertical segment). For each bag
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Figure 4.4: Sampling Statistics - NDB

experiment, we plot these confidence intervals against the real values of the mean
and the standard deviation, respectively.

Figures 4.4a and 4.4b show the mean confidence intervals and the standard
deviation confidence intervals for the Normal distribution workload (NDB). In
83% of the experiments, the real value of the mean lies within the confidence
interval. In 100% of the experiments, the real value of the standard deviation
lies within the confidence interval. In the case of the standard deviation, this is
perfectly consistent with our initial requirements, pσ = 0.9. However, the mean
confidence level is 7% less than our pµ = 0.9 requirement.

Figures 4.5a and 4.5b show the mean confidence intervals and the stand-
ard deviation confidence intervals for the Levy-truncated distribution workload
(LTB). In 93% of the experiments, the real value of the mean lies within the con-
fidence interval. In 96% of the experiments, the real value of the standard devi-
ation lies within the confidence interval. Here, both confidence level requirements,
pµ = 0.9, pσ = 0.9 are properly met.

Figures 4.6a and 4.6b show the mean confidence intervals and the standard
deviation confidence intervals for the multi-modal distribution workload MDB.
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Figure 4.5: Sampling Statistics - LTB

In 100% of the experiments, the real value of the mean lies within the confid-
ence interval. In 50% of the experiments, the real value of the standard deviation
lies within the confidence interval. Although the confidence level of the mean
proves more than satisfactory compared to the initial requirement of pµ = 0.9, the
percentage of successful confidence intervals for the standard deviation is surpris-
ingly low, compared to the initial requirement of pσ = 0.9. Given the bi-modal
shape of the distribution, it may happen that the sample population contains mostly
values close to the (real) mean, which leads to a falsely small variance. In real-
ity, the standard deviation of this mixture-of-distributions bag is very close to the
mean (average execution time is 7.98 minutes, while the standard deviation is 6.27
minutes).

To gain a deeper insight on the robustness of the sampling results, we re-
peated the sampling phase test using nes = 100, that is using 100 different sample
populations (of the same size, ns = 30) and computing the resulting percentage of
successful confidence intervals. We maintained the same values for the confidence
levels as considered above: pµ = 0.9 and pσ = 0.9. The percentages are presented
in Table 4.2b, next to those corresponding to nes = 30, which have been discussed
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Figure 4.6: Sampling Statistics - MDB

above. We notice that the results are consistent with respect to the number of
experiments considered.

NDB LTB MDB
µ 0.83 0.93 1
σ 1 0.96 0.5

(a)

NDB LTB MDB
µ 0.85 0.92 0.96
σ 0.91 0.91 0.55

(b)

Table 4.2: Ratio of successful confidence intervals out of 30 (left) and, respect-
ively, 100 (right) sampling experiments.

Next, we analyze the impact of the sample set size on the robustness of the
sampling results. We repeat the sampling phase test using ns = 50 and ns = 100,
each for nes = 30 and nes = 100 different sampling populations. Our results are
shown by Tables 4.3 and 4.4. We notice that the results are again consistent with
the results of initial sampling phase test that considered 30 sample populations of
size 30. We may conclude that ns = 30 and nes = 30 are suficient for the remainder
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of the BaTS’ evaluation.

NDB LTB MDB
µ 0.96 0.93 0.93
σ 0.96 0.93 0.5

(a)

NDB LTB MDB
µ 0.9 0.93 0.94
σ 0.94 0.91 0.5

(b)

Table 4.3: Ratio of successful confidence intervals out of 30 (left) and, respect-
ively, 100 (right) sampling experiments based on sample sets of size 50.

NDB LTB MDB
µ 0.93 0.93 0.96
σ 0.93 0.96 0.66

(a)

NDB LTB MDB
µ 0.88 0.93 0.93
σ 0.94 0.94 0.57

(b)

Table 4.4: Ratio of successful confidence intervals out of 30 (left) and, respect-
ively, 100 (right) sampling experiments based on sample sets of size 100.

4.5.5 Execution Experiments - Evaluation of estimates and predic-
tion intervals for different budget types

Here we investigate the propagation of the mean and standard deviation confid-
ence intervals through BaTS’ makespan estimates and prediction intervals. We
also assess the extent to which the makespan estimates and prediction intervals
provided by BaTS hold for different execution orders of the tasks. Next to makespan,
we are interested in how the budget estimates and their upper bounds hold for dif-
ferent execution orders. We proceed to present the results of our extensive set
of experiments grouped by the bag’s runtime distribution type and the governing
budget type. We present in detail two types of governing budgets: the minimal
and the fastest. These are extreme cases, involving extreme flavors of variability:
the minimal generally exhibits one variability, since it constructs schedules usu-
ally consisting in one machine type; the fastest exhibits the greatest variation of
variabilities, since it constructs schedules consisting of all machine types. The res-
ults of the experiments conducted for the remaining four types of budgets, namely
minimal+10%, minimal+20%, fastest-20% and fastest-10%, are illustrated by the
figures presented in Appendix A.
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Figure 4.7: NDB - Minimal schedule - Makespan and budget estimates
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Normal distribution bags under minimal budget

First, we want to assess the extent to which makespan estimates are robust to the
estimation error of the distribution parameters. For each mean estimate presented
in Figure 4.4a we compute the profitability of the considered clusters ”A”, ”B”
and ”C”. We then compute the makespan (estimate) necessary for the execution
of the remaining bag (1000 tasks - 30 sampling tasks) on one machine of type ”C”
(i.e. the most profitable type). Based on this makespan estimate and the cost
of a machine of type ”C”, we compute the sequential minimal budget estimate
necessary for the execution of the remaining tasks on one machine of type ”C”.
This minimal budget estimate is depicted in Figure 4.7b, indexed by the sampling
experiment that produced the corresponding mean estimate. Based on the true
(real) value of the mean for the normal distribution bag, we estimate a real minimal
budget estimate, which we plot as the horizontal line at $366 in Figure 4.7b against
all the minimal budget estimates computed using the mean estimates.

Using each budget estimate as the input to BKP, we compute new correspond-
ing configurations, possibly consisting of more machines (and types) and therefore
providing possibly smaller makespan estimates than the ones using only one ma-
chine of type ”C”. This makespan estimate is depicted in Figure 4.7a, indexed by
the corresponding sampling experiment. Based on the real budget estimate given
as input to BKP, we similarly compute a corresponding new configuration which
leads to a real makespan estimate. Since here we use the real value of the mean,
the prediction interval would have a different pU (see Equation (4.13)), namely
equal to pM and therefore we plot only the makespan estimate, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.7a by the horizontal line at 3657 minutes.

Using the configuration output by the BKP algorithm for each budget estim-
ate corresponding to a sampling experiment, we compute the prediction interval
of the makespan according to the formula given by Equation (4.12). This predic-
tion interval is also shown in Figure 4.7a, indexed by the corresponding sampling
experiment.

Based on the upper bound of a prediction interval, we compute the upper
bound of the budget estimate range (as the amount of money necessary to sus-
tain all the machines of the configuration for as long as the upper bound of the
makespan). This upper bound of the budget estimate is shown in Figure 4.7b, also
indexed by the corresponding sampling experiment.

Using the configuration output by the BKP algorithm and based on the discus-
sion in Section 3.1.5, we compute the ∆N indicator of the configuration and the
corresponding B + ∆B budget estimate. This budget estimate is also shown in Fig-
ure 4.7b, next to the non-cushioned budget estimate. A (possibly new) makespan
corresponds to the B + ∆B schedule and it is shown in Figure 4.7a, next to the non-
cushioned makespan estimate. Using again Equation (4.12), we compute the pre-
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diction interval for the cushioned makespan estimate and depict it in Figure 4.7a,
next to the non-cushioned makespan prediction interval. We compute the budget
estimate upper bound for the cushioned makespan upper bound and show it in
Figure 4.7b, next to its non-cushioned counterpart.

We also compute the ∆N indicator of the configuration given by the real value
of the mean and accordingly estimate a cushioned (B + ∆B) budget, shown in Fig-
ure 4.7b, and a cushioned makespan, shown in Figure 4.7a. Here, the cushioned
and non-cushioned estimates coincide.

By looking at Figure 4.7b we notice that some of the budget ranges are much
larger than others. That occurs partly due to the configuration obtained by run-
ning BKP with the minimal budget estimate computed for the respective sampling
experiment. There are cases where the discretization leads to configurations con-
sisting of only a few machines, or even one (e.g. experiment 18). The other cause
to contribute to these larger ranges is whether the makespan prediction interval
contains an ATU multiple. This means, if the prediction interval contains an ATU
multiple (e.g. the makespan estimate is 100 minutes, while the predicted upper
bound is 140 minutes) then the budget upper bound will be increased (compared
to the estimate) by the amount of money necessary to pay for all the machines
of the configuration returned by BKP for (at least) one more ATU. Sampling ex-
periments 3 and 18 are examples of such a behavior: both have roughly the same
budget estimate ($378 compared to respectively $381), but the makespan estimate
corresponding to experiment 3 is 358.23 minutes, while the makespan estimate
of experiment 18 is 7586.20 minutes. This means, the resulting configuration
from experiment 3 comprises more machines than that resulting from experiment
18. While both makespan ranges contain ATUs multiples(358.23–377.49, respect-
ively 7586.20–7998.56), experiment 18 has a smaller budget range, since there is
only one machine to cover for 7 extra ATUs, compared to 21 machines to cover
for 1 extra ATU, albeit at the same price per machine (type ”C”).

We also record the percentage of the runs where ∆N was a correct indicator of
either the success or failure of a schedule. We show the percentages for cushioned
versus non-cushioned schedules next to each other in Figure 4.7c.

To understand how robust the makespan estimate is with respect to different
orders of executions (i.e. task allocation to participating machines), we look at
the variation of the simulated runs makespan with respect to the estimation. For
each execution we record the actual makespan and we compute the percentage it
is faster or slower than the estimation. Based on the set of 30 data points collected
for the same configuration (obtained from 1 sample experiment) we construct a
temperature bar, where cold is good and hot is bad 1. The 30 bars corresponding
to the 30 sampling experiments are shown together in Figure 4.8a.

1This work has been conducted in The Netherlands
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Figure 4.8: NDB - Minimal schedule - Variation of makespan and budget com-
pared to estimates

Since we are also interested in how the makespan estimate robustness affects
the cost of the execution, we also record the actual cost of each simulated run and
we compute the percentage it is cheaper or more expensive than the budget estim-
ate. We produce a temperature graph for the cost variation in a similar fashion to
that employed for the makespan variation. The cost variations for the 30 sampling
experiments are shown in Figure 4.8b.

Figures 4.8a and 4.8b show that too optimistic estimations of the mean may
lead to makespan and budget estimates violations, independent of the standard
deviation. Such a behavior is expected, since we remember that the makespan es-
timate only uses the mean estimates of the task runtime distributions (see Equation
(4.7)).

Figure 4.8c shows the makespan variation with respect to the estimation for
the cushioned (B + ∆B) schedule, while Figure 4.8d presents the cost variation
with respect to the budget estimate for the cushioned version of the schedule.
Here, we notice again the correlation between optimistic mean estimates and
makespan/budget violations. However, compared to their non-cushioned coun-
terparts, the makespan suffers stronger violations, while the budget violations are
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milder. This is not surprising, given that the budget estimate increases (to hope-
fully accommodate the ∆N tasks), which leads to a configuration consisting of
more machines and this leads to a shorter makespan. In some cases (e.g. exper-
iments 2, 4) some outlying tasks cause a makespan violation that is percentage-
wise greater for the cushioned schedule than for its non-cushioned counterpart, al-
though the trailing tasks run for less time over the respective estimated makespan(e.g.
for one execution of experiment 2, cushioned makespan was longer by 4.95 minutes
than the estimated number of ATUs (=5), while the non-cushioned ran for 9.4
minutes longer than estimated number of ATUs (=11).)
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Figure 4.9: NDB - Minimal schedule - Variation of makespan and budget com-
pared to upper bounds

Next, we want to evaluate the extent to which the theoretical accuracy level
(pU from Equation (4.13)) associated with the makespan prediction interval holds
in practice. Therefore, we construct a ”temperature” graph for the makespan vari-
ation with respect to the upper bound of the prediction interval, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.9a. Here, we observe that one in 30 sampling experiments violates the 70%
probability associated with the makespan prediction interval. This is the case of
experiment number 26, which we trace back to Figure 4.4a as the experiment
yielding the lowest estimate for the mean.
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We are then interested in how the theoretical accuracy level of the makespan
prediction interval reflects on the upper bound of the budget estimate. We invest-
igate this aspect by constructing a ”temperature” graph for the cost variation with
respect to the upper bound of the budget estimate, as presented in Figure 4.9b.

Figure 4.9c shows the makespan variation with respect to the upper bound
for the prediction interval of the cushioned (B + ∆B) schedule, while Figure 4.9d
presents the cost variation with respect to the upper bound of the budget estimate
for the cushioned version of the schedule.

We remark that there is only one experiment where the 0.7 probability does not
hold, namely experiment 26. Here, more than 50% percent of the runs terminate
with a makespan violation of less than 1%. If we check the mean estimate, we see
that this experiment has the lowest mean estimate of all sampling experiments,
which leads to a very optimistic schedule and upper bound.

We conclude that in scenario our heuristic makespan estimate Me behaves
very well, leading to makespan violations of at most 10%. However, the budget
violations are considerably larger, when they do occur, especially in those cases
where the makespan prediction interval contains an ATU multiple. This would
mean that most of the machines are expected to cross into the next ATU, even by
a few minutes, which brings about the corresponding extra budget. The makespan
prediction interval does an even better job, with only one experiment having some
executions go up to 1% violation, while the corresponding budget upper bound is
never violated.

Normal distribution bags under fastest budget

In this scenario we use the fastest configuration, obtained by acquiring all avail-
able machines, from all considered clusters (”A”, ”B” and ”C”). Makespan and
budget estimates and prediction intervals, as well as the ∆N prediction accuracy
are shown in Figure 4.10. We remark that Figure 4.10a follows faithfully Fig-
ure 4.4a with respect to the mean estimate position compared to the real value
of the mean. Since none of the makespan prediction intervals contain an ATU
multiple, the upper bound on the budget coincides with the corresponding budget
estimate, and in particular with the real budget estimate, i.e. $864. Given that all
configurations contain all the machines of all types, the budget estimates coincide
from one sample experiment to another. This is also due to the fact that all the
makespan estimates give the same number of ATUs (even though they are differ-
ent at the minutes granularity). The real makespan estimate for both cushioned
and non-cushioned schedules are situated at 101.58 minutes.

As shown in Figure 4.11, the makespan estimate Me is generally violated by
either 10% (in 11 experiments) or 20% (in 19 experiments), while the corres-
ponding budget estimate is never violated. When correlating with Figure 4.10a,
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Figure 4.11: NDB - Fastest schedule - Variation of makespan and budget com-
pared to estimates

we notice that the 10% violations occur in the experiments with a less optimistic
makespan estimate (greater than the makespan estimate based on the real values of
the mean), while the 20% violations occur in the experiments with a more optim-
istic makespan estimate. There are some exceptions which go up to 50%. These
exceptions have a very low makespan estimate (e.g. 98.36, 96.67, 95.76 and 97.48
minutes for experiments 4, 25, 26 and 30 respectively) and this still leads to a total
makespan of 2 ATUs, which is correct from a budget point of view.

More surprising is that also the upper bound is violated more frequently than
allowed by pU , while the budget upper bound, identical in this scenario with the
budget estimate, is always respected, as shown in Figure 4.12. Here we notice
the effect of task atomicity on the statistical mechanisms coupled with an extreme
variation of the standard deviation. The theoretical prediction interval is computed
based on the aggregated mean and the aggregated standard deviation. Figure 4.10a
shows generally small prediction intervals, of± 7 minutes length. Different orders
of executions lead to task assignments that may take only 3 minutes longer than
that, but still exceed the upper bound of the prediction interval.

Here, we conclude that even on a more heterogeneous system, the actual
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Figure 4.12: NDB - Fastest schedule - Variation of makespan and budget com-
pared to upper bounds

makespan is quite stable, independent of the execution order. However, the makespan
estimate efficacy is affected more by the discretization problem than the normal
distribution under minimal budget scenario. The succes of the makespan pre-
diction interval is also diminished, but the reason behind it is that the aggregated
standard deviation is small enough to have the upper bound of the prediction inter-
val close to the makespan estimate, Me, which means that the makespan prediction
interval is also exposed to the discretization problem.

Levy-truncated distribution bags under minimal budget

We compute the minimal budget for the Levy-truncated distribution bag follow-
ing the same steps as employed to compute the minimal budget for the normal
distribution bag.

Figure 4.13 presents the makespan prediction intervals for the minimal budget
indexed by the sampling experiment, the budget estimates and the success per-
centages of the ∆N indicator of ”risky schedules”.

The real makespan estimate is 419.53 minutes, while its cushioned counterpart
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Figure 4.13: LTB - Makespan and budget estimates for the minimal schedule
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is 291.10 minutes. The difference is due to different configurations: in the non-
cushioned scenario, BKP recommends using 17 machines of type ”C” (the most
profitable type), based on the input budget, namely the minimal budget estimate
($357). However, the ∆N indicates this as a ”risky schedule” by 1 task and the
cushioned scenario presents BKP with a budget estimate of $375, which leads to a
configuration consisting of 24 machines of type ”C” (maximum available number
of machines from this type) and one machine of type ”A” (second most profitable
type).

We remark in Figure 4.13a that the makespan prediction intervals are widely
scattered compared to the similar scenario for the normal distribution. Here, we
observe several ranges: experiments 1, 11, 19, 23, 28–30 situated between 6000–
10555 minutes, each using a configuration of 1 machine of type ”C”; the differ-
ence between their respective makespan prediction intervals arise from the dif-
ferent mean estimates. Experiment 26 has a makespan prediction interval within
4000–5000 minutes and uses a configuration consisting of 2 machines of type
”C”; its mean estimate is 16.55 minutes. Experiments 4, 9, 12, 13, 17 and 23
are situated between 1500–4000 minutes with configurations of 3 or 4 machines
of type ”C”. Experiment 17 uses only 2 machines of type ”C”, but it remains in
the same range because the mean estimate is lower than the mean estimates of
the other experiments in the same range. Experiment 12, on the other hand, uses
5 machines of type ”C”, but it has a higher mean estimate than the other experi-
ments and therefore remains within the same range. The remaining experiments
are clustered closer to the real cushioned and non-cushioned makespan estimates,
299–850 minutes. An exception is experiment 22, whose cushioned makespan
estimate of 415.39 minutes, with an upper bound of 527.71 minutes, is close to
the real estimates, compared to its non-cushioned estimate. We observe that there
are two factors influencing the schedule’s configuration compared to that based on
the real values of the mean and standard deviation: the discretization introduced
by the BKP algorithm when transforming from one machine acquired for many
ATUs to more machines acquired for less ATUs, and the position of the mean and
standard deviation sample estimates compared to the real ones.

Figure 4.13b shows how the different configurations affect their respective
budget ranges less than they affect the makespan. The influencing factors here are
the number of machines in the configuration and the number of ATU multiples
contained by the makespan prediction interval.

We capture the robustness of our proposed makespan estimate by looking at
the variation of the simulated runs makespan with respect to the estimation. In a
similar fashion to the normal distribution bag under minimal budget, we construct
Figure 4.14a and Figure 4.14b, to depict the makespan variation and, respectively,
the cost variation. Here, 9 out of the 30 experiments always violate the makespan
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Figure 4.14: LTB - Minimal schedule - Variation of makespan and budget com-
pared to estimates

estimate, generally by at most 20%, while the rest display runs respecting it within
0.7 probability. The experiments violating the makespan estimate coincide with
those violating the budget estimate. Here, we can correlate the violating experi-
ments with those that have an optimistic mean, as shown in Figure 4.5a.

Figure 4.14c shows the makespan variation with respect to the estimation for
the cushioned (B + ∆B) schedule, while Figure 4.14d presents the cost variation
with respect to the budget estimate for the cushioned version of the schedule. We
remark that the cushion does not improve the percentage of non-violations, on
the contrary, it introduces an extra violating experiment, that is no. 10. Again,
since we increase the budget by the cushion before feeding it to the BKP, we
always obtain a configuration consisting of more machines, not necessarily safer
to outlying tasks.

The makespan variation with respect to the upper bound of the prediction in-
terval is shown in Figure 4.15a, while the cost variation with respect to the upper
bound of the budget estimate is presented in Figure 4.15b.

The makespan variation with respect to the upper bound for the prediction
interval of the cushioned (B + ∆B) schedule is shown in Figure 4.15c, while Fig-
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Figure 4.15: LTB - Minimal schedule - Variation of makespan and budget com-
pared to upper bounds

ure 4.15d presents the cost variation with respect to the upper bound of the budget
estimate for the cushioned version of the schedule.

There is only one violating experiment, 16, for both the cushioned and non-
cushioned upper bounds of the makespan prediction interval. This is not com-
pletely surprising given that both the makespan prediction intervals and the budget
ranges are quite big and allow sufficient cushions for outliers.

We conclude that BaTS’ heuristic estimates can deal quite well with skewed
distributions, that also display a large standard deviation (i.e. close to the value of
the mean), by using only 3% of the tasks in the bag to gain task runtime informa-
tion.

Levy-truncated distribution bags under fastest budget

First, we construct the fastest configuration, obtained by acquiring all available
machines, from all considered clusters (”A”, ”B” and ”C”). We then use it for
each different sampling experiment via a number of runs.

Makespan prediction intervals and budget ranges are presented in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: LTB - Makespan and budget estimates for the fastest schedule
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The cushioned and non-cushioned makespan estimates coincide with a value of
99.05 minutes. The cushioned and non-cushioned budget estimates are equal as
well, namely $864. We remark that again the ATU multiples present inside a
makespan prediction interval lead to larger budget ranges (e.g. experiments 2–4,
6, 8–13, 15, 18, 20, 21, 24–30). As expected, the makespan estimates positions
with respect to the real estimate are similar to those of the mean estimates. The up-
per bound of the prediction intervals is also determined by the standard deviation
estimates.

We notice that only two experiments have a different cushioned version. This
is the case of experiment 4 and 15, which also present the highest mean estimates:
17.33 minutes and 17.76 minutes respectively. Since the configuration is still the
same (i.e. all machines of all types), the makespan prediction interval remains the
same. Since the upper bound is the same, the bugdet range upper bound remains
unchanged as well. The only change takes place at the budget estimate.
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Figure 4.17: LTB - Fastest schedule - Variation of makespan and budget compared
to estimates

Figure 4.17 shows the variation with respect to the makespan and budget es-
timates, respectively, for both the cushioned and non-cushioned schedules. The
variation percentages are computed similarly to the previous scenarios. Here, we
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notice much more severe makespan estimate violations, up to even more than
50%.

Figure 4.17d shows that only the experiments having an actual budget cushion
(number 4 and 15) respect the budget estimates. All other experiments present
both cushioned and non-cushioned budget violations, albeit of at most 5%.

Figures 4.17a and 4.17c display serious violations of the makespan estimate,
for both the cushioned and non-cushioned versions.
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Figure 4.18: LTB - Fastest schedule - Variation of makespan and budget compared
to upper bounds

Figure 4.18 shows the variation with respect to the upper bound of the makespan
prediction interval and of the budget range upper bound, respectively, for both the
cushioned and non-cushioned schedules.

Figures 4.18a and 4.18c show that 14 experiments do not exhibit 0.7 prob-
ability that the actual makespan is lower than the upper bound of the prediction
interval. However, only in 9 out of 30 experiments the makespan predicted upper
bound is violated by more than 5%. Similarly to the Levy-truncated bag under
minimal budget scenario, we can trace back these experiments as those having a
very optimistic mean estimate in Figure 4.5a.

Where the budget is concerned, the situation is much better, only 9 out of the
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30 experiments violate the budget upper bound and even then, by at most 5%.
To conclude, we again notice the sensitivity to the mean estimate accuracy,

both for the makespan estimate Me and the makespan prediction interval. How-
ever, the standard deviation estimate makes a difference in that in practice it
provides a sufficient makespan buffer to cover for the discretization problem where
the prediction interval is concerned, compared to the makespan estimate. How-
ever, from a budget point of view, the heuristic estimate behaves quite well, lead-
ing to a stable behaviour of at most 5% violations. The cost variation compared
to the budget upper bound is in most cases less than -20%. This means that the
budget estimate obtained based on Me is actually more accurate than the one ob-
tained based on the makespan prediction interval.

With respect to the heuristic estimate, Me, we also notice an interesting be-
havior between the Levy-truncated bag under minimal budget and under fastest
budget scenarios. In the former case, the cost variation follows the makespan
variation ”color-wise”, i.e. when violations occur, they occur by the same per-
centage categories. In the latter case, the cost variation follows the makespan
variation ”shape-wise”, i.e. when violations occur with respect to the makespan
estimate, they also occur with respect to the budget estimate, but at much smaller
degree (smaller percentage). This happens because in the fastest budget scenario,
the makespan violations occur mostly on the machines of type ”A” (cheapest and
slowest), but the budget estimate is dominated by the other 48 more expensive
machines, while in the minimal budget case, the machines are generally of the
same type, and the makespan violations occur on machines that have equal impact
on the budget estimate.

Mixture distribution bags under minimal budget

We compute the minimal budget for the mixture distribution bag following the
same steps as employed to compute the minimal budget for the normal distribution
bag and the Levy-truncated. Figure 4.19b presents the minimal budget estimates
indexed by the sampling experiment, while the makespan estimate is depicted in
Figure 4.19a. Both the cushioned and non-cushioned makespan estimate are equal
to 297.75 minutes, while their respective budget estimates are situated at $195.

Similarly to the Levy-truncated under minimal budget scenario, here we again
remark several ranges of the makespan prediction intervals: 3143–6028 minutes
for experiments 3–6, 10, 12, 19 and 23 which also use a configuration consisting
of 1 machine of type ”C” (the most profitable type); next is 1722–2969 minutes for
experiments 7, 16 and 28–30, all using configurations consisting of 2 machines of
type ”C”. The remaining experiments show makespan prediction intervals within
177–389 minutes, with more diverse configurations.

We capture the robustness of our proposed makespan estimate by looking at
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Figure 4.19: MDB - Makespan and budget estimates for the minimal schedule
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Figure 4.20: MDB - Minimal schedule - Variation of makespan and budget com-
pared to estimates

the variation of the simulated runs makespan and cost with respect to the estima-
tion. In a similar fashion to the normal distribution bag under minimal budget, we
construct Figure 4.20 to depict the makespan variation and the cost variation for
both the cushioned and non-cushioned schedules.

Compared to the normal and Levy-truncated distribution counterparts, the
mixture of distributions under minimal budget presents many violating experi-
ments, both with respect to the makespan estimate as well as the budget estimate.

Figure 4.21 shows the makespan and cost variation with respect to the upper
bound of the prediction interval and of the budget range, respectively, for both
the cushioned and non-cushioned scenarios. Here, we have only one experiment
violating the probability of the confidence intervals, namely experiment 22, in the
cushioned version of the makespan upper bound, as shown in Figure 4.21c.

Although we deal again with a low variability of the standard deviation among
the machines participating in the schedule, the correct behavior of the schedule
with respect to makespan and budget estimates is a surprisingly good result, given
that we have learned in Section4.5.4 that the standard deviation of a mixture of
distribution workload is difficult to accurately estimate.
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Figure 4.21: MDB - Minimal schedule - Variation of makespan and budget com-
pared to upper bounds

As a general remark, we notice that the heuristic estimate Me is less accurate
in the MDB under minimal budget compared to the LTB and NDB counterparts.
In particular it is surprising that the Me works best for the LTB case among the
three different distribution types, with respect to the number of experiments that
do not violate the estimate (including those where at most 0.3 of the executions
do violate the estimate). On the other hand, in the NDB case, the Me estimate
is generally violated in a lesser degree: at most 10% in only 3 experiments. We
conclude that the CLT assumptions behind the heuristic estimate can deal better
with the skewness of a distribution than the multi-modality.

Mixture distribution bags under fastest budget

We use again the fastest configuration, obtained by acquiring all available ma-
chines, from all considered clusters (”A”, ”B” and ”C”), and again for a dif-
ferent underlying distribution than in the previous fastest scenarios. Makespan
and budget estimates together with the ∆N successful prediction percentages are
presented in Figure 4.22. Figure 4.22a shows that the cushioned and the non-
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Figure 4.22: MDB - Makespan and budget estimates for the fastest schedule
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cushioned real makespan estimates coincide at 53.76 minutes. In Figure 4.22b we
notice that also the cushioned and non-cushioned real budget estimates coincide
at $432.

We remark here too (as in the Levy-truncated fastest scenario) the cases where
∆N indicates a possibly ”risky schedule” as exhibiting a smaller budget range, with
a higher budget estimate than the non-cushioned counterpart.
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Figure 4.23: MDB - Fastest schedule - Variation of makespan and budget com-
pared to estimates

Figure 4.20 shows the variation of the makespan and the cost of the simulated
runs with respect to the estimation, computed in a similar fashion to the previous
scenarios. We also present the variations with respect to the cushioned version of
the schedules.

The makespan and cost variation with respect to the upper bound are presen-
ted in Figure 4.21, both for the cushioned and non-cushioned version of the re-
spective schedule. Here, the makespan prediction interval is accurate only in 5
experiments. However, the corresponding budget upper bound is violated in only
3 experiments, by at most 10%, while for all the other experiments is constantly
smaller than the upper bound by at least 20%.

With respect to the heuristic estimate, Me, we again notice the interesting
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Figure 4.24: MDB - Fastest schedule - Variation of makespan and budget com-
pared to upper bounds

behavior remarked for the Levy-truncated bag under minimal budget and under
fastest budget scenarios: the cost variation follows the makespan variation ”color-
wise” for the minimal budget and ”shape-wise” for the fastest budget. When com-
paring the LTB under fastest budget against the MDB under fastest budget we
also notice that the budget upper bound is violated in fewer experiments in the
MDB scenario (3) compared to the LTB scenario (9); this is due to the number of
prediction intervals that do not contain ATU multiples.

This particular scenario constitutes a killer combination: given the large vari-
ability of the standard deviation among the machines of the schedule and the dif-
ficult nature of the workload itself, the makespan estimate and prediction interval
are quite often violated. However, the budget upper bound is well-respected, in
70% of the experiments.

Comparison between scenarios

We notice that the makespan violations are not always accompanied by simul-
taneous budget violations. This is due to how we expressed the makespan (in
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minutes), compared to the discretized nature of the budget, where only one hour
steps are noticeable (since then the budget increases with the cost of one hour for
each machine in the configuration).

An interesting result comes from analyzing the stability of schedules from one
budget type to another. We notice that the minimal budget allows for more stable
schedules, in either being successful or failing. This is due to the fact that the min-
imal budget type leads to a configuration of mostly the same type of machines, so
the variability of the machines is ”constant”. On the other hand, in our experi-
mental setup, the ascending order of profitability is ”B”, ”A” and ”C”, while the
ascending order of speed is ”A”, ”C”, ”B”; therefore, the minimal budget config-
urations will contain machines of type ”C”, for which the runtime distribution dis-
plays a medium mean and a medium standard deviation (compared to the runtime
distributions specific to machine types ”A” and ”B”). This can be observed in the
case of the normal distribution bag in Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9, in the case of the
Levy-truncated bag in Figures 4.13, 4.14 and 4.9, and for the mixture distribution
bag in Figures 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21. When the budget is large enough so that all
available ”C” machines are used and money is still left, BaTS will try to decrease
the makespan by adding more machines of the second most profitable type, ”A”.
However, machines of type ”A” have a larger variability compared to ”C” and that
leads to the increase of the system’s variability.

We may also study the effect the underlying runtime distribution type has on
the BaTS makespan estimates, Me. To isolate from the effect of heterogeneity,
we look at the minimal budget experiments, presented in Figures 4.8, 4.14 and
4.20. The normal distribution displays moderate variation (from -10% up to 10%)
from one sampling experiment to another, as well as, within the same sampling
experiment, from one execution of the bag to another (only in 2 out of 30 exper-
iments we observe different makespan variation categories). The Levy-truncated
distribution exhibits a larger variation from one sampling experiment to another
(from -20% up to 50%), but is rather stable within one sampling experiment (7 out
of 30 experiments exhibit more makespan variation categories). The multi-modal
distribution shows a more extreme variation (half of the experiments have more
makespan variation categories) within the same sampling experiment, but it is
comparably (to Levy-truncated) stable from one sampling experiment to another
(albeit most of the experiments lead to a higher value of the makespan percentage:
in the range of 5% compared to the range of -5% obtained for Levy-truncated).
The comparison between the Levy-truncated bag and the multi-modal is all the
more relevant, since in both cases the real value of the standard deviation lies
close to the real value of the mean: (µLT B=14.70 minutes, σLT B=11.37 minutes)
versus (µLT B=7.9 minutes, σLT B=6.27 minutes). Therefore, we may conclude that,
when all other parameters are similar, the makespan estimate efficacy is dictated
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by the shape of the distribution.
We then study the effect of the underlying runtime distribution type on makespan

prediction intervals, by studying the same minimal budget experiments, as shown
in Figures 4.9, 4.15 and 4.21. We notice that, when all other parameters are sim-
ilar, the success of BaTS’ makespan prediction intervals is actually independent
from the distribution shape.

We also notice a sensitivity to whether the makespan prediction interval con-
tains a discontinuity w.r.t. ATUs (that is, the interval contains at least one multiple
of the ATU expressed in minutes, e.g. 120 minutes). Let us take a look at Fig-
ures A.6 and A.8. Compared to 4.12, they present a larger variability and more
budget violations, albeit all smaller than 5%. We notice that where the prediction
interval contains such a discontinuity, BaTS prepares large enough upper bounds
which are respected. Otherwise, BaTS produces too optimistic schedules w.r.t.
their upper bounds. These cases can be tracked back to too optimistic estimates
for the mean (e.g. sample experiments 7,8 and 9 in Figure 4.4a and their follow-
ups in Figures A.5, A.6 and Figures A.7, A.8).

The ∆N experiments show that, while it may be a good indicator of the level of
risk for a given schedule, computing a new configuration is less likely to alleviate
the problem. This means, keeping the extra budget ∆B aside and using it only
towards the end of the execution may be a better solution. This is shown by the
∆N plots for the fastest budget type.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter we have presented a theoretical model of the BaTS estimates and
schedules construction mechanisms. We have evaluated the theoretical model by
an extensive set of experiments, using workloads that mimic real-world applica-
tions. Our results show that BaTS finds indeed relevant schedules based on estim-
ates constructed with very little initial information. As expected, since there is no
other source of information to be used, the schedules’ quality relies strongly on
the distribution parameters estimates.

Our design provides an answer to the circular problem of estimating comple-
tion time distributions without a-priori knowledge. We also show what is the best
range for the sample set size, as supported by statistical theory and associated best
practices. Once the tasks in the sample population are executed, we can employ
the user specified confidence levels to learn the confidence intervals.

Our results also suggest a possible direction for future work: shrink the num-
ber of machines towards the end of computation and keep only those with small
variability, albeit less profitable; that means changing the profitability definition
in the tail-phase so that the aggregated variability of the system is minimized,
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leading to a more stable overall behavior of the system.
We also show that the best practice is keeping a side cushion of money to allow

dealing with outliers, instead of refitting the configuration for a richer budget.
Finally, the evaluation presented in this chapter shows that reconfiguration is

necessary, while the evaluations presented in Chapters 2 and 3 show that BaTS’s
approach to reconfiguration is effective.



Chapter 5
Stochastic Tail-Phase Optimizations

In this chapter we address the problem of BaTS’ tolerance to outlier tasks sched-
uled in the final phase of the execution (i.e. tail-phase). Previous chapters focused
on the initial sampling phase [44] and on the high-throughput phase [43]. Along
with work presented in those chapters, we identified issues towards the end of the
execution, the so-called tail phase. The main contribution of the Tail compon-
ent is twofold: to improve the tolerance to outlier tasks and to further reduce the
makespan. This component implements a stochastic completion time prediction
mechanism.

Our task model assumes individual tasks are indivisible and have individual
completion times. This means the final task on each machine has a different com-
pletion time, leading to substantial amounts of unused compute power during the
final phase (e.g., hour) of a computation. We devise a replication scheme to fully
utilize this (already paid-for) idle capacity. BaTS replicates running tasks onto
idle machines whenever it can predict that the replica will terminate before the
already running task instance. This decision is taken based on the runtime stat-
istics collected by BaTS during the overall run. In addition, we also consider a
migration scheme, that re-starts expectedly long-running tasks on faster machines
(before the actual tail-phase).

We have evaluated the Tail component by extensive simulation runs with bags
containing tasks with completion times described by a normal distribution, a multi-
modal distribution, and a (heavy-tailed) Levy-truncated distribution.

Our evaluation shows that the proposed stochastic tail-phase replication strategy
is fairly robust w.r.t. the quality of the runtime predictions; even replicating ran-
domly selected tasks performs only little worse than using perfectly-known com-
pletion times, however with higher error rates. We also provide evidence that the
migration scheme hardly helps beyond the effects of pure replication.
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This chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 presents the tail-phase op-
timization mechanism, that is evaluated in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, we discuss
related work. Section 5.4 summarizes our results.

5.1 A Tail-Phase migration and replication scheme

We have explained in Chapter 4 how, during the high-throughput phase of the
execution, the governing statistical measure is the mean of the runtime distribution
(see Equation (4.8)). Intuitively, the number of tasks left in the bag has to be large
enough such that the statistical assumptions (see Section 4.2.1) allowing the mean
to be the dominant statistical measure are applicable. These assumptions no longer
hold true for the small set of remaining, unfinished tasks towards the end, which
may lead to a violation of the makespan and budget estimates. We refer to the
execution of the remaining task set as the tail phase.

In this chapter, we present an optimization for the tail phase execution that
reduces the severeness of the tail-phase problem. The tail-phase starts when the
size of the bag drops below a certain threshold. This threshold depends on the
statistical properties of the bag’s underlying runtime distribution. The tail-phase
ends when all tasks are finished.

As our very general task model does not allow any hard budget guarantees for
the execution of the entire bag, the case might always occur that outlier tasks might
be scheduled only towards the end of the overall execution. Also, we assume that
tasks are indivisible and have individual completion times, and therefore the final
task on each machine has a different completion time. This leads to significant
amounts of unused compute power during the final phase of the computation.
However, the user has already paid for this unused compute power. Our main idea
is to utilize this idle capacity and speed up the overall computation, within the
budget already spent.

We propose a migration/replication scheme active only in the tail-phase. The
replication is active once the first worker has become idle. Before this moment,
tasks are migrated rather than replicated. A worker becomes idle when it returns
the result of the currently executed task and there are no more tasks left in the bag.
When a worker becomes idle while tasks are still executing, this worker will be
used until the end of its paid-for period for executing replicated tasks.

Both replication and migration aim at using idle machines of relatively faster
types than those currently executing a particular task. When replicating a task,
BaTS starts a replica of an already running task, from the beginning, on an idle
machine, while letting the original task running. The first one to complete will
render the result. When migrating a task, BaTS acts as with replicating the task,
but cancels the original execution, wasting the task’s runtime so far. The emptied
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machine will then be assigned another (hopefully shorter) task.
To select migration/replication candidates, BaTS compares the estimated re-

maining execution time of a task on the current machine (source machine) to the
expected execution time of the same task when started on a machine that has be-
come idle (target machine). If it is expected that the task finishes earlier on the
target machine, it becomes a migration/replication candidate. This means, we al-
low re-migration of a task, if it is the best candidate given the prediction based on
the current execution machine estimates. If a task has already multiple replicas,
it enters the selection process with the minimum estimated remaining execution
time among the replicas. Among the replication candidates, BaTS chooses the
task with the largest expected remaining execution time. (If the latest task can
complete earlier, the overall makespan will become smaller.)

The estimated execution time on a target machine is computed based on the
estimated execution time on the source machine and the linear regression para-
meters (across clusters) computed during the initial sampling phase, as described
in Chapter 3.

The remaining execution time on the source machine is estimated using con-
ditional expectation [15] mechanisms. The conditional expectation is computed
depending on the nature of the considered distribution:

Continuous Here, the probability density function is constructed. This function
describes the random variable which models the task runtimes. The elapsed
execution time of a task is used to obtain a truncated mean which estimates
the updated total execution time of that task.

Discrete Here, the histogram is constructed. The elapsed execution time of a
task and the histogram are used to estimate the total execution time of that
task.

Though there are statistical mechanisms to approximate a discrete distribution
by a continuous one and vice-versa, there are several difficulties with the continu-
ous approach. To begin with, several distribution types have to be investigated to
discover the right type of distribution describing the actual task runtime distribu-
tion. A second problem is evaluating which set of distribution parameters best fits
the actual task runtime distribution.

In this work, we focus on the discrete approach to conditional expectation
and let BaTS construct the required histogram during the high-throughput phase.
Using the regression coefficients, BaTS converts task runtimes from different ma-
chine types to a canonical machine type. In this manner, it maintains a unified
histogram of all finished task runtimes observed during the execution. Note that
the canonical machine type is an arbitrarily chosen machine type from those avail-
able during the sampling phase.
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When BaTS needs to compute the estimated execution time of a task, it con-
sults the histogram. It constructs a subset of the histogram consisting of occur-
rences of task runtimes higher than the canonized elapsed runtime of the con-
sidered task. The average of the runtimes in the subset, weighted by their oc-
currences, represents the estimated execution time of the task on the canonical
machine type.

Let the elapsed execution time of a task on the source machine be τs, the
elapsed execution time converted to the canonical machine type be τc, the estim-
ated total execution time on the source machine be ts, the estimated total execution
time on the canonical machine type be tc and the estimated total execution time on
the target machine be tt . According to Equation (3.1), introduced in Section 3.1.3,
we can write:

τc = β1c,s ∗ τs +β0c,s

For computing tc, we use the definition of the mean (Section 4.1.3). Here, the
random variable is the task runtime and we are interested in the range of values
larger than τc:

tc = E[t|t > τc]

Once we obtain tc from the above formula, we can apply again Equation (3.1)
to obtain ts and tt :

ts = β1s,c ∗ tc +β0s,c

tt = β1t,c ∗ tc +β0t,c

All the regression parameters: β1c,s , β0c,s , β1s,c , β0s,c , β1t,c and β0t,c have been
computed by the Estimator component during the sampling phase (presented in
Chapter 3).

A task is considered a replication candidate if the expected remaining execu-
tion time is larger than the expected execution time on the target machine:

ts− τs > tt

The task with the largest expected remaining execution time (ts− τs) among
the candidates will be replicated on the target machine.

Note that in the migration+replication strategy, if there are no replication can-
didates, BaTS releases the idle machine. As mentioned earlier, if there are no
migration candidates, BaTS randomly selects a task from the bag.

When using both migration and replication, we define the beginning of the tail
phase as the earliest moment when the bag contains no more than nt unsubmitted
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tasks. When using only replication, we define the beginning of the tail phase as the
moment when the first machine becomes idle and there are no more unsubmitted
tasks in the bag. Normally, nt is determined via statistical properties of the bag
(that is the threshold value of the sample set size that respects the assumptions of
sampling with replacement, see Chapter 2).

One goal of our study is to identify in which cases migration to a faster ma-
chine can help reducing the overall makespan, beyond the effects of pure replica-
tion onto idle machines. Intuitively, a distribution must contain long-running tasks
(outliers) for which it would be too late to replicate them when replication starts.

5.2 Evaluation

We evaluate our three stochastic tail phase strategies (pure stochastic replication,
stochastic-random replication, and replication+migration) by comparison to three
alternative approaches: 1.) we compare to using (in practice not available) perfect
knowledge about task completion times for selecting tasks to replicate, giving the
theoretical optimum. 2.) we compare to selecting tasks for replication completely
at random, modeling zero knowledge about completion times, and 3.) we compare
to not performing any tail optimization at all.

The random approach will never release a worker as long as tasks are executed
by slower machines. In contrast, stochastic replication will release a worker if no
predictably longer-running candidate task can be found. In such a case, stochastic-
random replication selects a task at random. Our replication+migration approach
also uses stochastic task migration on top of stochastic task replication. We now
in turn describe the three different workload models, the experimental setup, and
the achieved results.

5.2.1 Workloads

We provide a consistent set of statistical experiments throughout this work by
using the workloads introduced in Section 4.5.1: normal distribution bags, Levy-
truncated distribution bags and multi-modal bags. Here, we investigate the im-
pact of different runtime distribution properties (e.g. skewness, variance, multi-
modality) on the tail phase optimizations. Each workload contains 1000 tasks,
with runtimes generated according to the respective distribution type. To increase
the difficulty of dealing with trailing tasks, we use normal distribution bags with
an expectation situated at 60 minutes, compared to its counterpart from Chapter 4,
that had a 15 minutes expectation.
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Figure 5.1: Types of distributions used to generate the workloads considered in
the evaluation: normal distribution (ND) with an expectation of 60 minutes, Levy-
truncated (LT) with an upper bound of 45 minutes and the multi-modal distribution
(DACH) with runtimes from a real-world experiment.

5.2.2 Experimental Setup

We run our experiments using the simulator we have introduced earlier, in Sec-
tion 4.5.2. We have considered 30 different instances of each of the three work-
load types and executed each instance 30 times for each tail phase optimization
strategy using our simulator. The different executions of the same instance are
needed to guarantee the results are not influenced by the non-deterministic exe-
cution order. Compared to the setup described in Section 4.5.3, here we need to
validate stochastic strategies, and therefore we need different instances for each
distribution type to infer conclusions about the distribution type of an application
rather than just individual bags.

There are 5 different sets of experiments, each corresponding to a different
budget type. As explained in Chapter 3, the sampling phase generates a range of
relevant budgets and their respective estimated makespan. We are not interested
in the minimal budget type because it usually involves a single machine type only,
namely the most profitable one, and therefore there would be no point for replic-
ation. (All machines are equally fast in this case.) Instead, we study two budget
types corresponding to the extreme cases of the budget range: minimal+10% and
fastest. Each of them governs a set of experiments, that is for each bag instance
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we compute the schedules corresponding to each budget type. Apart from the es-
timated makespan, a schedule also contains the required machine configuration,
i.e. the number of machines of each type. Each bag instance is then executed for
each budget type 30 times.

For each execution we record the actual makespan and we compute the per-
centage it is faster or slower than the estimation. Based on these 30 data points
(percentages) we compute an average percentage for each bag instance. These
bag instance percentages are averaged to obtain the percentage representative for
each bag distribution type and each budget type. We also record the minimum and
maximum percentages for each distribution type. The experiment methodology is
repeated for each tail phase strategy.

Migration+Replication considers an nt equal to the size of the sample set,
namely 30 tasks, which reflects the theoretical model proposed in Chapter 4. For
the details on how to compute the size of this set based on the size of the bag, we
refer the reader back to Chapter 2.

All the results are shown in Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, grouped by the bag
distribution type. Inside a group, we present them according to the budget type
governing the respective set of experiments: minimal+10% and fastest, and ac-
cording to the strategy employed. We also present the results obtained for the
fastest budget type for all the bag distribution types in Figures 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4

We consider three cloud offerings, each with a maximum of 24 nodes readily
available for renting. We emulate that one cloud (”A”) executes tasks according
to their generated runtime, another (”B”) executes them three times as fast at four
times the price per hour and the third one (”C”) executes them twice as fast as ”A”
for the same price per hour.

For the “fastest” schedules, 24+ 24+ 24 machines of types A, B, and C are
used. For the “minimal+10%” schedules, between 1 and 5 machines of type A plus
19 to 24 machines of type C have been used (the exact configurations depending
on the actual bag instances). Clearly, hardly any room for improvement is given by
“minimal+10%” schedules, while “fastest” schedules provide ample opportunity
for task replication.

5.2.3 Results and discussion

In the following, a positive percentage means the estimated makespan has been
exceeded by the respective amount of time. A negative percentage means the
actual makespan was shorter than the estimation by the respective amount of time.
Intuitively, “low is good.”

A surprising result is that all replication strategies perform on average within
5% of the perfect replication. Such a result raises the question of how much
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Table 5.1: Normal distribution bags: percentages of makespan variation w.r.t.
estimates

Strategies
minimal+10% fastest

avg min max avg min max

Stochastic Rep 1,13 -3,18 7,53 4,87 0,36 11,77
Migration+Rep 1,19 -3,20 7,66 4,86 0,26 11,66

Perfect Rep 1,08 -3,29 7,50 3,47 -0,99 10,24
Random Rep 1,15 -3,20 7,56 6,61 1,86 13,48

Stoch+Rand Rep 1,11 -3,24 7,52 4,60 0,11 11,23
Without Rep 2,39 -2,10 9,03 11,52 6,63 18,59

Table 5.2: Levy-truncated bags: percentages of makespan variation w.r.t. estim-
ates

Strategies
minimal+10% fastest

avg min max avg min max

Stochastic Rep 4,66 -19,01 70,50 14,30 -11,52 88,19
Migration+Rep 4,60 -19,20 70,35 14,38 -11,55 87,58

Perfect Rep 4,53 -19,40 70,36 9,89 -15,70 78,81
Random Rep 4,55 -19,37 70,38 14,90 -11,86 86,65

Stoch+Rand Rep 4,55 -19,35 70,38 13,17 -12,96 84,18
Without Rep 5,40 -17,46 72,51 29,14 -0,02 108,39

Table 5.3: Multi-modal bags: percentages of makespan variation w.r.t. estimates

Strategies
minimal+10% fastest

avg min max avg min max

Stochastic Rep 10,67 -27,36 40,90 28,95 -16,44 63,35
Migration+Rep 10,62 -27,43 40,62 28,33 -17,15 64,10

Perfect Rep 10,61 -27,36 40,56 24,14 -18,76 58,48
Random Rep 10,61 -27,36 40,57 28,54 -15,98 63,57

Stoch+Rand Rep 10,61 -27,36 40,57 27,32 -17,10 61,88
Without Rep 10,93 -27,08 42,16 48,41 -5,00 93,32

information over the task runtime distribution is actually needed for a successful
replication strategy.
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Random replication performs surprisingly well, because it gains in quantity
what it lacks in quality: it never releases a worker until the workload has finished
execution, unless all remaining tasks are executed by faster machines. On the
contrary, stochastic replication, migration+replication and perfect replication re-
lease workers when there are no candidates available. With stochastic replication,
a candidate task might not be recognized as such if its current elapsed time does
not allow for an accurate completion time estimate.

The bags with a normal distribution under minimal+10% already have a good
average percentage when no replication strategy is employed, as shown in Table 5.1.
Also, the replication strategies bring only a marginal improvement, since there are
only a few machines of a different (slower) type and therefore the replication can-
didates are only a few as well. However, as the budget is increased to the fastest
type, more machine types are involved, and all replication strategies are better
than the execution without replication by ≈ 7%, as shown in Figure 5.2. Also, in
this scenario, stochastic replication gains ground compared to the random replic-
ation. The second-best strategy after perfect replication is the stochastic+random
replication, outperforming the other replication strategies by ≈ 2%.

The Levy-truncated distribution bags present the same insensitivity to the rep-
lication strategy under the minimal+10%, as shown in Table 5.2. Again, for the
fastest budget, when more machine types are involved, we notice that all replica-
tion strategies improve the default execution significantly (on average by 14.24%
to 19.25%). The second-best strategy is the stochastic+random replication, as
can also be seen in Figure 5.3. Due to the distribution mode typically situated
at smaller runtimes compared to the maximum runtimes, the stochastic replica-
tion has a clearer signpost early on during the replication stage. However, if the
outlying tasks have not been observed yet, or only a few of them have, the can-
didate selection criterion may fail to recognize that a task would indeed benefit
from replication. That is the reason for which adding random selection of tasks as
replication candidates outperforms stochastic replication alone.

The multi-modal distribution bags under minimal+10% budget are the least
sensitive to any replication strategy. For the minimal+10% budget, Table 5.3
shows that the migration+replication strategy’s minimum value is slightly lower
than the minimum percentage for the perfect replication. However, this singular
result alone does not indicate that migration may add significant benefits. The fast-
est budget experiments (depicted in Figure 5.4) show that all replication strategies
improve the default execution on average by at least 19.46% (stochastic replica-
tion) and at most 24.27% (perfect replication). Under the fastest budget type, the
stochastic+random replication is again the second-best strategy, albeit less clearly
than for the normal and Levy-truncated bags (only an improvement of ≈ 1%).
The two distribution modes add an extra degree of difficulty when estimating task
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runtimes. The truncated mean may lay in between the two distribution modes,
which would lead to a selecting the ”wrong” (i.e. the one that would take less 10
minutes) task for replication. Also, the ”gap” in the distribution situated at the
20–30 minutes interval contributes to lesser accuracy of the truncated mean for
the stochastic prediction of a task’s runtime.
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Figure 5.2: Tail phase improvement for bags with normal distribution under fastest
budget

5.3 Related Work

Systems for executing bags of tasks are legion. Among them, [38, 34] have the
most in common with BaTS by considering execution costs. However, neither
approach deals with tail-phase issues. For performing its tail-phase optimizations,
BaTS employs task replication, task migration, and task runtime prediction. We
discuss these three topics in turn.

There has been a constant focus on replication strategies for bags-of-tasks [8,
17, 50]. The success of a replication strategy depends on a number of factors: the
type of requirements for the application execution (e.g., load-balance, makespan,
cost), the resources at hand and the type of information available about the tasks’
runtimes. From desktop grids [31, 59] to supercomputers [5], to scientific grids
and clouds [35], the replication strategies adopt different heuristics depending on
the above mentioned factors.
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Figure 5.3: Tail phase improvement for bags with Levy-truncated distribution un-
der fastest budget

Our work shares more research ground with the ExPERT framework [7], which
constructs the Pareto-frontier of scheduling strategies from which it selects the one
that best fulfills a user-provided utility function. However, we only consider reli-
able resources, for which the user has already paid and we do not set deadlines at
task level; we care about the overall makespan.

The work in [13] also employs replication to deal with ”straggler” tasks, in
order to improve the overall makespan, while slightly increasing the number of
extra resources. BaTS, however, utilizes resources otherwise idle and already
paid-for. Also, in [13], there is no clear definition of when the replication should
start.

Compared to research conducted in the case of supercomputers [5], our work
differs with respect to a) the machine allocation definition (in their case all pro-
cessors within one allocation are released together, in our case acquisition/release
happens at a per machine level); b) how machine utilization is perceived (in their
case, it is one of the objectives, while in our case it is a side-effect of the strategies
used to achieve the minimization of the makespan objective); and c) the criterion
to decide when the tail-phase begins (in their case, it is decided based on a max-
imum fraction of idle workers threshold, whereas BaTS decides based on a max-
imum number of tasks left in bag, that is obtained via stochastic mechanisms).
Our main similarities lie in the assumption of a-priori unknown task runtimes and
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Figure 5.4: Tail phase improvement for bags with multi-modal distribution under
fastest budget

the definition of migration.
SpeQuloS [14] is a framework for hybrid bag-of-tasks execution on both vo-

lunteer and cloud computing resources: the bulk of the execution is done on
desktop machines, while the tail-phase is executed on cloud resources. We share
the idea of predicting the completion time (makespan) without per-task runtime
knowledge. However, SpeQulos employs historical data obtained from previous
executions, while BaTS only uses (more precise) information derived from the
bag at hand.

Harchol-Balter and Downey[19] thoroughly investigated process migration,
including how the runtime distribution influences the migration benefits in terms
of load balancing. In contrast, task migration performed by BaTS aims at decreas-
ing the probability to exceed the estimated makespan and budget.

Runtime prediction has been an active area of research for several decades [26,
56]. The larger part of these research efforts investigates the task runtime as a
function of its input. Similarly, the ExPERT framework [7] takes as input the time
when the task has been submitted, aided by a general task-level set deadline. How-
ever, as BaTS assumes no a-priori information about individual task runtimes, we
cannot fully take advantage of these research results. The only input we consider
is the time elapsed since a task has started its execution, along with the overall
runtime distribution as BaTS has observed it at runtime.
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Given the state of the work described, we propose a tail-phase migration and
replication scheme tailored to the needs of cloud users.

5.4 Summary

In Chapters 3 and 4 we had already shown the efficacy of BaTS that allows a
user to execute a bag of tasks on multiple cloud offerings, favoring either cheaper
execution or faster makespans, depending on the mix of machines from different
cloud offerings. While BaTS works well in most cases, despite the absence of any
advance knowledge about task runtimes, no hard promises can be made due to the
uncertain nature of the available information, and the latent risk of outlier tasks
being scheduled too late to be compensated by other, short-running tasks.

In this chapter, we have presented several stochastic optimizations for BaTS
that utilize the otherwise idling machines during the tail phase of an execution.
As these machines have already been paid for by the user up until the end of the
next interval (e.g., hour), they can be exploited for improving the schedule without
additional cost. We have implemented our tail-phase optimizations in the BaTS
scheduler as the Tail component.

We have presented an in-depth performance evaluation based on our BaTS
simulator that allows us to execute several bag instances with the same statistical
task runtime distributions. We have investigated bags with normal distributions,
with bimodal distributions, and with a (heavy-tailed) Levy-truncated distribution.

Our main result is that replicating tasks in the tail phase onto otherwise idle
(but already paid for) machines improves the overall makespan of a bag, and thus
reduces the risk of the execution exceeding the predicted makespan. The strength
of this effect strongly depends on both the runtime distribution of the bag and
on the set of available machines. With higher execution budgets, there typically
is more room for improvement, due to the larger number of fast machines in the
pool. This is a positive result, as a user willing to spend more money has a stronger
emphasis on short makespans than a user preferring lower budgets.

We have also investigated whether a migration of tasks to faster machines
(before machines become idle) could further improve the effects w.r.t. avoiding
late-running outlier tasks. Our evaluation results show, however, that the cost of
migration is too high to warrant noticeable effects, mostly because we have to
sacrifice the partial results of the migrated (in fact: restarted) tasks.

A surprising result comes from evaluating the sensitivity to the quality of the
runtime estimation for making replication decisions. For this purpose, we have
compared our stochastic runtime estimations both to (theoretical) perfectly known
task runtimes, and to selecting tasks for replication at random. Our results show
that the differences between the three are small, whereas the stochastic runtime
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estimations perform more consistently than random selections. We can thus con-
clude that our task replication approach is fairly robust to the quality of the estim-
ations.

These results also shed more light on which conditional expectation approach
to consider. The continuous approach to conditional expectation may improve the
quality of the runtime estimates, but it requires a lengthy investigation of which
distribution type and statistical parameters best fit the actual task runtimes. We
may conclude that, in the presence of a robust replication approach, investing
computational effort in identifying the exact runtime distribution type and para-
meters would not be necessary. Instead, it would be sufficient to use prediction
based on the histogram constructed during the high-throughput phase.

To summarize, our tail-phase optimizations improve the execution of bags of
tasks by our BaTS scheduler, simply by exploiting otherwise idling machines. as
these machines have been paid for by the user anyway, these improvements come
without additional costs.



Chapter 6
Real-World Experiments with BaTS

This chapter is dedicated to a real-world evaluation of BaTS. Given that BaTS has
been designed to address cloud computing challenges, a real-world setup is neces-
sary to prove its efficacy. In previous chapters we have explored the architecture
and implementation of BaTS, as well as analyzed the statistical mechanisms be-
hind our stochastic budget-constrained scheduler. Here, we focus on a completely
real-world deployment of parameter-sweep applications using several machine of-
ferings provided by Amazon EC2.

6.1 Real-world parameter-sweep applications

The real-world applications considered in this chapter belong to different classes
of parameter-sweeps: self organizing maps and reinforcement learning algorithms.

The self organizing maps were first described as artificial neural networks by
Kohonen [30] and are used for obtaining a simplified view of a highly complex
data set, by clustering together similar data. For example, they are used in various
forms of exploratory data analysis, image search, bioinformatics, medicine (gen-
ome sequences representation, DNA identification, study about the mechanics of
action of chemotherapeutic agents).

For the experiments presented in this chapter, we chose a application instance
that does a self organizing map of a randomly generated set of flowers, by using
data about the dimensions of the petals and sepals. The set of flower dimensions
(petal and sepal length and width) has been randomly generated according to the
Fisher’s Iris Data Set [16], such that each dimension is between the minimum and
maximum values for a certain class in the Fisher’s Iris Data Set. This was done in
order to increase the number of elements given as input to the self organizing map
algorithm. The application receives as input the number of iterations of the al-
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gorithm and returns a 10X10 matrix with values 1 (Iris setosa), 2 (Iris versicolor)
and 3 (Iris virginica), which represents the map of the three classes of flowers.
The workload consists of 5000 tasks and it would take approximately 23 hours
to complete on a laptop with a Intel R© Core

TM
i5-2557M CPU @ 1.70GHz archi-

tecture and 4GB DDR3 memory. We will refer to this application instance as the
Kohonen bag/workload.

The reinforcement learning algorithm used in this chapter is also known as
SARSA (State-Action-Reward-State-Action) and it was proposed by Rummery &
Niranjan [49]. The application instance used in this chapter is an implementation
of the SARSA algorithm that learns an optimal policy for the problem of schedul-
ing two elevators. The goal is to minimize the total waiting time of the passengers,
which are randomly generated over a specific period of time. As input it receives
the number of epochs the algorithm will run and the output is the total waiting time
computed for the last epoch. The workload consists of 9000 tasks and it would
take approximately 108 hours to complete on the above described machine. We
will refer to this application instance as the SARSA bag/workload.

6.2 Workloads execution on Amazon EC2

We select worker machines from three Amazon EC2 instance types: m1.small,
m1.medium and m1.large, characterized in detail in Table 6.1. The data
presented in this table reproduces the information provided by Amazon [1, 2].
Also, the definition of an EC2 Compute Unit (C.U.) is given as the equivalent
CPU capacity of a 1.0-1.2 GHz 2007 Opteron or 2007 Xeon processor [3].

Characteristics Small Instance Medium Instance Large Instance
memory (GB) 1.7 3.75 7.5
virtual cores, EC2 C.U. (1,1) (1,2) (2,2)
instance storage (GB) 160 410 850
platform 32-, 64-bit 32-, 64-bit 64-bit
I/O performance moderate moderate high
EBS-Optimized Available no no 500 Mbps
API name m1.small m1.medium m1.large
on-demand price($/hour) 0.08 0.16 0.32

Table 6.1: Amazon EC2 instance types used in the experiments; the prices corres-
pond to the US East (N. Virginia) region (as of 21.09.2012), while the compute
power is expressed in EC2 Compute Units (C.U.)

We also consider a cap of 10 maximum running instances of each type. Here,
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we deviate from the Amazon EC2 model in the sense that the real-world cap is
imposed as a maximum on the total number of running instances, independent of
their type. The reason for this inconsistency lies in our effort to mimic a more
general, multi-cloud provider experimental setup. In real life, however, such a
setup would require a preparation outside the scope of this work, among which
inter-cloud authorization and authentication and interoperability of virtual ma-
chine images between cloud providers.

During our experiments we also use the micro instance type to host the master
component of BaTS. Such instances have a lower advertised performance, a lower
default price and are usually eligible for free usage. Given that, in our architecture,
the master component only requires network connectivity and a low/moderate
computational performance, the micro instance type becomes its ideal hosting
environment.

6.2.1 The Kohonen bag during the sample phase

We have deployed the sample phase using one worker virtual machine from each
mentioned instance type. The master ran inside a virtual machine deployed as a
micro instance. Figure 6.1a shows the Amazon EC2 console at the beginning of
the sampling phase.

(a) The start stage. (b) The end stage.

Figure 6.1: Amazon EC2 console in different stages of the sampling phase for the
Kohonen workload.

The sampling phase is successfully executed within one hour and all worker
machines are released after the whole paid-for hour, leading to a sampling phase
cost of $0.56. The sample set size, computed based on the formula given in
Chapter 2 is 31 tasks. During the sampling phase, a total of 173 tasks have been
executed, out of which 159 tasks were unique (we use 7 tasks replicated for each
machine type to find the linear regression parameters - Chapter 3).

BaTS’ sampling phase indicates m1.small as the most profitable machine
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type, with an average execution time of 1.66 minutes. During the sample phase,
the m1.small instance executed a total of 35 tasks and had 36 seconds left of
already paid compute time. The second best type is m1.medium with an average
execution time of 0.86 minutes, computed based on the linear regression para-
meters β0 = −0.01 and β1 = 0.52. During the sample phase, the m1.medium
instance executed a total of 74 tasks and had 33 seconds left of already paid com-
pute time. The least profitable type is m1.large with an average execution time
of 0.97 minutes, computed based on the linear regression parameters β0 =−0.006
and β1 = 0.59. During the sample phase, the m1.large instance executed a total
of 64 tasks and had 39 seconds left of already paid compute time. All the linear
regression parameters are collected in Table 6.2.

Characteristics Small Instance Medium Instance Large Instance
β0 0 -0.01 -0.006
β1 1 0.52 0.59
profitability 1 0.96 0.84

Table 6.2: Linear regression parameters for the Amazon EC2 instance types used
in the Kohonen bag experiments, computed with respect to the m1.small type
(Small Instance).

Figure 6.1b shows the Amazon EC2 console at the end of the sampling phase.
We remark that the m1.medium and the m1.large instances have already ter-
minated. This might seem contradictory to the above results in terms of the num-
ber of seconds left of the already paid compute time. However, a closer look
at Figure 6.1a shows that the m1.small instance has actually started sometime
after the m1.medium instance. This illustrates the type of scenarios addressed
by Section 2.2.3 (Dealing with desynchronized workers.)

The sample phase resulted in a candidate list of 6 schedules:

a) cheapest schedule, using two m1.small machines for 67 hours and an estim-
ated cost of $10.72.

b) cheapest+10% schedule, using 9 m1.small machines and 10 m1.medium
machines for 5 hours and an estimated cost of $11.79.

c) cheapest+20% schedule, using 10 m1.small machines and 10 m1.medium
machines for 5 hours and an estimated cost of $12.86.

d) fastest-20% schedule, using 10 m1.small machines, 10 m1.medium ma-
chines and 3 m1.largemachines for 4 hours and an estimated cost of $13.44.
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e) fastest-10% schedule, using 10 m1.small machines, 10 m1.medium ma-
chines and 4 m1.largemachines for 4 hours and an estimated cost of $15.12.

f) fastest% schedule, using 10 m1.small machines, 10 m1.medium machines
and 10 m1.large machines for 3 hours and an estimated cost of $16.80.

Figure 6.2 presents the default statistics collected by the Amazon EC2 mon-
itoring service, CloudWatch, during the sampling phase. We remark that the
m1.large instance type has a CPU utilization of only 50%, which is a result
of the type of tasks the workload contains. That is, the tasks are not optimized for
multi-core execution and therefore cannot fully take advantage of the virtual ar-
chitecture provided by a m1.large instance type. As shown in Table 6.2, BaTS
identifies this property of the workload simply by monitoring and comparing the
efficiency with respect to the number of successfully executed tasks versus money
spent, and therefore without inspecting the code of the tasks.

(a) m1.small (b) m1.medium

(c) m1.large

Figure 6.2: Statistics collected by the Amazon EC2 monitoring service, Cloud-
Watch, during the execution of the Kohonen workload.

We have chosen to deploy the cheapest and the fastest schedules. Given that
the master component has been maintained active (i.e. its host instance had not
been terminated), the schedules of interest have been selected through the master
API and accordingly launched in execution of the remaining workload.
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6.2.2 The Kohonen bag - The cheapest schedule

Initially, the cheapest schedule acquires two workers of type m1.small instances.
However, at an early stage of execution, BaTS reconfigures to 6 m1.small in-
stances and 10 m1.medium, which is found to be the fastest configuration within
the minimum estimated budget. The execution successfully terminates after 277
minutes, leading to a cost of $10.40. This is illustrated by Figure 6.3. We remark
that BaTS correctly selects the instance types that are most efficient for the work-
load under execution, given the CPU utilization percentages seen in Figure 6.2.
Moreover, the early reconfiguration leads to an execution approximately 22 times
faster than estimated: 3 hours versus the initially estimated 67 hours, while the
cost incurred is smaller than initially estimated by 32 cents.

Figure 6.3: Amazon EC2 console with terminated machines at the end of the
cheapest execution for the Kohonen bag.

6.2.3 The Kohonen bag - The fastest schedule

The fastest schedule acquires the maximum allowed number of instances of each
type and successfully finishes the execution after approximately 150 minutes, and
therefore within the estimated makespan and budget. The start of the execution is
illustrated by Figure 6.4. The final cost of the execution is $16.80. In this scenario,
BaTS executes the bag without any reconfiguration and both makespan and cost
initial estimates are accurate with respect to the final result.

6.2.4 The SARSA bag during the sample phase

We deployed the sample phase using one worker virtual machine from each men-
tioned instance type. Similarly to the Kohonen bag experiment, the master ran
inside a virtual machine deployed as a micro instance.
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Figure 6.4: Amazon EC2 console at the beginning of the fastest execution for the
Kohonen bag.

The sampling phase is successfully executed within one hour and all worker
machines are released after the whole paid-for hour, leading to a sampling phase
cost of $0.56. The sample set size, computed based on the formula given in
Chapter 2 is 31 tasks. During the sampling phase, a total of 1129 tasks have
been executed, out of which 1115 tasks were unique and 14 were total replicated
tasks for each machine type.

BaTS’ sampling phase indicates m1.small as the most profitable machine
type, with an average execution time of 0.29 minutes. During the sample phase,
the m1.small instance executed a total of 176 tasks and had 50 seconds left
of already paid compute time. The second best type is m1.medium with an
average execution time of 0.15 minutes, computed based on the linear regression
parameters β0 = 0.05 and β1 = 0.33. During the sample phase, the m1.medium
instance executed a total of 375 tasks and had 57 seconds left of already paid
compute time. The least profitable type is m1.large with an average execution
time of 0.08 minutes, computed based on the linear regression parameters β0 =
−0.01 and β1 = 0.23. During the sample phase, the m1.large instance executed
a total of 578 tasks and had 59 seconds left of already paid compute time. All the
linear regression parameters are collected in Table 6.3.

The sample phase resulted in a candidate list of 6 schedules:

a) cheapest schedule, using three m1.small machines for 13 hours and an es-
timated cost of $3.12.

b) cheapest+10% schedule, using 10 m1.small machines and 10 m1.medium
machines and 3 m1.large machines for 1 hour and an estimated cost of
$3.43.

c) cheapest+20% schedule, using 10 m1.small machines and 10 m1.medium
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Characteristics Small Instance Medium Instance Large Instance
β0 0 0.05 -0.01
β1 1 0.33 0.23
profitability 1 0.96 0.90

Table 6.3: Linear regression parameters for the Amazon EC2 instance types used
in the SARSA bag experiments, computed with respect to the m1.small type
(Small Instance).

machines 4 m1.large machines for 1 hour and an estimated cost of $3.74.

d) fastest-20% schedule, using 10 m1.small machines, 9 m1.medium ma-
chines and 7 m1.large machines for 1 hour and an estimated cost of $4.48.

e) fastest-10% schedule, using 9 m1.smallmachines, 9 m1.mediummachines
and 9 m1.large machines for 1 hour and an estimated cost of $5.04.

f) fastest% schedule, using 10 m1.small machines, 10 m1.medium machines
and 10 m1.large machines for 1 hour and an estimated cost of $5.60.

Figure 6.5 presents the default statistics collected by the Amazon EC2 monit-
oring service, CloudWatch, during the sampling phase. We remark that the CPU
utilization for the m1.large instance type increases in less than 10 minutes
from approximately 65% to 75%, where it stabilizes through the remainder of
the sampling phase. This is a result of the type of tasks the workload contains.
Again, the tasks are not optimized for multi-core execution and therefore cannot
fully take advantage of the virtual architecture provided by a m1.large instance
type. However, the CPU utilization is higher than the one exhibited by the same
instance type for the Kohonen workload. As shown in Table 6.3, BaTS identifies
this property of the workload simply by monitoring and comparing the efficiency
with respect to the number of successfully executed tasks versus money spent, and
therefore without inspecting the code of the tasks.

We have chosen to deploy the cheapest (minimal), the minimal+10%, the
fastest-10% and the fastest schedules. Given that the master component has been
maintained active (i.e. its host instance had not been terminated), the schedules of
interest have been selected through the master API and accordingly launched in
execution of the remaining workload.

6.2.5 The SARSA bag - The cheapest schedule

The cheapest schedule acquires three workers of instance type m1.small. There
is no reconfiguration required, and the execution successfully terminates after 691
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Figure 6.5: Amazon EC2 machines CPU utilization (average) during the sampling
phase for the SARSA bag.

minutes (≈ 12 hours), leading to a cost of $2.88. The termination of the cheapest
schedule is illustrated by Figure 6.6. We remark that BaTS correctly selects the
instance type that is most efficient for the workload under execution, given the
CPU utilization percentages seen in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.6: Amazon EC2 console with terminated machines at the end of the
cheapest execution for the SARSA bag.

6.2.6 The SARSA bag - The minimal+10% schedule

The minimal+10% schedule acquires ten workers of instance type m1.small,
ten workers of instance type m1.medium and three workers of instance type
m1.large. There is no reconfiguration required, and the execution successfully
terminates after 56 minutes, leading to a cost of $3.36.
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6.2.7 The SARSA bag - The fastest-10% schedule

The fastest-10% schedule acquires nine workers of instance type m1.small,
nine workers of instance type m1.medium and nine workers of instance type
m1.large. The execution successfully finishes after approximately 48 minutes,
at a cost of $5.04, and therefore within the estimated makespan and budget. The
CPU utilization percentages observed during the sampling phase of the SARSA
workload are consistent with those observed during the execution, as illustrated
by Figure 6.7. However, we notice that, for some of the m1.small instances, the
CPU utilization drops before the end of the execution. This is also confirmed by
BaTS’ logs, where we find that the communication with those workers has failed
during the execution. However, BaTS correctly estimates that there is no risk of a
schedule violation and continues the execution without any reconfigurations. Both
makespan and cost initial estimates are accurate with respect to the final result.

(a) m1.small (b) m1.medium

(c) m1.large

Figure 6.7: Statistics collected by the Amazon EC2 monitoring service, Cloud-
Watch, during the execution of the fastest-10% schedule for the SARSA bag.
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6.2.8 The SARSA bag - The fastest schedule

The fastest schedule acquires the maximum allowed number of instances of each
type and successfully finishes the execution after approximately 42 minutes, and
therefore within the estimated makespan and budget. The start of the execution is
illustrated by Figure 6.8. The final cost of the execution is $5.60. In this scenario,
BaTS executes the bag without any reconfiguration and both makespan and cost
initial estimates are accurate with respect to the final result.

Figure 6.8: Amazon EC2 console at the beginning of the fastest execution of the
SARSA bag.

6.3 Summary

In this chapter we have validated our stochastic budget-constrained scheduler in a
real-life environment. BaTS has managed to correctly identify the most efficient
instance types for the workloads at hand and has successfully executed the entire
workloads under several different scheduling requirements. Furthermore, BaTS
has correctly identified the situation where a minimization of the initially predicted
makespan was within the reach of the user-selected budget. Thus we conclude that
BaTS is able to efficiently adapt the real-world execution of workloads such that
it meets the user-specified schedule requirements.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions

Elastic computing, as offered by cloud providers, has changed the way we think
about compute resources. While each commercial offering comes with clear spe-
cifications, users still need guidance when choosing among them, simply because
most of the time these specifications say little about the performance of a given
application. This had lead us to the research question investigating ‘‘if and how
it is possible to schedule large numbers of independent tasks onto rented cloud
machines, in the absence of prior knowledge about expected task runtimes or ma-
chine speeds, such that the user is in control of the budget spent, while minimizing
the overall execution time.”

Throughout this thesis, we have addressed this question along with building
and studying BaTS, our budget-constrained scheduler for bag-of-tasks applica-
tions. BaTS requires no a-priori information about task execution times. It uses
statistical methods to execute samples of tasks on all cloud platforms that are
available to a user. BaTS monitors the progress of the tasks and dynamically re-
configures the set of machines, based on the expected budget consumption and
completion time.

In Chapter 2, we have introduced the general architecture of our cost-aware
scheduler, BaTS. We have implemented a prototype and tested it by experiments
deployed on real resources, albeit with synthetic workloads. For all our tests,
BaTS managed to schedule within the user-defined budget (and stopped early
when it noticed that it would exceed the limit). Next to BaTS, we have imple-
mented a simple, budget-oblivious self-scheduler (RR). Given the actual cost of
RR as its budget, BaTS produced somewhat longer schedules, due to the initial,
conservative sampling phase. With smaller budgets, BaTS produced schedules for
a guaranteed budget, albeit slower than the self-scheduling counterpart, RR. Our
results did show BaTS as a successful approach to cost-aware scheduling, but they
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also indicated a number of new issues to investigate. Helping the user deal with
the flexible, but complex set of cloud offerings became an imperative problem.
We translated it to providing estimates for several cost-makespan combinations,
the so-called schedules.

In Chapter 3, we introduced a decoupled architecture of BaTS. Here we ad-
dressed the user guidance problem, by letting BaTS estimate, during an initial
sampling phase, budget requirements and makespan options for different combin-
ations of cloud offerings. These are presented to the user as a range choice of
either cheaper or faster options. BaTS enforced the user’s choice by monitoring
the progress of the tasks during the bag execution, according to its own predic-
tions. BaTS was again able to dynamically reconfigure the set of machines, based
on the expected budget consumption and completion time, when this became ne-
cessary during execution. We have evaluated the quality of the estimates and
have shown that, despite the rather tiny sample size, BaTS almost perfectly estim-
ated the bag’s properties, at rather low execution costs for the initial sample. We
have verified that the actual execution of a bag, performed by BaTS based on the
user’s choice of budget and makespan, conforms to the predicted times and costs.
The stochastic nature of BaTS’ decisions and the limitations introduced by actual
experiments lead however to a need for a more theoretical evaluation of BaTS’
estimates.

In Chapter 4 we introduced a theoretical model of BaTS’ construction mech-
anisms for estimates and schedules . We have evaluated this theoretical model
by an extensive set of simulation experiments, using workloads that mimicked
real-world applications: bags with normal distributions, with multi-modal distri-
butions, and with a (heavy-tailed) Levy-truncated distribution. Our results showed
that BaTS indeed found relevant schedules based on estimates constructed with
very little initial information. As expected, since there was no other source of
information to be used, the schedules’ quality was strongly dependent on the es-
timates of the distribution parameters. We have also shown that the best practice
would be keeping a side cushion of money to allow dealing with outliers, instead
of refitting the configuration for a richer budget. Next to this result, we have also
gained an insight on how the tail phase of schedules also presented opportunities
to further improve BaTS’ behavior.

In Chapter 5, we have presented several stochastic optimizations for BaTS
that utilized the otherwise idling machines during the tail phase of an execution to
replicate and/or migrate long-running tasks. We have implemented our tail-phase
optimizations in the BaTS scheduler as the Tail component. Given the stochastic
nature of our strategies, we have evaluated them on the simulator introduced
earlier, in Chapter 4. To that end, we have increased the generality of our tests, by
providing also more bag instances of each distribution type. One important result
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was that replicating tasks in the tail phase onto otherwise idle (but already paid
for) machines improves the overall makespan of a bag, and thus reduces the risk
of the execution exceeding the predicted makespan. The strength of this effect was
shown to strongly depend on both the runtime distribution of the bag and on the set
of available machines, intrinsically providing shorter makespans to users willing
to spend more money. Another important finding was that the cost of migration
was too high to warrant noticeable effects, mostly because we had to sacrifice the
partial results of the migrated(in fact: restarted) tasks.

In Chapter 6, we have deployed BaTS in a real-world environment, consisting
of several instance types provided by Amazon EC2. We have executed a real
parameter-sweep application using BaTS mechanisms for the sampling and high-
throughput phases, under different user-selected schedules. Our experiments have
shown that BaTS is able to deal with real-world environments in a satisfactory
manner.

To summarize, based on the proof-of-concept introduced in Chapter 2, we
have investigated possible budget estimation techniques (Chapter 3) which lead to
a decoupled architecture, that became the practical support of a theoretical model
for BaTS on which we performed a thorough statistical evaluation (Chapter 4);
we have also assessed several novel stochastic tail phase strategies (Chapter 5).
Chapter 6 investigated the advantages and limitations of BaTS in deploying real-
world applications on real-world clouds.

From our findings, we can conclude that the stochastic approach we have taken
is able to quickly estimate task completion times and associated costs, in the com-
plete absence of prior knowledge about task runtimes or machine speeds. Our
analysis has shown that estimations are in general pretty accurate, however, no
hard guarantees can be made, and outliers are always possible. Based on these
estimations, we can provide a user with several choices for bag execution that
are either preferring completion time or monetary cost. During the bulk execu-
tion phase, it is possible to enforce the user-selected choice of completion time
and cost, with the exception of individual outliers that may exceed the limits. We
have shown that most of the time, but not always, this excess is marginal. The
stochastic optimizations of the tail phase of a bag’s execution help significantly to
keep it within the predicted bounds. Overall, we have shown that our approach
is very useful in practice, and enables scientific computation on cloud infrastruc-
tures, while keeping the monetary costs under control of the user.

Our results also suggest possible directions for future work. One such dir-
ection is introducing an adaptive profitability criterion with respect to the phase
of the computation. Here the faster-to-cheaper ratio used for the high-throughput
phase should be replaced by a least-variance ratio during the tail-phase. Also, an
interesting theoretical question is how much the CLT model we proposed accounts
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for the execution performance variability of machines pertaining to the same type.
Another interesting research direction stems from the intrinsic fault-tolerance of
the BaTS scheduler, given that one of the task assumptions is that tasks may be
re-executed. This would enable checkpointing the application to stable storage,
leading to further research on whether the theoretical model put forward in this
work could already deal with the intricacies of storage and file transfer cost mod-
els.



Summary

When Amazon announced EC2, its Elastic Computing Cloud, the era of cloud
computing started to offer a different computing paradigm. EC2 and other com-
mercial cloud providers (Rackspace, GoGrid, IBM) offer compute resources with
defined quality of service (CPU type and clock speed, size of main memory, etc.)
These computers can be rented at certain prices per given time intervals, typically
per hour. While each of these commercial offerings comes with clear machine
specifications, users still need guidance when choosing among them, simply be-
cause most of the time these specifications say little about the performance of a
given application.

Bags of tasks are an important intrinsically elastic application class. In this
work, we introduce BaTS, our budget-constrained scheduler for bag-of-tasks ap-
plications. BaTS requires no a-priori information about task execution times. It
uses statistical methods to execute samples of tasks on all cloud platforms that
are available to a user. BaTS monitors the progress of the tasks and dynamically
reconfigures the set of machines, based on the expected budget consumption and
completion time.

We first propose the general architecture of the BaTS scheduler. We also
describe the core scheduling algorithm. Our real-life experiments with a BaTS
prototype show that a cost-aware scheduler may be efficiently and effectively im-
plemented, and that the real-time reconfigurations manage to maintain the cost of
execution within a specified budget.

Next, we introduce a user guidance component, the estimator, which takes
advantage of mathematical tools to present the user with feasible schedules for the
execution of the bag after inspection of only a small number of tasks. Our results
show that BaTS is able to guide a user through the jungle of cloud offerings and/or
schedule within a user-defined budget (if such a schedule is possible at all.)

We then proceed to model the general architecture of BaTS as a stochastic
mathematical construct which we use to evaluate the strengths and limitations of
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our proposed scheduler. For this purpose, we implement a simulator that we use
to provide an extensive set of evaluations, involving a wide set of schedules and
real-life, traces-inspired workloads. Our simulation experiments show that the
prediction mechanisms implemented in BaTS may effectively deal with different
types of workloads.

We also introduce a number of stochastic tail-phase optimizations that we
evaluate on the mathematical construct introduced earlier. Our simulation exper-
iments show that replication strategies outperform migration strategies and that
imperfect information coupled with random selection deliver the closest perform-
ance to perfect information.

Finally, we evaluate BaTS in a real-world environment, by actual execution of
a parameter-sweep application on Amazon EC2 instances of different types. Our
experiments show that BaTS is capable of successfully selecting the most efficient
resources for the workload at hand and consequently executing the application
within the user-specified requirements.

Our results also suggest possible directions for future work. One such dir-
ection is introducing an adaptive profitability criterion with respect to the phase
of the computation. Here the faster-to-cheaper ratio used for the high-throughput
phase should be replaced by a least-variance ratio during the tail-phase. Also, an
interesting theoretical question is how much our proposed CLT model accounts
for the execution performance variability of machines pertaining to the same type.
Another interesting research direction stems from the intrinsic fault-tolerance of
the BaTS scheduler, given that one of the task assumptions is that tasks may be
re-executed. This would enable checkpointing the application to stable storage,
leading to further research on whether the theoretical model put forward in this
work could already deal with the intricacies of storage and file transfer cost mod-
els.



Samenvatting

Met EC2, haar Elastic Computing Cloud, heeft Amazon een nieuw cloud comput-
ing model geintroduceerd. EC2 en andere commercile cloud aanbieders (Rack-
space, GoGrid, IBM) bieden verwerkingskracht met een zeker dienstverlenings-
niveau (CPU type en -kloksnelheid, geheugenhoeveelheid, enz.) Deze kan voor
een bepaalde prijs per tijdseenheid, meestal per uur, worden ingehuurd. Hoewel
elk van deze commercile aanbiedingen duidelijke specificaties heeft, moeten ge-
bruikers toch begeleid worden met de keuze, omdat machine specificaties meestal
nou eenmaal weinig zeggen over de uiteindelijke prestatie van een gegeven toep-
assing.

Zakken-vol-taken is een belangrijk type toepassing die inherent elastisch is.
In dit proefschrift introduceren wij BaTS, onze budget-beperkte planner voor dit
type toepassing. BaTS vereist geen a priori informatie over de tijd die elke taak
zal kosten. Het gebruikt statistische methoden om een kleine selectie taken uit
te voeren op alle beschikbare cloud-platforms (het voorproeven). BaTS bewaakt
de voortgang van de taken en herconfigureert dynamisch de groep machines, ge-
baseerd op het verwachte budgetverbruik en uiteindelijke doorlooptijd.

We stellen eerst de algemene architectuur van de BaTS planner voor. We
beschrijven ook de kern van het planningsalgoritme. Onze real-life experimenten
met een BaTS prototype laten zien dat een kosten-bewuste planner efficint en
effectief kan worden uitgevoerd en dat de real-time herconfiguratie erin slaagt de
kosten van uitvoering binnen een vastgesteld budget te houden.

Vervolgens introduceren we het systeem dat de gebruiker kan begeleiden, de
voorproever, die wiskundige technieken gebruikt om, na aan een klein aantal
taken tijdsmetingen te hebben verricht, realistische roosters kan voorstellen om
de volledige zak taken uit te voeren. Onze resultaten laten zien dat BaTS in staat
is om een gebruiker een weg te zwijzen door de jungle van het cloud aanbod en / of
te plannen binnen een door de gebruiker vastgesteld budget (indien een dergelijke
planning uberhaupt mogelijk is).
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Vervolgens modelleren we de algemene architectuur van BaTS als een sto-
chastisch-wiskundige constructie, om de sterke punten en beperkingen van onze
voorgestelde planner te evalueren. Hiertoe implementeren we een simulator. We
doen hiermee veel evaluaties, met een brede selectie van roosters en real-life, op
echte traces genspireerde belastingen. Onze simulaties laten zien dat de in BaTS
geimplementeerde voorspellingsmechanismen effectief kunnen omgaan met ver-
schillende soorten belastingen.

We introduceren ook een aantal stochastische staart-fase optimalisaties die
we aan de hand van de eerder geintroduceerde wiskundige constructie evalueren.
Onze simulaties tonen aan dat replicatie strategien beter presteren dan migratie
strategien en dat imperfecte informatie in combinatie met willekeurige selectie
het beste de prestatie met perfecte informatie benadert.

Tot slot evalueren we BaTS in een real-world omgeving, door het daadwerkelijk
uitvoeren van een parameter-sweep applicatie op Amazon EC2 instances van ver-
schillende types. Onze experimenten laten zien dat BaTS in staat is om met succes
de meest efficinte middelen voor de gegeven belasting te selecteren en daarmee de
uitvoering binnen de door de gebruiker gestelde eisen.

Onze resultaten suggereren ook mogelijke richtingen voor toekomstig on-
derzoek. Een voorbeeld daarvan is de introductie van een adaptief rentabiliteitscri-
terium in de berekeningsfase. Hier moet de sneller:goedkoper verhouding die
in de hoge-doorvoer-fase gebruikt wordt worden vervangen door een kleinste-
variantie verhouding gedurende de staart-fase. Verder is een interessante theor-
etische vraag in hoeverre ons voorgestelde CLT model ook de prestatie variatie
van eenzelfde machine type modelleert. Een andere interessante onderzoeksricht-
ing komt voort uit de intrinsieke fout-tolerantie van de BaTS planner, gezien het
feit dat een van de aannames is dat taken opnieuw kunnen worden uitgevoerd.
Dit maakt het mogelijk de voortgang van het geheel op te slaan. Dit leidt tot de
onderzoeksvraag of het in dit werk voorgestelde theoretische model zou kunnen
omgaan met de fijne kneepjes van opslag- en overdrachtskostenmodellen.



Appendix A
Extensive experiments Chapter 4

In the evaluation section of Chapter 4 we presented the results obtained for two
types of budget: minimal and fastest. In this appendix we present the results of all
the experiments conducted under the remaining four budget types: minimal+10%,
minimal+20%, fastest-20% and fastest-10%.

We have used the same setup as the one described in Section 4.5.3. Each
bag distribution has been analyzed for each budget type. Section A.1 presents the
results for the normal distribution bag, Section A.2 shows the results for the bag
with a Levy-truncated distribution and Section A.3 illustrates the results for the
bag whose task runtimes exhibit a mixture of distributions.

For each experiment, we present the makespan and budget estimates, followed
by the success percentages of the ∆N indicator for ”risky schedules”. Similarly to
Section 4.5.5, we also present the results obtained from the simulated runs: the
actual makespan variation with respect to the makespan estimates and prediction
intervals and the cost variation with respect to the budget estimates and the budget
upper bounds.
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A.1 Normal Distribution Experiments
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Figure A.1: NDB - Makespan and budget estimates under minimal+10% schedule
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Figure A.8: Normal Distribution - Variation of makespan and budget for the
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A.2 Levy-truncated Distribution Experiments
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Figure A.9: LTB - Makespan and budget estimates under minimal+10% schedule
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Figure A.10: Levy-truncated Distribution - Variation of makespan and budget for
the minimal+10% schedule
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Figure A.11: Levy-truncated Distribution - Makespan and budget estimates for
the minimal+20% schedule
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Figure A.12: Levy-truncated Distribution - Variation of makespan and budget for
the minimal+20% schedule
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Figure A.13: Levy-truncated Distribution - Makespan and budget estimates for
the fastest-20% schedule
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Figure A.16: Levy-truncated Distribution - Variation of makespan and budget for
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A.3 Multi-modal Distribution Experiments
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Figure A.17: MDB - Makespan and budget estimates for minimal+10% schedule
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Figure A.18: Mixture Distribution - Variation of makespan and budget for the
minimal+10% schedule
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Figure A.19: Mixture Distribution - Makespan and budget estimates for the min-
imal+20% schedule
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Figure A.20: Mixture Distribution - Variation of makespan and budget for the
minimal+20% schedule
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Figure A.21: Mixture Distribution - Makespan and budget estimates for the
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Figure A.22: Mixture Distribution - Variation of makespan and budget for the
fastest-20% schedule
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Figure A.23: Mixture Distribution - Makespan and budget estimates for the
fastest-10% schedule
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Figure A.24: Mixture Distribution - Variation of makespan and budget for the
fastest-10% schedule
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Appendix B
List of symbols

Table B.1: List of symbols.

Symbol Definition
ci cost of a machine of type i for one accountable time unit
ns sample set size
N current size of the bag
Ti average task execution time for a machine in cluster i
τk time elapsed since submission of task k
τke estimate of task k execution time based on τk
rtdonei total runtime of all finished tasks executed on cluster i
Ci machine type i (cluster i)
nc maximum number of clusters
Te makespan estimate
Be budget estimate
ai number of machines from cluster i
Ai maximum number of machines available in cluster i
N the set of integer numbers
p j profit of any item of type j
w j weight of any item of type j
b j maximum number of items of type j
Pcand a candidate solution
m j a machine j
maxi maximum number of participating machines in cluster i;

it is different from ai in that it is used for each cluster
utilization book-keeping

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table B.1 – Continued

Symbol Definition
ntm j number of tasks executed by machine j
upm j total uptime of machine j
rtm j total runtime of executed tasks on machine j
vm j current speed of machine j
Ne estimate of number of tasks left in the bag after the time

for which we already paid elapses on each machine
upm j e

estimate of the uptime of machine j by the time the cur-
rent task finished execution

num j number of ATUs paid for machine j
δm j the remaining span of the current ATU after the current

task finished execution
f tm j expected future number of tasks executed during the cur-

rent ATU after the current task finished execution
Np number of tasks we can afford in the current configuration

with the remaining budget
nrm j number of ATUs left for this machine according to the

current plan
ηm j estimate of portion of current ATU un-utilized since an

average task would not fit in it
β0k, j free term in the linear dependency of the execution time

of a task on a machine of type k given the execution time
of the task on a machine of type j

β1k, j scaling term in the linear dependency of the execution
time of a task on a machine of type k given the execution
time of the task on a machine of type j

ti,k expected execution time of a task i on a machine of type
k

aik number of machines of type k comprised by a schedule i
nik average number of tasks a machine of type k is expected

to executed during the makespan of a schedule i
Mi makespan of a schedule i
τs elapsed execution time of a task on the source machine
τc elapsed execution time of a task on a canonic machine
ts estimated total execution time on the source machine
tc estimated total execution time on a canonic machine
tt estimated total execution time on the target machine
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